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CHAPTER 1

Listening for Knowledge: Introduction

Abstract We tend to associate the sciences with seeing—but scientists,
engineers, and physicians also use their ears as a means for acquiring
knowledge. This chapter introduces this essay’s key questions about the
role of sound and practices of listening in the sciences, and explicates
their relevance for understanding the dynamics of science more generally.
It defines the notion of sonic skills, situating it in the wider literature on
the auditory dimensions of making knowledge. It presents the case studies on which the essay draws, explaining their geographical, temporal,
and methodological scope and the researchers behind them.
Keywords Listening for knowledge
Engineering

· Sonic skills · Science · Medicine ·

Acoustic Signatures
On the afternoon of July 11, 2014, Dutch Public Radio 1 broadcast an
interview with science journalist Diederik Jekel. He had breaking news:
American geologists had discovered a “super ocean” some 300 miles
below the earth’s surface. The journalist immediately added a qualification. What the Americans had actually found were some stone minerals,
originating from the earth’s deep layers, that included water molecules.
This prompted the talk show host to ask how certain scientists could
be of the super ocean’s existence. The journalist explained that the
© The Author(s) 2019
K. Bijsterveld, Sonic Skills,
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American geologists knew they had in fact found water when they sent
sound waves deep into the earth. The stones had melted in the earth’s
heat, and just as a knock on a table sounds different from a knock on a
glass of water under the same conditions, the melted material sounded
different from the non-melted. The talk show host was quick to conclude: “We know it,” she said, “but we have not seen it; it has not been
[proven] experimentally.”1
Apparently, she had trouble believing the geologists’ ears. Their findings had not yet been proven, because the phenomenon had not been
seen. By suggesting that hearing something is not sufficient to prove its
existence, whereas seeing it would actually establish the fact, the interviewer posited a direct link between seeing and true science or ultimate
knowledge. She may have learned to do so from scientists themselves,
who tend to work in offices packed with printouts and scans around
computer screens, producing publications rich in diagrams, graphs, and
other images. Indeed, the American geologists in search of water had
used seismic data gathered during earthquakes, often referring to infrasound waves: sound waves below the human audible range. At times,
these infrasound waves are translated into frequencies that humans can
hear, but more often they are made visible, in graphs. In the medical
world, ultrasound waves—sounds above the human audible range—
are used to create images of the body’s interior, such as images of the
unborn. Even scientists interested in frequencies that are directly audible
to them, like most of the sounds of birds or language, usually turn their
sound recordings into images before they start analyzing the objects of
their interest. Some such images, including spectrograms and sonograms,
also make their way into the scientists’ publications and presentations,
often accompanied by other forms of visual data representation.2
Nevertheless, scientists do listen for knowledge. In early 2015, an
international group of geophysicists published an article claiming that
particular patterns in the sounds of glaciers might reveal where and
how those glaciers were calving. They had made sound recordings with
hydrophones—underwater microphones—and taken photos at the same
time. This enabled them to link various glacier sounds to distinct forms
of ablation through “acoustic signatures” that indicated, for example, whether the ice was disappearing below or above the water surface (Glowacki et al. 2015). Other physicists monitor the condition of
dikes by recording the structures’ inner sounds with microphones, while
biologists listen to the sounds of whales, insects, and birds.3 In military
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contexts, too, scientists of various backgrounds have left their mark on
listening technologies. During World War I, detecting and locating hostile submarines, artillery, tunnel-building, zeppelins, and bomber aircraft
involved not only listening in on the enemy’s wireless communication,
but also developing hydrophones, geophones, sound-ranging equipment, and sound locators, as well as training personnel for such mediated
listening—listening, that is, enhanced by acoustic and 
electroacoustic
means. In the interwar years, huge acoustic mirrors were built to detect
aircraft, while sonar (in full, Sound Navigation and Ranging) was
designed to locate enemy vessels in both world wars and beyond.4 Most
of these technologies were “passive,” in the sense that they merely captured the sounds produced by the objects of their interest. But sonar can
also be “active,” generating sound to detect objects through echolocation. In both cases, listening was a key dimension of the military use of
these technologies.
Listening for knowledge is also embedded in more everyday practices. Since the early nineteenth century, doctors have used stethoscopes
to listen to their patients’ hearts and lungs as a way of investigating
their health. Engineers in the automotive industry and mechanics in
garages use automotive stethoscopes to listen to the functioning of car
engines or the car’s other moving parts. Another well-known tool is the
Geiger counter, a device that transforms data about radiation not only
into numbers but also into clicking sounds, informing and warning us
of what we cannot see or sense in other ways. This capacity makes the
Geiger counter, or more correctly the Geiger-Müller counter (Volmar
2015), a device for “sonification”: “the use of nonspeech audio to convey information” (Kramer 1999). And yet when today’s general practitioners or hospital specialists listen to our body and hear something
seriously wrong, they will probably suggest checking our blood with
the help of chemical analysis or “looking inside” with help of X-ray
technology, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or other devices resulting in images. Even the glacier researchers emphasized that their tests
would have to be repeated before anything “definitive” could be said.
Capturing sound is one thing; interpreting and assessing the results is
quite another, and is highly dependent on the contexts in which listening
takes place.
This book-length essay aims to understand the ambiguous and at
times contested position of listening for knowledge in the sciences. It
does so by tracking the shifting status of sonic skills in science, medicine,
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and engineering across the long twentieth century, the theme of a project at Maastricht University that I will describe in more detail below.
The project was primarily interested in sound and listening as a way of
acquiring knowledge about human bodies, animals, machines, or other
research objects, and thus in sound and listening as a means rather than
an object of research. For our project’s selection of case studies, this
meant leaving out fields that prioritize the understanding of sound,
hearing and listening per se, such as acoustics, psychoacoustics, otology, and audiology. Of course, theories and techniques from these fields
have affected listening for knowledge in other areas (Kursell 2008; Hui
2013; Hui et al. 2013; Erlmann 2010). But the project’s main focus is
not research about sound, hearing and listening. Instead, practices of listening in the sciences take center stage—specifically, listening practices
applicable to sounds in the frequency ranges audible to humans. And
rather than dealing with the forms of listening that people engage in
when interacting in conversations, this study is about listening, within
the sciences, to the sounds of phenomena that do not talk back. The special relevance of listening’s fluctuating standing in the sciences, this essay
claims, is that it offers new insights into the significance of timing, trust,
and accountability in knowledge making.

Sonic Skills
This essay, then, aims to study listening for knowledge in the sciences
by focusing on the use of “sonic skills.” Sonic skills, as I use the term
here, include not only listening skills, but also the techniques that
doctors, engineers, and scientists need for what they consider an effective
use of their listening and recording equipment. Examples of such skills
would be the proper positioning of a stethoscope on a patient’s body,
the handling of magnetic tape recorders in bird sound recording, or simply archiving sound samples for easy retrieval. To understand listening
for knowledge, therefore, we need to study not only the skills related to
listening proper, but also those that ensure sounds can be amplified, captured, reproduced, edited, compiled, accessed, and analyzed.
These skills can be examined as embodied and encultured techniques,
just as Jonathan Sterne did in The Audible Past (2003), where he introduced the notion of the “audile technique” to articulate his interest in
the context-specific bodily postures and usages of mediating instruments
that are intended to isolate, intensify, and direct acts of listening. I apply
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a similar analysis to the sonic skills of making, recording, storing, and
retrieving sound in addition to listening to sound. This implies that listening cannot be studied in isolation from the other senses. Its historically embedded relations with other sensory modalities, especially tactile
and visual modalities, are crucial (see also Krebs 2015; Supper 2016).
Three clusters of issues are of particular interest here. First, for what
purposes have scientists, engineers, and physicians lent their ears to the
objects of their interest? Did that listening elicit new types of questions, and if so, of what kind? Second, how exactly have these experts
employed their ears to make sense of what they studied? In what ways,
and with the help of what tools, did they listen to what they examined?
And how did—and do—they master such sonic skills? Third, under
what conditions have sonic skills, alongside visual ones, been accepted
as “objective” paths of inquiry in science, engineering, and medicine?
And under what conditions did visual skills partially displace sonic skills
again?5 Why, for instance, did the use of sound spectrograms become
widespread in ornithologists’ research practices after the 1950s, whereas
just a few decades earlier, in the late 1920s, bird researchers had welcomed film sound recorders and electrified gramophones with great
enthusiasm? And why, at least at first glance, has the auditory presentation of scientific data still not become very popular, apart from warning
devices such as the Geiger counter?
Although I will address these questions in relation to the long twentieth century—that is, including the late nineteenth century and early
twenty-first century—I concentrate on the period beginning in the late
1920s. This was when the use of sound recording technologies such
as the electric phonograph and gramophone took off in many areas of
research, including ethnology, ethnomusicology, and ornithology, affecting both the listening practices and scholarly debates in these fields
(Stangl 2000; Sterne 2003; Mahrenholz 2008; Mundy 2009, 2010).
In the early days of ornithology, for instance, making field recordings of
birds still required a seven-ton truck carrying a disc-cutter, microphones,
cables, and an electric oven for softening wax. As a result, only the most
urbanized parts of the wild could be studied—which of course affected
the content of the recordings. The rise of the magnetic tape recorder in
the early 1950s reshaped listening practices in ornithology once again,
enabling collaboration with amateurs, storage of recordings in large
sound archives, and the comparison of recordings originating from a
wide variety of places. And from the late 1950s, ornithologists could
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turn to the sound spectrograph, a device that transformed audio recordings into sound spectrograms, triggering new standards for valid scientific proof (Bruyninckx 2013).
In this book, I will often refer to “the sciences” as a shorthand for science, medicine, and engineering. This does not imply, however, that the
dynamics of auditory epistemology in the science-based professions, such
as medicine and engineering, has been the same as in the natural sciences
themselves. Despite fears that medical auscultation might be “a dying
art” (a discourse recently analyzed by anthropologist Tom Rice 2013:
164), learning to listen with the stethoscope is still a standard component of medical curriculums worldwide. Similarly, those working in car
repair shops and the automotive industry consider the mechanic’s stethoscope an essential tool,6 the use of which is an acknowledged learning-by-doing aspect of practical training (Krebs 2012). In contrast, as far
as I am aware there are no courses in listening, or acknowledgement of
the need for listening skills, in the science programs at universities. This
distinction is just one obvious difference between the natural science
professions—fields with legally assigned jurisdiction concerning particular forms of expertise (Abbott 1988)—and the sciences themselves.
As I hinted above, this essay is the outcome of work by a group of
researchers at Maastricht University who for several years participated in the
Sonic Skills project.7 They include historian of science Joeri Bruyninckx,
medical anthropologist Anna Harris, historian of technology Stefan Krebs,
sociologist Alexandra Supper, and musicologist Melissa Van Drie. In 2008–
2009, I outlined the project’s questions, key concepts, case studies, methods, and theoretical approaches in a grant proposal for which I was awarded
a VICI grant by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research
(NWO) in 2010.8 Joeri Bruyninckx and Alexandra Supper were both PhD
students at the start of the project, and also contributed as postdocs in later
phases; the others were involved as postdoctoral researchers. I coordinated
the project from its inception until its completion in mid-2015.
This essay aims to synthesize the insights from the project’s case studies. It draws on the two Ph.D. dissertations and the journal articles, book
chapters, and outreach activities that resulted from the project, as well as
the rapidly expanding body of literature on the epistemology of sound
and listening written by colleagues elsewhere. In essence, my way of
referring to the literature produced within the Sonic Skills project does
not differ from my use of secondary literature produced outside of the
project. But the Sonic Skills publications have defined the scope of my
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arguments, which are grounded in a systematic comparison of the project
cases. Moreover, my role as principal investigator has given me privileged
access to many of the interviews, observations, and historical sources
behind the publications, leading to a deeper understanding of the project outputs than is possible for external publications. Occasionally, I will
refer to these original sources and data with quotations that are more
extensive than the ones to be found in the project publications.
To develop my argument here, I also rely on an article about listening
modes in the sciences that I co-authored with Alexandra Supper and was
published in Interdisciplinary Science Reviews in 2015. The key sections
of that article constitute the heart of Chapter 3, now complemented by
a discussion of the incidence of particular modes and some additional
examples of listening. I am grateful to Alexandra for allowing me to
reuse this article. I owe a great deal to the other Sonic Skills researchers
as well. We devoted several meetings to the issue of listening modes by
exchanging examples and refining the initial definitions while making use
of the significant adjustments to these notions in Supper’s dissertation. I
also benefited tremendously from the Sonic Skills expert meeting mentioned in the acknowledgments.
By comparing the cases and claims from the earlier publications, I
intend to answer our project’s overarching questions about the use and
epistemology of sonic skills in the sciences. Ideally, however, this essay
will also lead readers to, or back to, the rich original work that underlies
it—work that offers much more than the insights brought together here.
Below, I will refer to the “we” of the project participants several times,
for instance in Chapter 3. But let me first explain our historiographical
and theoretical points of departure, and how these are rooted in previous
scholarship on science, medicine, and engineering.

Sensory Practices in the Sciences
It is hard to find a scholar today who is willing to defend the claim that
the dominance of visual forms of representation and proof in the sciences
is best explained by the essential qualities of seeing, hearing, or other
forms of sensory perception. Or, to be more precise, it is hard to find
such a person in the academic fields that most strongly inform this essay:
history of science, technology, and medicine; the interdisciplinary field of
science and technology studies; history and anthropology of the senses;
and constructivist strands within sound studies.
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In cultural studies, art theory, and acoustic ecology, the situation is
different. In those areas, there are indeed authors who argue that seeing creates the kind of distance from objects that scientists are after,
whereas hearing enables a more intimate relation with the world. It
was the pioneer of soundscape research, composer and acoustic ecologist Raymond Murray Schafer, who—inspired by Marshall McLuhan’s
work—distinguished between an “inward” drawing ear and an “outward” looking eye (Schafer 1967: 2; 1994/1977). Because of this orientation, he treated hearing as the better sense, and so did many of his
followers. In this type of storyline, dubbed “the audiovisual litany” by
Jonathan Sterne, seeing creates distance, calls upon the intellect, and
focuses on the superficial, whereas hearing surrounds us with sounds,
is inclined to the affective, and penetrates deep into the heart of the
matter (Sterne 2003: 16). More recent varieties of this way of thinking are less schematic, but still underline the apparent natural affinity
of the auditory with associative thinking and unfixed positions (Labelle
2011: xviii–xix), or present the auditory as troubling “the visually
inspired epistemologies that we take for granted: the clear distinction
between subject and object, inside and the outside, self and the world”
(Bull 2006: 112). Immersion in sound, declares the “new orthodoxy”
in sound art as critically discussed by music scholar Will Schrimshaw
(2015: 155), is an experience that precludes reason.
In the fields with which our project is affiliated, however, most scholars seek contextual explanations for the significance of visual strategies
in academic knowledge making. In the history of science, for instance,
three interacting shifts have been held responsible for the dominance of
visualization. In the seventeenth century, natural philosophy’s focus on
hermeneutic readings of the world and natural history’s interest in classification gradually gave way to a new culture of science in which experiment and observation became important requirements for legitimate
knowledge (Pickstone 2000, 2007). Who witnessed what, and where,
made all the difference to an experiment’s scholarly validity. Early reports
of experiments in the meeting rooms of academic societies, published as
letters, recounted which learned men had actually attended and added
detailed images of the events in order to enable “virtual witnessing”
(Shapin and Schaffer 1985: 60). This focus on eye-witnessing did not
mean the reports neglected the sounds of the experiments (Schwartz
2011: 93–95). But over time, scientists would increasingly describe their
work in visual terms.
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Historians of science regard two other developments as relevant for
understanding this development. The first is the rise of print in the
fifteenth century and the growing availability of books thereafter.9 The
enhanced circulation of printed materials enabled texts, calculations,
and illustrations to be systematically compared, triggering critical reflection and expanding the academic community. As time went by, the easy
exchange of printed reports also naturalized a new notion of “witnessing,” one that involved reading proceedings as opposed to attending
the experiments proper (Johns 1998). The second relevant change is the
emergence of “mechanical objectivity” as a epistemic ideal in eighteenth
and nineteenth century science. This dismissed the human body’s status
as a trustworthy witness of natural phenomena, favoring instead their
automatic registration by machines. Mechanical objectivity, Lorraine
Daston and Peter Galison (1992, 2007) have shown, experienced its
heyday in the 1920s, after which “trained judgment” by expert scientists
gradually acquired validity—at least as a supplement to mechanical objectivity. Still, for a long time, doing science was largely about reading the
instruments that registered natural phenomena for the scientists—a visual
activity indeed. Furthermore, many of these instruments translated what
they registered into graphs, and thus visual representations.
By the time these studies in the history of science appeared, science
and technology studies (STS) had entered the stage, the product of a
genuine interest in the everyday practices of science. Until the 1980s, the
study of science had striven to demarcate rational science from irrational
beliefs by formulating universal criteria for scientific knowledge. Scholars
in STS moved away from over-idealized conceptions of science and
turned their attention to “science-in-action,” a term coined by Bruno
Latour. Latour and his colleagues aimed to trace how science was done
in practice, in the laboratory and beyond. One of their questions was
how scientists managed to turn local findings into global truths. Latour’s
own answer contributed importantly to understanding the role of visualization in scientific representation. He showed that inscriptions, such as
tables and diagrams, can effectively circulate locally acquired data across
geographically disparate networks of knowledge because they are both
immutable and mobile. And he pointed out that such inscriptions can be
easily cascaded and superimposed on paper—an example being numeric
data printed on maps (Latour 1986, 1987).
It is not that the interpretation of these visual resources was, or is,
always immediately self-evident to the community of scientists involved.
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After any presentation at any science conference, many questions will
focus on the proper reading of the graphs. Similarly, the introduction of
visualization techniques such as photography, X-ray, probe microscopy,
or planet observation by panoramic cameras has never come with instant
transparency or an obvious way to decode the resulting images. On the
contrary, each new visualization strategy gives rise to fierce debate as to
what exactly the images represent. Novel images have to be made commensurable with existing representation techniques in order to become
legible (Pasveer 1989, 2006; Te Hennepe 2007; Mody 2014), and that
entails new skills: formerly unknown features of a phenomenon only “pop
out” through digital image processing, for example, because “a skilled
vision is crafted into the image from the outset” (Vertesi 2014: 25).
Research into visualization techniques has thus significantly refined
our understanding of how knowledge and visual displays interact.
Michael Lynch (1990), for instance, explained that interaction by
describing how diagrams and images in the life sciences act as an “externalized retina” that structures the production of scientific facts through
the schematic redefinition, mathematical order, and solidification of the
objects under study. If Lynch focused on the conventions of “consensual ‘seeing’ and ‘knowing’” in the sciences (p. 155), Eugene Ferguson
studied nonverbal “visual thinking” in design at the individual level
(Ferguson 1992). Such visual literacy did not remain limited to scientists, but gradually spread among the general population through the
consumption of visual toys and other forms of educational entertainment
(Stafford 1994; Tufte 1997).
STS scholars’ work on the laboratory practices of scientists unveiled
much more than the visual aspects of knowledge making, however. As
historian of science Lissa Roberts (1995) suggested, it was only in their
published writings that eighteenth-century chemists sidelined touch,
hearing, smell, and taste. While carrying out their experimental work,
they still enlisted their senses to interpret what had happened, carefully
attuning their bodies to their instruments. Harry Collins’s field studies of
the lab work of present-day physicists showed how the “tacit knowledge”
that scientists develop about their experimental set-ups often makes it
impossible for others to fully replicate their experiments. The result is an
infinite “experimenters’ regress” (Collins 1985). Collins drew his notion
of tacit knowledge from the work of Michael Polanyi (1983/1966), and
initially defined it as “an embodied kind of know-how irreducible to
symbolic terms” (Collins cited in Mody 2005: 176; Collins 2001).
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It is wise to note at this point that not all science draws on embodied
knowledge. Think of the cognitive focus in contemporary mathematics—
even if much mathematics-in-action does involve enacting arguments
through jottings, annotations, and erasures on blackboards and scrap
paper (Barany and MacKenzie 2014). But despite exceptions such as
most of mathematics, the discussion of embodied and tacit knowledge
has been an important source of inspiration to STS scholars researching the role of the senses other than seeing in science, medicine, and
engineering. Natasha Myers (2008), for instance, has remarked on the
significance of gestural knowledge in the crystallography of proteins.
Crystallographers use graphical software to model their proteins in three
dimensions, but the most experienced among them check the draft models by imagining the protein dimensions and characteristics in terms of
their own corporeal experience of building earlier protein models. They
also use their bodies as resources for communicating a “feel” for molecular structures to novices.10
Similarly intriguing is Sophia Roosth’s (2009) account of “sonocytology” in nanotechnology research, whereby cell wall vibrations
are recorded with scanning probe microscopes and amplified to volumes audible to humans. In the first years of the twenty-first century,
she explains, the US scientist Jim Gimzewski introduced sonocytology
as a noninvasive technique for studying cellular interiors, contrasting
with invasive forms of research such as chemical analysis. He initially
studied yeast cells, but later began to listen diagnostically to the “difference between healthy and cancerous cells” (p. 341). Gimzewski interpreted the sounds as referring to particular forms of cellular motion
and metabolism. The epistemological effect of studying cells in terms
of sound, Roosth argues, was to conceive of cells “in time and in context,” or, more specifically, in terms of interior time and—with an ear for
the transmission of sound—acoustic micro-milieus (p. 338). And when
Gimzewski claimed to hear his yeast cells “screaming,” he also anthropomorphized them (p. 339).
This work is of fairly recent date, but the theme of listening in science,
engineering, and medicine entered the STS research agenda much earlier, often linked to an interest in tacit knowledge. Sociologist of science
Jens Lachmund (1994), for example, studied the rise of the stethoscope
and auditory knowledge in nineteenth-century medicine by examining the work of the Parisian physician René Laennec and his Viennese
colleague Joseph Skoda. Laennec not only invented the stethoscope
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in 1816, but also created the very first codification of lung sounds—a
codification that was intended to help physicians relate the body’s murmurs to its medical condition. In an attempt to explain the nature of
these sounds to uninitiated physicians, Laennec compared them with the
sounds of animals, musical instruments, and urban life, and occasionally
used musical notation. In his view, however, such codifications could
never be sufficient to learn auscultation: hospital training was indispensable for acquiring the right skills (Lachmund 1994, 1999).
Jacalyn Duffin (1998) finds that attention to Laennec’s musical skills
is crucial to understanding his successful use and teaching of the stethoscope. However, those skills were not enough to disseminate Laennec’s
lung sound codification beyond the Paris hospitals. The hospital and
research practices of Skoda’s Vienna, for instance, were rather different
from those in Paris, with limited access to patients but more extensive
connections with laboratory research. These divergences gave rise to different types of lung sound codification. Whereas Laennec had worked
inductively and assumed a one-to-one relationship between sounds and
pathologies, Skoda reasoned more deductively, developing an auditory
form of differential diagnosis that started by excluding potential causes
with the help of acoustic knowledge of the body and its inner resonances
(Lachmund 1994, 1999). Although I will return to Lachmund’s research
in the next chapter, it is worth discussing in some detail here, for it
neatly articulates the way that the rise of a new instrument afforded new
listening practices and forms of auditory knowledge, but did not simply
determine the character of those practices and knowledge. In different
settings, the same instrument may lead to diverging epistemologies.
The stethoscope happens to be one of those auditory instruments
that turned up in various contexts, and not only medical ones. As early
as the 1920s, technical literature on car manufacturing told of engineers
listening to car engines in order to detect problems in the machines. To
track the car’s lowest frequencies, for instance, they used a metal rod
that transmitted the engine’s vibrations to the engineer’s teeth (Snook
1925). Over time, car manufacturing and repair businesses also started
to work with automotive stethoscopes, with the deliberate intention of
transferring the prestige of the stethoscope, the “hallmark of a doctor”
(Rice 2013: 74), to the profession of the mechanic (Krebs and Van Drie
2014). But it was more than just an icon of expertise: car mechanics
listened to engines to detect the causes of flaws in the first place (Borg
2007).
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Listening to machines was not limited to the automotive industry.
Gerard Alberts, a historian of information technology, has explained how
1950s operators of digital computers at the Philips Physics Laboratory
in the Netherlands missed the “trustworthy” rattling sounds of electromechanical calculators and decided to make the computers’ calculation
processes audible through speakers. Adding loudspeakers to the computers created an “auditory monitor,” restoring a sensory relation with
the equipment and making it possible to listen to computers in order to
debug them (Alberts 2000, 2003: 17, 23). Listening has also been mentioned in the wake of scholarly interest in “situated actions” in engineering and repair (Suchman 1987). For technicians servicing photocopiers,
Julian Orr has shown, “the succession of noises narrates to the experienced ear the progress of the operation” (Orr 1996: 98; Pacey 1999).
This is why the technicians Orr studied hated noisy customer sites: the
noise hampered their auditory focus on the machines. For similar reasons, factory workers long resisted the use of ear plugs, which deprived
them of auditory cues about how well the machines on the shop floor
were working (Bijsterveld 2008, 2012).
Patterns of sound are no less relevant at the laboratory bench.
Investigating materials science, Cyrus Mody has discussed how the
sounds of the valves, pumps, and outputs of laboratory instruments give
the staff information on the experiments’ quality and content: “Learning
these sounds and the experimental rhythm they indicate is part of learning the proper use of the instrument,” including “tacit knowledge of
the sounds made when tools are not operating smoothly” (Mody 2005:
186). Some laboratory employees say that data expressing periodicity
are much better processed with the ears than with the eyes. Intriguingly,
they also find that the aesthetics of sound enhances “embodied interaction with the instrument” (p. 188).
The growing interest of STS scholars in the everyday practices of science, medicine, and engineering has thus both articulated the relevance
of the nonvisual senses for knowledge making and explained why that
relevance does not become immediately apparent when reading scientists’ work or attending their presentations—many listening activities
take place behind the scenes of science, but are no less important for that
science. In the history and anthropology of the senses, there has been
a similar acknowledgment of the multimodality of sensory orientation.
For many years, historians and anthropologists seemed almost obsessed
with characterizing particular periods or even entire cultures in terms of
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a predominating sense. Cultural historian Peter Bailey, for instance, distinguished between the modern West, which he believed to have had a
visual focus ever since the advent of print, and “pre-modern societies,”
which had been “predomi-nantly phono-cen-tric, privileging sound
over the other senses in a world of mostly oral-aural communi-cati-on”
(Bailey 1996: 55). Anthropologists, in contrast, claimed that sight had
held the highest position in Western cultural representations of the
senses since antiquity (Classen 1997), or discussed present-day cultures
with alternative sensory orientations, such as the Kaluli people in the
tropical forests in Papua New Guinea and their auditory epistemology—
or “acoustemology” (Feld 2003; Feld and Brenneis 2004).
Today, however, it seems that more and more scholars are adopting Jonathan Sterne’s critique of the assumption that the history of
the senses should be “a zero-sum game, where the dominance of one
sense by necessity leads to the decline of another” (2003: 16). Some of
these scholars have pointed out the significance of sound for Westerners’
everyday spatial and symbolic orientation in the nineteenth or twentieth century (Corbin 1999; Bull and Back 2003); others argue that a
“perceptual equilibrium” has been present since at least the later medieval period (Woolf 2004). Anthropologist Tim Ingold has taken this one
step further: instead of studying cultures as mere filters of sensory experience, we should examine how people are informed by their senses, and
by all their senses together, as they are moving through particular worlds
or cultures—worlds that themselves have particular materialities. This
renders the idea that seeing is a static and distancing experience unconvincing: it unjustly conflates seeing with visualization. We constantly
move our head or focus in and out when looking at something; only our
drawings and pictures solidify a particular perspective. Moreover, studying one sensory modality, such as hearing, makes no sense if we fail to
acknowledge its interconnections with other sensory modalities (Ingold
2000, 2011a, b).
These remarks bring me full circle, back to the predominance of
anti-essentialist approaches with which I started this section. Those
assumptions were the starting point of the Sonic Skills project as well.
We insisted on a practice-oriented approach that keeps an eye and an ear
open for the role of tacit knowledge in the sciences and for scientists’
use of their senses as they move around in different settings. Although
several useful studies on listening in the sciences have been published,
they leave many questions open. What about the commonalities between
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various strategies of listening, for instance? The role of music? The differences between professional contexts and the academic sciences? I will
return to these systematic issues below. But let me first discuss our project’s selection of the case studies.

Cases of Sound and Listening
To attain a better understanding of the role of the senses in knowledge
dynamics, we considered it important to select a variety of sites where
scientists, engineers, and physicians perform their work. Among other
parameters, those sites vary in terms of public accessibility—the literature suggests a difference between the public presentation of science and
what happens behind the scenes. This inspired us to choose both settings
where experts are among colleagues (such as factories, laboratories, and
the field), and more open environments, such as hospitals, where lay people are present, or conference halls and other venues at which scientists
present their results to the wider world. This enabled us to include contexts of both professional expertise (hospital, factory) and scientific expertise (field, lab, conference). The multisite approach also allowed us to
cover different phases in research and design, ranging from tinkering with
technology on shop floors to trial-and-error in laboratories, from recording natural phenomena to displaying scientific data through sonification.
Our preference for particular cases within each of these sites resulted
from several other considerations. One was the idea of encompassing a
wide array of sonic tools: technologies that have allowed scientists, engineers, and physicians to focus on, amplify, record, or transform sound,
such as listening rods in engineering, stethoscopes in medicine, tape
recorders in field research, or software in sonification. Another was the
wish to understand how novices acquire sonic skills, most notably in hospital settings. With Brian Kane (2015: 8), we believe that in the process
of cultivating such skills, “much of the cognitive effort involved in the
initial training is offloaded onto the body.” Observing the training of
sonic skills before they are naturalized opens them up for analysis. This
objective is akin to Thomas Porcello’s work on how studio engineers
learn to understand sound (Porcello 2004) and to the work by Tom Rice
and John Coltart on how medical students come to handle the stethoscope (Rice and Coltart 2006; Rice 2013). Whereas Rice and Coltart
focused on the use of the stethoscope in cardiology for diagnosing heart
diseases, we addressed respiratory medicine and lung diseases.
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It was these considerations that largely defined our geographic scope,
as we followed the clusters of scientists, engineers, and physicians chosen
across Western Europe, the United States, and Australia. Our attention
to local specificities responded to Michele Hilmes’s 2005 comments on
early sound studies work, in which she warned against creating “a seemingly transhistorical, transcultural essentialism that is actually predicated
closely on an American model” (Hilmes 2005: 258).
Based on these various concerns, we decided to focus on the listening practices of the following groups. Stefan Krebs studied engineers and
mechanics in the automotive industry of Germany and France (1920s–
present) and in a paper factory in the United Kingdom (1970s–present).
Joeri Bruyninckx investigated ornithologists in field settings in the United
States, the United Kingdom, and Germany (1920s–present), and present-
day scientists in material physics and molecular biology in laboratories
in the Netherlands and the United States. Melissa Van Drie asked how
physicians listened, and taught medical students to listen, to their patients’
lungs in France, the United Kingdom, and the United States (1950–
2010), while Anna Harris did the same for contemporary doctors and students in the Netherlands (Maastricht University Skills Lab) and Australia
(Royal Melbourne Hospital Medical School). Alexandra Supper examined
the listening practices of sonification experts in Western Europe and the
United States who were participating in the International Community for
Auditory Display (ICAD), established in 1992. Finally, I researched crosscase issues such as listening modes, the verbal expression of sound, and
notation, extending the range of examples while gathering historical information on shifts in sonic skills.
For nearly all cases, we combined traditional historical methods with
ethnographic observation, interviewing, and reenactment. The historical methods included archival work, oral history interviewing, and analyzing published historical sources such as scientific and trade journals,
textbooks, instruction manuals, and the published memoirs of ornithologists and recordists. Our ethnographic approaches included observing
scientists, engineers, mechanics, medical staff, students and sonification
experts in labs, on shop floors, in hospitals, and in presentation and performance venues; studying their logbooks, making recordings, taking
pictures, and carrying out in-depth, semi-structured, and qualitative
interviews with them.
We also investigated how past scientists created sound recordings
or employed sonic research tools by reenacting their use of historical
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instruments ourselves or attending such reenactments. Work done by
our colleagues Peter Heering and Aleks Kolkowski was a source of inspiration. Peter Heering is a former member of the “Oldenburg School”
in the history of science, which analyzed historical experimental practices by replicating scientific experiments from the past, greatly improving historians’ understanding of the affordances of particular tools and
why they were worthwhile for scientists and wider audiences at the time
(Heering 2008). Aleks Kolkowski is a researcher, artist, and violinist with
extensive experience in reconstructing past practices of sound recording, using period technologies such as the mechanical phonograph, the
electrical phonograph, and 78 rpm gramophones. He allowed Joeri
Bruyninckx and other team members to witness him working with the
tools of early ornithological recordists. In addition, Bruyninckx experienced the skills involved in using lab instruments by observing lab scientists and technicians working with those instruments. Stefan Krebs visited
an old paper factory in the UK to listen to its machines together with
the operators. Melissa Van Drie worked with the audio cassettes that
had once instructed stethoscope-related skills to medical students, while
Anna Harris co-listened to body and hospital sounds along with doctors,
nurses, and students, at times employing the sounds she recorded on the
wards as an elicitation technique in her interviews (Harris 2015). And
Alexandra Supper learned to make sonifications in order to gain firsthand
experience of the interrelated skills this process required. In all these situations, we were able to reinvoke some elements of the tacit knowledge
associated with the activities, and to acquire better understanding of the
distinctions applied by the people we studied.
An example of such deeper insights in the notions used in the communities examined is that one of our team members, Alexandra Supper,
learned to distinguish between several sonification techniques. One is
“audification,” or “scaling existing vibratory signals into human hearing range” (Harris 2012: note 3), as when seismographic vibrations
are transformed into audible signals in order to understand and predict
the dynamics of earthquakes (Dombois 2001). Another is parameter
mapping, whereby sound parameters such as pitch, duration, loudness, and timbre are controlled by the characteristics of the underlying
data. Proponents of sonification claim that the auditory display of data
is especially useful for an exploratory analysis of large, multivariate datasets, where certain patterns, such as variations on a time or spatial series,
may be easier to detect by ear than by eye (Baier et al. 2007; Dayé and
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de Campo 2006). Despite such claims, sonification is still highly contested in the sciences, and is often treated as a form of music or sound
art rather than as science proper. Indeed, techniques of sonification have
also been employed by composers, occasionally in collaboration with scientists. In this sense, sonification is something of a “breaching experiment” (Garfinkel 1967), challenging taken-for-granted conventions in
the sciences.

Sensory Selectivity
This essay’s ultimate aim is to present insights into the issue of sensory
selectivity—the high value attached to specific sensory modalities or their
combinations—in the production and validation of scientific and professional knowledge. Rather than proclaiming a victory of the visual in science, pleading for the emancipation of hearing at the expense of seeing,
or defending a perceptual equilibrium, I will investigate when, how, and
under what conditions the ear has contributed to knowledge dynamics,
whether in tandem with or as an alternative to the eye. To this end, I
combine a synchronic analysis of listening modes and sonic skills with a
diachronic analysis of how listening practices in the sciences have developed over time. The conceptualization of listening modes and sonic skills
will help to refine my historical analysis and to systematize my comparison of cases, culminating in a theory that explains the shifting relevance
and legitimacy of listening practices in science, technology, and medicine.
I devote an entire chapter to the notion and relevance of modes of
listening, but would already like to mention here that our project distinguished between three purposes of listening—monitory, diagnostic,
and exploratory listening—and three ways of listening: analytic, synthetic, and interactive. This novel classification of listening modes in
science, engineering, and medicine has been derived both from primary
sources and from the still scattered secondary literature on listening in
the sciences and other domains, such as radio (Douglas 1999). Some of
the modes of listening, as well as the ability to switch between different
modes, are enabled by particular tools and by the sonic skills that scientists, physicians, and engineers have developed to handle them. I have
already defined sonic skills as the skills required for making, recording,
storing, retrieving, and listening to sound. They include the skills used by
scientists for representing and sharing sound, such as the skills of recording sound with help of musical notation—as early ornithologists did.
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These concepts of listening modes and sonic skills helped us to systematize our comparative analysis, informing a theory of sonic skills that
identifies the conditions under which particular listening modes and
sonic skills, as ensembles of listening for knowledge, have been accepted
or rejected as a legitimate entrance to knowledge in the sciences. Our
theory gives special prominence to three conditions. The first is the timing of interventions in science, technology and medicine, and how this
has been afforded by tools such as stethoscopes, recording devices, and
software programs. How did these relations between science and technology (in the form of tools) affect the status of listening in science,
engineering, and medicine? Did the tools enable easy switching between
modes of listening, afford a quick response to urgent issues, or alter
the options for comparing data? The second condition is trust and the
historically generated distinctions between the sciences and the professions. Work by Andrew Abbott (1988) on how professions claim and
are endowed with irreducible, exclusive expertise and Richard Sennett’s
study (2008) on the significance of craft in professional work inspired us
to ask why listening remained more significant in medicine and engineering than in some other contexts. In addition, Pierre Bourdieu’s (1984)
eye for the role of bodily discipline in acquiring a professional habitus,
and the linkages between habitus and wider social practices, has helped
us to understand the use of the stethoscope in both the world of doctors and the world of the engineers who tried to copy doctors. The third
condition is the growing need for public accountability of science, and
thus a shift in the relations between science and society. What does this
imply for the position of music in the sciences, for instance? How did the
putative links between sonic skills and musical abilities—such as the ability to notice and record differences in pitch, rhythm, or timbre—affect
the acceptability of listening practices in science, technology, and medicine? Alexandra Hui has shown how in mid-nineteenth-century German
and Austrian psychophysical research on the sensation of sound, musical skills were regarded as scientific skills. Yet by the end of that century,
“the value of musical skill had become contested” among the researchers involved (Hui 2013: 145). Did this devaluation of musical skills in
knowledge making continue in the twentieth and twenty-first century?
If so, what should we make of scientists’ eagerness to reach out to wider
audiences by bringing sound and music into the equation?
The answer to this last question may clarify why the science journalist cited at the outset of this chapter chose to refer to the sounds of
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the super ocean deep in the earth, even though the scientists who actually published on the topic had been watching graphs of vibrations.
Exploring such issues will help me to build a theory that distinguishes
not only between synchronic listening modes and sonic skills, but also
between diachronically changing relationships of science and technology,
science and professions, and science and society—one that explains the
shifting legitimacy of listening for knowledge and the changing ensembles of sonic skills in the sciences. All this will be brought together in the
final chapter. First, though, in Chapter 2, I analyze how scientists, physicians, and engineers employed, talked about, and transcribed sound—
issues that also allow me to introduce most of our case studies in more
detail. Chapter 3 proceeds with a discussion of listening modes in the
sciences. The argument then moves from a synchronic to a more diachronic perspective, as Chapter 4 analyzes the shifting conditions that
explain why listening for knowledge has so often been contested, and
Chapter 5 asks why listening nevertheless kept returning in the sciences.

Notes
1. Radio1, VARA, De Nieuws BV, July 11, 2014, available at http://www.
denieuwsbv.nl/Singleview.12722.0.html?tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=
121545&cHash=9450eb67a786024bc91133b11557b309 (last accessed
February 12, 2015). The group of scientists was led by geologist Steven
Jacobsen from Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois. The mineral
rock was ringwoodite, and the water had been located at a depth between
410 and 660 km below the earth’s surface (see also Coghlan 2014;
Schmandt et al. 2014).
2. 
Spectrograms, or sound spectrograms, are three-dimensional graphs
representing sound across time. Time is displayed horizontally (on the
x-axis), the spectrum of frequencies is presented vertically (on the y-axis),
and the sound’s intensity is expressed as shades of gray. Frequency and
intensity refer to the acoustic properties of sound, whereas pitch and
loudness refer to the perception of these properties by humans. In the
early years of the sound spectrograph, the terms spectrogram and sonogram were almost interchangeable. At times, sonogram was used for specific spectrograms, such as speech sonograms or bird sonograms. Today,
the term sonogram is most commonly used for medical ultrasound
images.
3. 
For the use of acoustic technologies in the monitoring of dikes, see
http://www.dijkmonitoring.nl/index.php/dijkmonitoring-keuzetool/
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29-meettechnieken/34-geluidsmetingen (last accessed March 16, 2015).
For an overview of bioacoustics, see http://www.bioacoustics.info (last
accessed March 16, 2015).
4. Geophones were employed to listen to the sounds of underground activities. These instruments resembled stethoscopes, but had microphone
membranes to record the sounds and cable connections to transmit them
(Encke 2006: 120). On other military listening devices created in World
War I, see Rawlinson (1923: 112 and 103–120), Hoffmann (1994:
268), Volmar (2012, 2014), and Bruton and Gooday (2016a). Elizabeth
Bruton and Graeme Gooday (2016b) specifically discuss listening to submarines. For listening during land-based combat, see Lethen (2000) and
Schirrmacher (2016); in tunnels and trenches, see Encke (2006); and for
air defense, see Judkins (2016). On acoustic mirrors for air defense in
the interwar years, see Scarth (1999), Van der Voort and Aarts (2009)
and, again, Judkins (2016). On the history of active sonar, see Hackmann
(1984).
5. The relevance of these questions has also been mentioned in the Oxford
Handbook of Sound Studies, edited by Trevor Pinch and Karin Bijsterveld
(2012: 11–12).
6. See, for instance, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JDhEwMS_Us
(last accessed March 16, 2015).
7. 
See the Sonic Skills Project Website, http://fasos-research.nl/sonic-skills/, and the virtual version of the Sonic Skills Exhibition, at http://
exhibition.sonicskills.org/ (both last accessed March 30, 2017).
8. 
Bijsterveld, Karin (2009). Sonic Skills: Sound and Listening in the
Development of Science, Technology and Medicine (1920 to now). Grant
Proposal, Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research. Short version
available at http://www.nwo.nl/en/research-and-results/research-projects/
95/2300157595.html (last accessed March 16, 2015).
9. For anthropologist Stephen A. Tyler, in contrast, the defining moment
for the “hegemony of the visual as a means of knowing/thinking” in
the West is not the rise of print, but the rise of literacy (Tyler 1984:
23). Writing itself is a kinetic action, but one that ultimately reduces
speech to a thing seen, “freezing thought in visible form” (Tyler
1984: 33). That is why, in Tyler’s argument, the diffusion of literacy
has pushed aside the use of verbal metaphor for thinking and knowing
(“I say to myself” for “I think”) in favor of visual metaphor (“I see” for
“I understand”).
10. For other work on how gestures contribute to the articulation of images,
see Katja Mayer (2011) on node-edge sociograms and Morana Alač
(2014) on functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI).
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CHAPTER 2

Sonic Signs: Turning to, Talking About,
and Transcribing Sound

Abstract This chapter focuses on processes of representing and sharing sound in the sciences. How have scientists, engineers, and physicians
talked about sound and transcribed sound into legible signs? What did
they do to ensure the acceptability and standardization of their verbalizations and notations? Why did embodied forms of notation survive
despite a wider trend toward mechanical objectivity? And in what contexts did scientists become interested in the epistemological relevance of
sound in the first place? This chapter also introduces most of the case
studies and listening technologies in more detail.
Keywords Sonic signs · Representing and sharing sound · Embodied
notation · Automatic registration · Mechanical objectivity

Introduction
In 1954, Lawrence N. Solomon earned his doctoral degree in psychology at the University of Illinois with a study on complex auditory
stimuli. The stimuli he examined were underwater sounds. These were
highly relevant in undersea warfare, giving sonar operators information
on whether, for instance, battleships from their own country were coming home or enemy submarines were approaching. Solomon wanted to
know how sonar operators made sense of such sounds, and he was especially intrigued by the informal “sonar vocabulary” the operators had
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developed to distinguish between and communicate about the sounds
that they heard. The sonar men described sonic signs with words such as
“heavy,” “light,” “bright,” “dull,” “hard,” and “soft,” making Solomon
“suspect that synesthetic or metaphorical thinking is operative in this
judgmental process.” He assumed that the sonar operators had “intuitively turned for aid” to “these qualitative ‘meaning’ dimensions” to discriminate between the sounds (1954: 3–4).
Ultimately, Solomon’s aim was to operationalize such meaning
dimensions for psychological research. His dissertation contributed to
the rise of the “semantic differential,” a method for measuring meaning
that was developed by Solomon’s doctoral advisor Charles E. Osgood
and his colleagues. The method asks test subjects to rate their attitude
to a particular issue on a scale between two opposite adjectives—“heavy”
and “light” in Solomon’s example. It has been adopted in fields as
diverse as psychology, acoustics, music, linguistics, business research, and
political science to measure attitudes, opinions, values, and aesthetic perception.1 The question of how to recognize and talk about sound thus
informed the development of a test that is still widely used today.
The sonar men’s meaning-making strategies also show the relevance
of describing sound in the process of building knowledge on sound.
Their synesthetic and metaphorical verbalizations of sound are instances
of representing and sharing sound—the topic of this chapter. Other
examples include the use of onomatopoeic terms; drawing lines, curves,
and dashes; working with staves, keys, or notes; and having machines like
spectrographs transform sounds into legible signs. Those who fostered
listening for knowledge defined or redefined their interests as objects of
sonic investigation, as issues that could be understood through practices
of listening. To make their case, they not only tried to find ways of talking and writing about sound, but also of recalling sounds days, weeks,
months, or even years after these had been audible. They tried to capture sound in terms that did justice to their questions and enabled them
to share the sounds with their peers. They promoted strategies for analyzing sonic signs after the event. And they attempted to convince colleagues of, and initiate novices into, the sonic patterns they thought they
could hear. These were the issues professionals and scholars working with
sound dealt with and translated into practices that expressed both their
sonic skills and ways of knowing.
This chapter covers both non-automatic, embodied practices of representing and sharing sound, such as verbalization and manual forms of
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notation, and the use of automatic, mechanical registrations of sound,
such as audio recordings and sound spectrograms. This dual approach
is important because in some fields, the development of manual notation has been closely associated with the availability of automatic recording technologies. The transcription of non-Western music, for instance,
started to flourish only after the introduction of the phonograph
(Stockman 1979), and naturalists’ embrace of sound recording technologies as a way to bring bird sounds home gave new salience to questions
of how to properly transcribe these sounds.
What notation systems did scientists, physicians, and engineers who
listened for knowledge employ in their research and teaching, and where
did those systems come from? How did existing and new forms of notating and recording sound co-constitute both the objects of research
and the ideal researcher him- or herself? And under what conditions
did non-automatic forms of representation survive alongside automatic
forms? The crux of my answer will be that manual notation and other
forms of embodied representation survived notably in situations where
the required auditory knowledge depended on immediate, on-the-spot
judgments and communication by trained experts with jurisdiction, as
well as in situations where the gestural nature of manual notation had its
own epistemological and didactic value.
In addition to discussing the relevance of representing and sharing
sound for the process of making knowledge out of sound, this chapter unpacks the Sonic Skills project’s core case studies by detailing the
sources behind them. It also contextualizes the situations in which particular experts began to feel the need to listen to their objects of interest in the first place. A more systematic discussion of the purposes of
listening, and of ways of listening in the sciences, will be presented in
Chapter 3.

Hazy Sounds: Verbalizations
and Descriptions of the Audible
Solomon’s research on sonar was done during his summer job in
San Diego as a psychologist at the United States Navy Electronics
Laboratory in the early 1950s (Solomon 1954: 65). Sonar equipment
enabled navy submarine operators to pick up and amplify sound signals
in water, such as those produced by ship propellers. They had to distinguish relevant from irrelevant sounds and label the sources correctly by
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honing in on subtle changes in the sound’s loudness, pitch, timbre, and
rhythmic pulse. To understand these processes, Solomon wrote, one had
to take into account not only the physical properties of the sound stimulus—intensity, frequency, complexity, and duration—but also what the
stimulus meant to the person responding to it. He also argued that the
relationships between “certain stimuli and their connotative associations”
were “lawful” (Solomon 1954: 9).
To find those laws, Solomon designed a list of fifty pairs of attributes
for the assessment of passive sonar sounds, such as heavy-light, smoothrough, powerful-weak, hot-cold, green-red, masculine-feminine, clearhazy, and mild-intense (Solomon 1954: 27). Many of these words came
from lists of recognition cues employed by the sonar operators themselves. Solomon then asked fifty sonar men to listen to a selection of
Navy recordings of passive sonar sounds, and rate each one on a scale
of 1 to 7 for all fifty attributes. The greatest consistency in ratings was
found in the pairs heavy-light, mild-intense, and clear-hazy (Solomon
1954: 43–45). Comparing these results with those published by Charles
Osgood on other groups, Solomon concluded that notions expressing
“clarity,” such as clear-hazy, and “security,” such as mild-intense, were
most specific to what he called “sonar culture” (Osgood et al. 1957: 68).
The clarity attributes expressed the ways in which sonar men selected
“a coherent noise signal from a background of noise,” and the security
attributes how they discriminated between the most “heavily armed” vessels and less dangerous ones (Solomon 1954: 44, 48).
Of course, correctly interpreting the enemy’s sound was often crucial for survival in war situations. From understanding the impact of
acoustic shadows—hills, bushes, snow, and wind refracting or absorbing sound so that one might not hear an enemy attacking—to detecting and locating hostile artillery or uncovering secret atomic testing;
sound could be the difference between life and death (Ross 2004: 275;
Schwartz 2012: 573; Volmar 2012, 2013, 2014). The wide range of
technologies to enhance listening in World War I was mentioned in the
previous chapter, but occasionally, sound was even used to fake military actions. At the end of World War II, a US “ghost army” acoustically misled the Germans by suggesting an attack on one position
while assaulting another. This sonic deception was achieved by replaying sound recordings of military operations—tanks driving, bridges
being constructed, soldiers screaming—through loudspeakers mounted
on “sonic cars” (Gerard 2002: 100–121, 277–292; Goodwin 2010:
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41–43). Understanding sound and communicating about it comprehensibly, then, were extremely important for the military, and
especially for sonar experts. Consequently, sonar operators received
extensive training in sound detection and recognition, largely behind
closed doors. Solomon, for instance, kept the exact sources of the
sounds listened to by his sonar respondents secret for security reasons
(Solomon 1954: 19).
In the worlds of the doctors, mechanics, engineers, and scientists we
studied, unlike in the military settings, the sounds were usually not kept
secret. However, just as much importance was attached to the creation
of taxonomies of words and notation systems for sounds, intended to
classify and standardize descriptions in order to consistently distinguish
sounds from each other. That undertaking was far from easy. Drawing
up a classification was one thing; having it adopted beyond a local culture like that of sonar quite another. The same applied to the codifications that mapped particular sounds onto particular problems. And
the debates about classification, standardization, and systematic sound
mapping tended to intensify even more once groups of experts shifted
from unmediated listening to mediated listening, each with their own
instruments.
As Jens Lachmund phrased it wonderfully when discussing the early
nineteenth-century introduction of the stethoscope in medicine, codification systems “transformed fleeting auditory experiences into a world
of communicable signs and meanings” (Lachmund 1999: 420). In medicine before the nineteenth century, listening to the body had only been
possible by placing one’s ear upon the body—something often felt to be
inappropriate, especially if the patients were ladies. In the second half of
the eighteenth century, an alternative arose: “percussion,” a diagnostic
listening to the sounds produced by knocking on the body. The stethoscope conveniently allowed doctors to physically distance themselves
even further from the patient, while also enabling them to listen to bodily sounds with more focus through “auscultation.” The resulting perceptual distance and isolation of the sounds of interest afforded, Tom
Rice has argued, a process of “acoustic objectification” (Rice 2013: 126).
The transition from the monaural stethoscope to the binaural stethoscope in the early 1850s helped to create a “enclosed aural pathway”
between the doctors’ ears and the patients’ bodies, the sounds of which
could be amplified with electronic stethoscopes from the 1920s on (Van
Drie 2013: 176).2
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Listening for knowledge with the stethoscope was not only dependent on acoustic objectification and an enclosed aural pathway, however.
Just as important was the communication about what doctors were
aurally attending to. Working in Paris in the early nineteenth century,
René Laennec presupposed a direct relationship between particular
pathological conditions and certain “pathognomic signs” he heard with
his stethoscope, which he classified as signs of the voice, respiration, rattles (fluid-induced alterations in respiration), and circulation (Lachmund
1999: 425). To distinguish between these sonic signs, he made a wide
range of comparisons with everyday sounds such as “the satisfied purring
of cats being petted,” “the tinkle of weapons during military exercises,”
or “the sound produced when a string of bass is beaten with a finger”
(Laennec cited in Martin and Fangerau 2011: 303, and in Lachmund
1999: 425–426). Laennec did not only invoke everyday soundscapes,
however; he also used visual imagery, such as “bubbles like those which
are produced by blowing with a pipe into soapy water,” to capture what
was happening inside diseased bodies (Laennec cited in Lachmund
1999: 426) He considered the hospital setting indispensable for acquiring stethoscopic skills, not only because of the number and diversity
of patients available for practicing but also because of the opportunity
to check assumptions retrospectively through autopsy—again seeking
visual analogies. Colleagues working in the same tradition, such as Jules
Fournet, created increasingly fine-grained and multilayered classifications drawing on the tradition of botanical taxonomies, and added “synoptic tabular visualization of auscultation sounds and their meanings”
(Lachmund 1999: 428).
In contrast, the Viennese doctor Joseph Skoda postulated that
physics and acoustic phenomena, such as reverberation and amplification, were also needed in order to establish a convincing relationship
between sounds and pathologies. This attention for the acoustic milieu
of sounds resulted in a less detailed classification, as not all deviating
sounds could be linked directly to particular health problems. Skoda
still employed metaphors, and also used onomatopoeic words such as
“tik-tak, tom-tum” and “dohm-lopp” for heart sounds (Martin and
Fangerau 2011: 304), but he did not seek to create a complex taxonomy assigning one sound to one cause. Instead, he invited doctors to
mimic particular sounds with their own body in order to understand
the acoustic phenomena that helped to define the sounds of pathological conditions. In addition, he developed a system of “differential
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diagnosis,” in which signs were not universal and positive references
to particular pathological conditions, but starting points for a negative
strategy based on excluding certain interpretations. An audible intensification of a patient’s voice, for example, might be the acoustic effect
of “thickening of the pulmonary tissue,” but its specific cause—the disease behind it—had to be found by excluding alternative interpretations
through anamnesis and other techniques (Lachmund 1999: 432). This
strategy, Lachmund argues, was embedded in an experimental laboratory tradition of medical research in the German-speaking area, where
doctors had access to fewer patients than did French doctors with their
large hospitals. In France, tacit sonic skills could be transmitted within
an apprenticeship context; learning sounds from textual descriptions
alone was much harder. The alternative was to reject Laennec’s and his
followers’ straightforward tables of sonic signs and related conditions in
favor of differential diagnosis.
In the context of twentieth-century German automotive engineering, a predominantly tacitly transmitted system of sound mapping
developed, as Stefan Krebs has shown by analyzing German automotive
trade journals, car mechanics’ handbooks, the Volkswagen and Robert
Bosch company archives, and interviews with former car mechanics.
Just as in French medicine, an apprenticeship tradition enabled a culture of locally taught, and locally understood, verbal descriptions of
sound to arise in German car mechanics. In the early 1930s, German
car mechanics succeeded in having their trade legally protected in craft
guilds (Krebs 2012a: 200). The move responded to public concerns
about the quality of car repair, and helped them to demarcate their
work from ad hoc mechanics—but it also secured them jurisdiction
over the diagnosis of alarming car sounds at the expense of motorists.
Motorists’ handbooks had long instructed drivers to monitor and diagnose their cars’ functioning by listening while driving (Bijsterveld 2012:
161; Bijsterveld et al. 2014; Krebs 2012a: 99–102; 2013: 92); now,
car mechanics increasingly labeled motorists as either “noise fanatics”
or “noise phlegmatics.” Noise fanatics brought their cars to the garage
in response to the slightest, often wrongly understood sounds, whereas
noise phlegmatics kept driving even if their cars were simply screaming
for help (Krebs 2012b: 96). The perfect motorist, mechanics believed,
would have just enough auditory knowledge to identify sounds that
signified car problems, bring his car to the garage, and leave the actual
diagnosis to the mechanic.
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With a three-year apprenticeship ideally culminating in a journeyman’s
certificate and a four-year on-the-job curriculum for the master craftsman’s diploma, mechanics were taught in a learning-by-doing context.
On the shop floor, novices were supposed to develop not only technological knowledge and mechanical proficiency, but also sensory skills.
Two short series of articles published in brochures and a journal for
apprentices in 1956 and 1965 explained the importance of these sensory skills in diagnosis. The “expert eye” expressed itself in an “intuitive gaze” that enabled the mechanic to “notice every deviation from
the ‘normal picture’ … such as oil slicks or rust stains” right away. The
“expert nose” would be able to smell gasoline or burned cables, and
tasting liquids could be useful, although potentially dangerous to the
mechanic’s health. The “expert ear” was crucial as well—“probably even
more important than the expert eye,” one author had it. “Listening to
recognize the actual problem, listening in, with a listening rod or just
a screwdriver, to locate it—that is real diagnostic practice” (Anonymous
1956, 261–263, cited in Krebs 2014a: 360–361; 2014b: 80). This was
anything but simple to learn, because the “real art of ‘listening’ to automobiles only starts where one complex sound dissolves into many single
sounds and the mechanic’s ear will be able to connect a particular source
of noise with each one of them” (Anonymous (Teil II), 1965: 235, cited
by Krebs 2014a: 361; 2014b: 81).
An experienced mechanic, in this view, would be able to distinguish a
problematic, discontinuous “prr-prr-prr” from a reassuring, continuous
“prrrrrr” and know that it signified an issue with one of the cylinders.
He would be able to key such sounds into his theoretical knowledge
of how subsystems in the car affected each other, and might check, for
instance, whether a particular sound disappeared or changed in pitch
once specific parts were separated from the engine and drive train or the
gears were moved up and down. Analyzing the sound’s rhythm through
its periodicity was another significant strategy. If the sound was audible only every second revolution rather than every revolution, the fuel
pump might be broken. For the act of listening, mechanics used their
hands to shield their ears from disturbing noises, or employed tools such
as rods, screwdrivers, and stethoscopes. Some of these stethoscopes had
exchangeable probes—tips or bells—to vary between listening to large
and small spots, and were exclusively used to reach specific parts of
the car such as the engine block or individual bearings. One additional
instrument, a device for testing the circuits in generators and starting
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mechanisms, had an auditory display in the form of a buzzer to which
mechanics could listen with headphones (Krebs 2014a: 362).
Sensory skills and diagnostic listening were not so highly valued in all
circles of car mechanics, however. The United States, for instance, witnessed a similar “repair crisis” to Germany’s in the 1930s, but a very different response prevailed. Whereas German mechanics had successfully
joined forces to rhetorically undermine motorists’ auditory diagnostic
capabilities and claim diagnosis through listening as their exclusive trade
expertise, US motorists effectively turned against car mechanics. They
questioned the workmen’s choices—were their expensive repairs really
necessary, or based on subjective assessments favoring their wallets? Car
mechanics responded by trying to enhance the transparency of their
actions, resulting in forms of diagnosis that used meters such as “the
voltmeter, ammeter, and ohmmeter, as well as various compression or
vacuum gauges” instead of the senses (Krebs 2012b, 2014a: 365). I will
return in Chapter 4 to this move towards visual diagnostics in US automotive repair.
In the German automotive world, diagnostic listening survived much
longer, though mechanics and automotive engineers invested less sustained effort in refining and ordering the descriptors of car sound than
the medical world had done for bodily sounds. To be sure, the German
automotive press published lists, tables, and fault trees describing sounds
and their causes. Onomatopoeia were little used, but terms such as whining, rumbling, hammering, pinging, and knocking were ubiquitous, at
times further specified as “metallic knocking,” “damped knocking,” or a
“muffled clang” (Anonymous 1932: 81–82, cited by Krebs 2012b: 88).
One article from the late 1950s explicitly listed twenty-five such suspicious sounds. Several authors, within and outside Germany, acknowledged that the automotive world used different sound labels for the
same phenomenon (Krebs 2014a: 363; Zwikker 1934: 70). In turn,
one particular sound, such as the knocking of engines, at times compared to the muffled rumble of a kettledrum, could be a sign both of
machine wear and of gasoline problems (Bijsterveld 2007: 15). Most
authors did not worry too much about such ambiguities because they
anyway regarded written accounts as unhelpful for learning diagnostic
listening—experience was the key to the mechanic’s training. The automotive world could afford to neglect the construction of unambiguous
descriptions either because diagnostic listening was firmly located within
the jurisdiction of mechanics and their tacitly transmitted strategies for
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connecting textbook knowledge to sensory observations on the shop
floor, or because it had simply been replaced by meter reading under
pressure from critical customers.
The medical world, in contrast, continued to discuss the disambiguation and standardization of descriptions of sound, increasingly bearing in
mind the need for international scholarly exchange. In the second half of
the nineteenth century, a German physician described the French medical classifications of sound as “Chinese” in their complexity and incomprehensibility (Niemeyer 1868: 19, cited in Martin and Fangerau 2011:
304). The suggested alternatives included differential diagnosis as well
as systems for graphic notation of heart sounds, which I will discuss in
the next section. In respiratory medicine, the “universal semantic” that
would standardize the descriptors of bodily sounds and their meaning
became an elusive holy grail (Reichert et al. 2008: 2). The International
Lung Sounds Association, established in 1975, fostered the “exchange of
ideas and experience” in respiratory medicine, and hoped that “comparisons of methods of recording, analyzing, and describing lung sounds”
would “reduce ambiguity.” Accordingly, it instituted a Committee
on Lung Sound Nomenclature, but did not expect that “a new and
improved set of terms will be agreed upon and recommended for instant
acceptance by the medical profession.”3 Sure enough, in 2000, a group
of physicians and scientists collaborating on software for Computerized
Respiratory Sound Analysis (CORSA) still found it necessary to first collect and define over 160 relevant terms. Among these was the “crackle,”
an “[a]dventitious, discontinuous, explosive sound occurring usually
during inspiration” (Sovijärvi et al. 2000: 600).
Despite such attempts at international standardization, doctors still
referred to everyday sounds of their own choice when introducing students to the mysterious world audible with the stethoscope. We know
this from the studies undertaken by Anna Harris and Melissa Van Drie.
Harris, a medical graduate turned anthropologist, carried out an ethnography of listening practices at a Melbourne hospital medical school
for five months in 2013, and observed training in physical examination
at the Maastricht University Skills Lab the year after. In Melbourne and
Maastricht, she performed a total of seventeen formal semi-structured
interviews with doctor-teachers and students, as well as talking informally
to them, to nurses, and to other hospital staff. She recorded the interviews and her auditory observations of hospital sounds, and made drawings of what she saw teachers and students themselves drawing. Van Drie
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selected the most widely reprinted and widely cited British, American,
and French textbooks on physical examination and lung auscultation
guides from 1950 to 2010, and searched medical libraries and archives
for evidence on other media employed to teach stethoscope listening. As
noted in Chapter 1, both Harris and Van Drie focused on the teaching of
the respiratory cycle, but without neglecting the training of students to
listen to the cardiovascular system.
Hardware for student instruction, Van Drie (2013; Harris and Van
Drie 2015) shows, evolved from collective stethoscopes with multiple
earphones attached to one bell (1880s), via electronic collective stethoscopes (1920s) and plug-in electronic stethoscopes attached to a lecture hall broadcasting system (1960s), to today’s mannequin simulators,
and from gramophone recordings as textbook appendices (1930s), via
audio cassettes to be listened to without (1950s) or with a stethoscope
(1970s), to present-day compact disks and mp3 files, enabling students
to listen to exemplary bodily sounds. Nevertheless, metaphors remained
helpful. They were both culturally and historically specific: Dutch medical students nodded in assent on hearing an instructor explain that pleural friction rubs sounded like “feet crunching in snow,” but that would
hardly have been self-evident to students living closer to the equator. An
Australian professor had long been accustomed to describing the sounds
of pleuritic rubs as squeaking leather, but acknowledged that this ceased
to be effective when Melbourne trams stopped using leather suspension
components. The same professor, however, did not yet wholeheartedly
endorse the more recent description of fine crackles as Velcro being
pulled apart (Harris and Van Drie 2015: 103). And Sarah Maslen (2015)
has noted that physicians still employ not only onomatopoeic signifiers,
such as “lub,” “dub,” and “lub-di-dub” for the first, second, and third
heart sound, but also metaphors: the fourth, pathological heart sound is
“like a hose directly hitting against a bucket.” Such descriptions, Maslen
believes, help students to memorize instructions, and—bearing in mind
George Lakoff’s and Mark Johnson’s work on the metaphors we live
by—“to structure understanding” (Maslen 2015: 61, 64).
The contexts into which descriptions, classifications, and codifications of sound are intended to intervene are thus crucial for their form
and for their acceptance as relevant expertise. I will return to this issue
later in the chapter, but let me first discuss yet another way of describing
sound. As they seek words for sound, doctors, engineers, and mechanics have occasionally used musical metaphors. Laennec referred to bass
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strings, 1920s engineers in the automotive world to kettledrums—at
times picturing a noisy engine as an unruly big band (Bijsterveld and
Krebs 2013: 19). The actual use of musical notation was rare, however,
even though Laennec used it to put heart sounds on paper (Lachmund
1999: 428; Martin and Fangerau 2011: 305). In ornithology, by contrast, musical staff notation was a dominant practice at least at the dawn
of the field as academic discipline, around 1900. One key to understanding this difference between the sciences is the conceptualization of the
sounds being studied. Initially, bird naturalists saw themselves as studying not bird sound, but bird song, a choice of terms that expressed their
early inclination to classify bird vocalizations as a form of music. It therefore seemed perfectly natural to notate bird sound in musical staff, as
Joeri Bruyninckx (2013) showed in his study of American, British, and
German ornithology.
Bruyninckx systematically analyzed key naturalist and ornithological journals that entered the scene between 1880 and 1980, The
Auk, The Condor, The Wilson Bulletin, Journal of Field Ornithology,
Ibis, British Birds, Journal für Ornithologie, Animal Behaviour, and
Behaviour. He also traced the rise of the bird-sound recording archives,
studying in most detail the earliest of these—the Macaulay Library at
Cornell University in New York, the British Library of Wildlife Sounds
in London, and the Tierstimmenarchiv at the Humboldt University in
Berlin. Additional sources were the autobiographical accounts of pivotal
players in the world of bird studies in the past, and oral interviews with
their counterparts in the present.

Artful Drawings: Musical and Graphic Notation
In the early decades of the twentieth century, most ornithologists used
musical staff notation, often in combination with syllabic notation of
onomatopoeic expressions. The British ornithologist Walter Garstang,
for instance, wrote syllables such as “sip, sip, sip, see! Tee, tew, wee,
tew! Wit-ty, wit-ty, wee-wee, wee tew!” below his musical score of the
Willow-wren (Garstang 1922, cited in Marsden 1927: 342). Some
even expanded such melodic musical scores into “four-part” harmonies
that could be played on a piano or other harmonic musical instruments
(Mundy 2010: 181). In fact, composer Cornell Schmitt and naturalist
Hans Stadler advocated musical staff notation as the scientific method
par excellence, on the grounds that its mature conventions provided a
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“precise and scientific way of comparison” (Schmitt and Stadler 1913:
394, cited in Bruyninckx 2013: 40). Musical training, claimed biologist
Henry Oldys, allowed naturalists “to observe important features that are
quite certain to escape the attention of one whose musical ear has never
been cultivated” (Oldys 1916: 20, cited in Bruyninckx 2013: 39).
This reliance on musical notation was fueled in part by the expectation that studying birdsong might disclose the origins of human music,
a notion that itself drew on the Darwinian argument that birdsong, like
plumage, emerged from the mechanism of sexual selection. In the 1910s,
opinion in ornithological journals began to diverge on whether birdsong
was indeed a function of sexual selection, or rather of natural selection or
simply imitation. It was also unclear whether birds could themselves be
ascribed aesthetic sensitivity. In the 1930s, the rise of ethology pushed
aside the issue of the bird as a proto-artist: biologists such as Konrad
Lorenz and Nikolaas Tinbergen “conceptualized animal behavior instead
as compulsive, functional and automatic” (Bruyninckx 2013: 45). Their
approach marked the culmination of another gradual shift in ornithology
since the 1880s, from a focus on collecting, describing, and classifying
dead birds for fauna taxonomies to a focus on studying birds live, especially in their natural settings.
In line with this new type of interest in birds, it was in a 1904 field
guide for wild bird life that the American amateur naturalist Ferdinand
Mathews noted his difficulties with musical notation when trying to
describe a Bobolink song. The result was a remarkable transcript.4
Mathews admitted he had “never been able to ‘sort out’ the tones as
they passed at this break-neck speed,” so that “the difficulty in either
describing or putting upon paper such music is insurmountable”
(Mathews 1904: 49, cited in Bruyninckx 2013: 29–30). In Bruyninckx’s
words, the drawings that Mathews proposed instead “started off in a traditional grid of quarter and eighth notes but quickly oscillated beyond
the conventional dimensions of relative time and pitch,” showing notes
“wildly bouncing and receding back in time” (Bruyninckx 2013: 30).
Another American amateur naturalist, Aretas Saunders, argued that musical notation “has been made primarily for the recording and rendering
of human music and birds do not usually sing according to such standards.” Soon after, he rhetorically asked whether ornithologists should
“change such a song in order to make it fit our method?” Would such a
procedure express “scientific accuracy” (Saunders 1915: 173, and 1916:
104, cited in Bruyninckx 2013: 46–47)? Notating bird sound in terms
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of Western music was increasingly seen as endangering a scientific understanding of bird vocalization.
The American naturalist Lucy Coffin promoted the use of “new musical scales akin to Chinese or Gregorian ones” as well as a wider range
of instruments, “including xylophone, banjo, zither, bassoons, and piccolo,” to represent bird sound more precisely (Coffin 1928, cited in
Mundy 2009: 208). British poet William John Murray Marsden wrote
that he was looking for “musico-ornithologists” capable of effectively
notating the song of birds, as the “diatonic notes, on a keyed instrument, are ‘not a bit like’ what one hears from the coral beak.” He had
been able to “whistle and fiddle” a few cries and phrases himself, but he
suspected that “with a few pretty well recognised exceptions, no bird’s
song—or speech, or whatever it is—can be expressed in tones of our
musical notation. And I want somebody, now that, as I understand, our
diatonic system is undergoing Promethean and Protean experiences in
younger hands, to be inspired to bring together again the birds and ourselves” (Marsden 1927: 339–341). Marsden was probably referring to
the composers of his time and their experimentation with new notation
forms. Composers such as Ferruccio Busoni, Luigi Russolo, and Henry
Cowell aimed to free contemporary music from the limits of traditional
musical notation and enable the notation of microtones, as well as new
rhythmic and harmonic complexities that better expressed modern
urban life and composers’ imaginations (Busoni 1962/1907; Russolo
1986/1916; Cowell 1932).
The type of graphic notation that Aretas Saunders suggested for bird
vocalizations similarly permitted the representation of microtones.5
Saunders did away with conventional staves and their relative organization of pitch and time, instead plotting pitch in terms of absolute frequency—even though this frequency was still indicated using musical
notes. He recorded duration, too, in absolute terms, that is, in seconds.
This met with fierce opposition. For the musician and naturalist Robert
Moore, a dedicated promoter of musical notation in the American
Ornithologists’ Union, meter and rhythm were such crucial elements of
birdsong that their registration must not be left out (Bruyninckx 2013:
47). Clearly, opinions on the best methods of representation went hand
in hand with conceptualizations of the object under study.
But in the ears of some ornithologists, including Saunders, documentary infidelity was not the only problem: they also deplored the exclusion
of people unable to read music.6 Their alternatives did not go as far as
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Mathews’s notation, but were truly graphical or combined graphics—
waves, straight lines, dots, dashes—with more traditional syllables to capture and evoke the sounds of birds. One advocate of such systems, the
Canadian zoologist Bill Rowan, even promoted a shorthand script that
aimed less for accuracy than for a “simplicity, plasticity and adaptability”
allowing non-musicians to read and notate bird sound (Rowan 1925,
cited in Bruyninckx 2013: 50). This was particularly important for a field
science that depended on the input of amateurs as much as on that of
professional ornithologists.
The issue of the best notation system for bird sound had much in
common with to the problem of transcribing folk music and non-Western music. In musicology and ethnomusicology, the debate took off
soon after the introduction of the phonograph for recording folk and
non-Western music in the early 1890s in the United States and Europe.
Among those involved were folk-oriented composers Béla Bartók and
Zoltán Kodály, as well as music psychologists and ethnomusicologists
(Stockmann 1979: 207–208). Highly influential was the 1909 “Proposal
for the Transcription of Exotic Melodies” by Otto Abraham and Erich
von Hornbostel. These two German scholars welcomed the rapidly
expanding collections of phonograph recordings of non-Western music,
to which von Hornbostel contributed as curator of the PhonogrammArchiv in Berlin (Mundy 2009: 218). They worried, however, that these
collections would remain “dead capital” if ethnologists and musicologists did not create a standardized form of notation enabling them to
compare the recordings (Abraham and von Hornbostel 1909: 1). They
did not want to end up like linguists, who had developed so many different diacritical signs for phonological work that—in Abraham and
von Hornbostel’s view—they had seriously complicated their lives as
researchers.
The transcription of non-Western languages, so the Americanist Brian
Hochman has shown, had been a hot issue ever since ethnologist Franz
Boas claimed, in his 1889 essay “On Alternating Sounds,” that the
Western ethnographic ear perceived alternations in the pronunciation
of certain indigenous languages differently from the way native speakers
themselves did. The admission of this “sound-blindness” and the wish to
preserve languages resulted in enthusiasm for new orthographical techniques in literature and an archival shift to phonographic recording in
the study of language and culture (Hochman 2010: 531–533). The phonograph could record languages “exactly” as the natives uttered them,
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and reproduce music as it had once been made. As the American music
psychologist and ethnomusicologist Benjamin Ives Gilman wrote: “It can
be interrupted at any point, repeated indefinitely, and even within certain
limits magnified, as it were, for more accurate appreciation of changes in
pitch, by increasing the duration of the notes” (Gilman 1891, cited in
Hochman 2010: 541). The phonograph offered Gilman what Hochman
calls a “culturally sealed container” for collecting and comparing “auditory specimens” free from field distractions (542).
Abraham and von Hornbostel fully acknowledged that Western notation did not do justice to non-Western music. At the same time, they
wanted to modify the existing system as little as necessary, given that
innovations in printing were costly and novel forms of notation were
hard to learn and remember. For these reasons, they rejected systems
that required extra lines beyond the usual five, something proposed by
Gilman in 1908 and the composer Busoni in 1907. Graphic notation
might be useful to show the curves of a melody, they conceded, but in
principle notation should be done in musical staff in a simple key close to
the original pitch, if necessary with a system of signs that combined sharp
and flat to indicate recurrent deviations and + and – for tones between
the half tones of the Western system. If pitch was unclear or noise-like,
staff without heads was useful. Abraham and von Hornbostel proffered
an extensive table of signs for exotic ways of phrasing, but continued to
struggle with the notation of timbre, a classic problem in conventional
music notation. The table used instrumentation to express tone color
and had very few signs for ways of playing that evoked particular timbres,
such as º for flageolets. In addition, they endorsed Alexander J. Ellis’s
system of cents, introduced in 1885, which enabled absolute differences
in pitch, or frequency expressed in “Herz,” to be translated into relative
distances between tones. One hundred cents stood for a half-tone difference and 700 cents for the seven half tones of a fifth; any number in
between expressed microtonal deviations (Abraham and von Hornbostel
1909: 19). This plethora of suggestions indicates that, whereas the documentary fidelity of the phonograph was praised in ethnomusicological settings, graphic notation was far more contested as a method of
standardization.
Standardizing notation was also an issue in dance. A short excursion into the debates in this field will prove helpful for my discussion
of embodied versus mechanical notation in knowledge making in the
penultimate section of this chapter. Folk-dance researchers notated dance
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using verbal descriptions and Western music notation combined with
symbols expressing the movements of hands and feet (Douglas 1937:
114–116; Kenworthy Schofield 1928: 23–24). In 1935, on the occasion
of a folklore conference and festival in London, the British diplomat and
folklore researcher Rodney Gallop urged international agreement on a
“formula.” Not that such a formula could replace description; it “would
give only an approximate idea of each dance, but it would enable the
points in common between any two or more dances to be quickly picked
out and the Highest Common Factor, to borrow a mathematical term,
to be established between them” (Gallop 1935: 79). Several colleagues
agreed, although one, the Oxford archaeologist and professor of ancient
history John Lynton Myres, added that in creating such a nomenclature,
folklorists would encounter the same problems of classification as ornithologists and zoologists had done (Myres in Gallop 1935: 82). They
would still have to choose between the many systems used so far: verbal
description; musical notation; musical notation enriched with words, figures, and steps; and the graphic notation of foot movements (Caravaglios
1935, 129–130).
Another commentator on Gallop’s lecture, the Austrian folklorist
Richard Wolfram, rejected the very idea of a truly universal system, as
each type of dance required its own notation. Moreover, one could only
really learn a dance by observing and interviewing the performers themselves (Wolfram in Gallop 1935: 82). And organologist Curt Sachs, also
present at Gallop’s presentation, warned that a notation system focusing on the component parts should not stop folklorists from approaching
dances “as a whole.” Instead of recording dances through a system of
symbols, he suggested, they should “try the experiment of photographing a dance in the dark, with lights attached to the heads and limbs of
the dancers.” This would record the curves described by the dancers’
bodies, from which the necessary comparisons and conclusions could be
drawn (Sachs in Gallop 1935: 83).
Sachs thus favored the mechanical registration of dance, in the form
of an abstraction of movements by observing the lines of the lights,
whereas others preferred the lines of manual graphic notation. From the
late nineteenth century, systems of manual graphic notation were also
suggested in medicine, as an alternative to the existing wide variety of
verbal descriptors. One of these systems applied metrical signs used in
poetry (Martin and Fangerau 2011: 305). As historian Lisa Gitelman has
shown, converting “aural experiences into inscribed evidence” beyond
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traditional script was a broader nineteenth-century preoccupation. One
of Gitelman’s examples is the rise of shorthand systems, or “phonography,” in this case referring to the representation of “the sounds of speech
on paper” (1999: 185). In medical practice, however, proposals to use
graphic notation for plotting medical listening experiences once again led
to a profusion of different sign systems.
For the case of German-language heart medicine, the medical historians Michael Martin and Heiner Fangerau (2011, 306ff) have explained
that physicians tried to remedy the subjectivity of these codes around the
turn of the twentieth century by introducing semi-manual notation systems. For example, they attempted to discipline the physicians’ jottings
through the use of a pre-formatted notation scheme. Because that still
relied on individual physicians’ observations, others proposed devices for
the mechanical registration of sound that would be entirely independent of doctors’ individual perception. These registration machines transformed sound waves into visual curves via electric signals or through a
sensitive membrane, building on earlier work by scientists in acoustics
and psychophysiology and following the wave-oriented visualization conventions of science at that time. Despite debates about the accuracy of
these systems (some notation systems affected the results), their basic
assumptions were readily accepted in medical laboratories. Proponents
argued that such registrations could show details beyond human observation and enabled comparison both across registrations and across
observers.
Clinicians were less enthusiastic. Rendering their observations open
to inspection by others, including patients, potentially undermined
the exclusivity of their expertise, and thus threatened to weaken their
professional jurisdiction. They also believed that the promised precision of the machines would be difficult and time-consuming to attain.
The stethoscope, in contrast, not only assisted the doctor in a quick
and efficient check of the patients’ health, but also functioned as a
token of the physician’s expertise and experience, as a symbol of his
clinical habitus and social standing. Added to that, the stethoscope
lent itself to being embedded in the important moments of direct
contact between doctor and patient. If the stethoscope provided some
physical distance, it also helped to keep physical examination, diagnostic work, and talking to the patient within a single sensory and temporal frame.
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Save the Patient: Survival
of Embodied Representation
From the late nineteenth century onward, ornithologists gradually
embraced mechanical registration of bird sound by the cylinder phonograph. Yet even though several ethnologists, ethnomusicologists
and zoologists incorporated Thomas Edison’s phonograph in their
work quite soon after its introduction to the market in 1878 and Emile
Berliner’s gramophone in 1887, ornithologists were not among the
early adopters. Only caged birds could be brought close enough to
the recording horn, and thus create the amount of acoustic energy, for
their vocalizations to be recordable. The obsession of ornithologists like
Saunders with achieving accurate and intelligible forms of manual notation may also have inhibited the growth of interest in mechanical recording, as Joeri Bruyninckx has suggested (2013: 49–50). The phonograph
became far more relevant for ornithologists in the second half of the
1920s, with the rise of microphones and their capacity for electroacoustic amplification. This enabled the recording of birds where it mattered
most: in their natural environment (Bruyninckx 2014: 44). It also coincided with the heyday of the ideal of mechanical objectivity, the automatic registration of phenomena without interference by the embodied
subjectivity of researchers.
Indeed, Joeri Bruyninckx (2013) has shown, recordings were initially
applauded for their ability to help overcome the subjectivity and imprecision of manual field notation (in other words, for their mimetic function). Sound recordings were also praised for their assistance in recalling
and collecting bird sound (mnemonic function), in teaching novices the
auditory recognition of particular bird species (didactic function), and,
through their aesthetic appeal, in tempting a wide audience of lay birdwatchers to contribute to ornithology (alluring function). By the end of
the 1920s, the broadcasting industry was fueling the appropriation of
sound recording equipment, including sound cameras, in field work by
hiring naturalists to make recordings for radio use (Bruyninckx 2012:
133; 2015: 349–350). Yet mechanical recording merely postponed the
problems of manual notation and its standardization to the research
phase after returning from the field. It resulted in a repeatability of listening that, as we have seen, also articulated the shortcomings of classical
musical notation for bird sound and made ornithologists ask for a notation that was both enriched and systematized (Bruyninckx 2013: 49).
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In the 1950s, the use of spectrography to visualize the frequency
and intensity of sound across time started to dominate ornithological
research. Many ornithologists welcomed mechanical visualization in the
form of sound spectrograms, as it enabled an interesting focus on short
calls and phrases in bird sound, creating “stills” of fragments of even
the most rapidly alternating bird sounds. As Rachel Mundy has stressed,
spectrographs also helped ornithologists to cope with the fact that bird
sounds “often occur outside the human hearing range” (Mundy 2010:
180). Moreover, sound spectrograms permitted levels of standardization
and distribution—or, in a Latourian sense, inscription, synoptic presentation, superimposition, and translation on paper—that they thought were
more difficult to establish for manual notation. This increasing preference for mechanical visualization occurred not only in ornithology, but
also in many other sciences of sound, such as acoustics, psychoacoustics, and phonology (Rieger 2009). That trend will be discussed in more
detail in Chapter 4.
Why, then, did non-automatic, embodied registration practices survive
despite the general trend towards mechanical objectivity and automatic
registration? Even the heroes of ethnomusicological recording Abraham
and von Hornbostel had to admit in 1909 that making mechanical
recordings was not possible in every single situation. When it was not,
manual notation could still be useful, provided it was done critically and
with great care. Such care implied first learning to sing or play the music
oneself, and then having an exceptionally musical member of the culture under study—musical in the terms of that culture—check whether
the researcher had grasped the music correctly. Only after these steps
should the music be translated into notation. Prepared in this way, manual notation could be highly instructive: the process of transforming the
act of music-making into manual notation would enable the researcher
to understand issues such as complex drum techniques and intricate
melodic structures from within (Abraham and von Hornbostel 1909:
15). A similar argument had been made about dance by folklore specialist Wolfram in the mid-1930s, though his interest was not the opposition
between manual and mechanical but between idiosyncratic and standardized notation. In both cases, the idea was that forms of manual notation linked to music-making or dancing by the researcher him- or herself
would enhance the quality of the notation—not only in its mimetic
dimension, but also in terms of analytical depth. Moreover, manual notation was a relatively slow process. As ethnomusicologist Helen Heffron
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Roberts claimed in 1931, this created opportunities for questions to
arise, to the singers for instance, which would not occur when making
phonographic recordings (Brady 1999: 73).
It is almost as if these ethnomusicologists and folklorists had read
recent work by the British anthropologist Tim Ingold (2007). In his
comparative anthropology and history of the line, Ingold distinguishes
manual, gestural sketching from printing because it embodies a way of
knowing that is, in his view, more true to how people experience their
environment than mechanical printing can be: in real life, “we perceive
the environment not from a stationary point … but in the course of
our movement along what [James] Gibson calls ‘a path of observations’
… In the freehand sketch, the movement of the observer relative to a
stationary feature is translated into the movement of the line depicting
that feature relative to a viewer who is now stationary” (2007: 166).
It was in the connection between bodily movement—learning to sing,
play, or dance to particular music—and the subsequent manual notation
of music that Abraham, von Hornbostel, and Wolfram situated a particular understanding, just as Ingold does. Even if they did not make it
explicit, they seem to consider this understanding to be tacit yet transferable through its embodied transcription. For them, the epistemological
value of manual notation depended on its sensory calibration in embodied music-making.
Another set of explanations for the survival of manual notation and
other forms of embodied representation revolves around issues of
urgency, efficiency, and dependency. Just as ethnomusicologists did not
always have their recording equipment on standby, ornithologists sometimes had to rely on shorthand scribbles, for instance when an interesting bird made itself heard just as the recorder batteries ran out. In those
cases, immediate manual notation was, and is, both urgent and highly
efficient.
But manual notation has also been found efficient in situations of a
different kind. In one of the systems that was introduced in the late nineteenth century and has survived until today, lung sounds are notated in
terms of their occurrence within the respiratory cycle, usually as ascending and descending lines denoting inhalation and exhalation. “The
length of the line indicates variations in the duration of the breath
sound; the pitch (high or low) is represented by the line’s angle; intensity (loud or soft) is illustrated by the thickness of the line” (Van Drie
2013: 182). In another system, a variety of dots, squiggles, and waves
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are sketched onto a two-dimensional outline of the lungs and shared in
learning situations (Lachmund 1999: 428). As Anna Harris has shown
in her ethnographic study of a medical school in Melbourne, doctors
training novices in stethoscopic listening often create these lines in the
air by gesticulating with their hands while mimicking sounds, or make
“drawings of respiratory rhythms and heart murmurs” with whiteboard
markers to evoke particular sounds and direct students’ attention to
them (Harris and Van Drie 2015: 103). Doctors also encourage students
to carry out “auto-auscultation,” touching and listening to their own
bodies in order to grasp their teachers’ references to sound (Rice 2013:
19, 137ff). By tapping on their thighs, for instance, they may understand what it means to hear and feel a “dull sound,” or, to learn “to be
affected” (Harris 2015: n.p.; 2016: 46).
Other embodied forms of representing sound survived as well.
In the guild-like context of German car repair shops, as we have seen,
exchanges of verbal descriptions of sound remained important for the
analysis of car engine problems, both between experienced mechanics, and between master and apprentice (Krebs 2012b, 2014a). And
even vocalizations of sound did not entirely disappear. An example
comes from Alexandra Supper’s research on the sonification community
(2012). She attended three conferences organized by the International
Community for Auditory Display (ICAD); interviewed its founding
father Gregory Kramer and thirty-three other sonification practitioners
between 2008 and 2011; studied dissertations, conference proceedings,
and journal articles on sonification; attended sonification performances,
talks, and workshops; and experimented with sonification herself using
the audio synthesis programming language SuperCollider. Supper mentions Thomas Hermann’s vocal sonifications of EEGs, in which data are
deliberately made to sound like human vowel sounds in order to enable
“data karaoke,” a way of mimicking sonified data with one’s own voice.
This is particularly useful, Hermann claims, when sonification experts
and clinicians collaborate on the interpretation of EEG data: it helps the
collaborators to “communicate structures and patterns in EEG data by
mimicking the patterns with their own voice” (Hermann et al. 2006: 6,
cited in Supper 2016: 76).
In such cases, vocalizations, verbal descriptions, and manual notations are not only fast and efficient, but also constitute important epistemological work, similarly to the mathematical writing on blackboards
discussed by Barany and MacKenzie (2014). There, “augmentations,
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annotations, and elisions” on the spot are crucial, and for students the
meticulous transcription of those jottings is an embodied entry into
thinking along and understanding the math. While such notes may seem
to serve as mnemonic devices, the act of note-taking itself is actually at
the heart of opening up and grasping knowledge. In fact, the mathematicians who contributed to Barany and MacKenzie’s study acknowledged that they rarely returned to their notes, not even those on scrap
paper. The notes hardly ever left “the sites in which they were produced”
(p. 119). In contrast to Latour’s focus on inscriptions as immutable
mobiles, Barany and MacKenzie suggest treating the blackboard and
scrap-paper scribbles as “immobilized mutables” that themselves constitute creative work (p. 118). In similar ways, vocalizing, verbally describing, and manually transcribing sound transforms sound into sound,
sound into words, and sound into images to enact knowledge in close
temporal, spatial, and embodied connection with the observation, analysis and explication of the phenomenon concerned.
The situations just described often involve a form of hierarchy, in which
one individual—a patient, a student, a motorist, a person on board of a
ship equipped with sonar—is dependent on the auditory diagnostic skills of
another. This figure—a doctor, a teacher, a mechanic, a sonar operator—
has professional jurisdiction about tacit (at times, even secret) knowledge. This both enables and demands a temporary suspension of disbelief
by the dependent party. Finally, reading Ingold again helps us understand
the special significance of manual notation in situations involving training.
Ingold stresses that reading a text is fundamentally different from reading
a musical score. Whereas the former is about “taking in” meaning, working “inward,” the latter is about “acting out the instructions inscribed in
the score,” working “outward” (Ingold 2007: 11). In training sessions,
the outward direction of sensory instruction through notation or scores is
what helps to bring teacher and student onto the same plane.

Conclusions
This chapter has attended particularly to the representation of sound
across a variety of disciplines that use sound as a portal for understanding
bodies, machines, and other objects of study. It has shown how talking
about and transcribing sound in the sciences—whether through verbalizing sound, musical staff notation, or non-automatic graphic notation—both reflected and co-constituted the objects at stake. It has also
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discussed how and why non-automatic registration of sound survived in
some settings and situations despite the rise of mechanical recording.
In late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century sonar research,
medicine, automotive engineering, car mechanics, and ornithology, the
use of metaphors, onomatopoeia, and synesthetic translations was very
important. In the metaphors, comparisons with sounds familiar from
shared soundscapes predominated, ranging from the sounds of human
voices and animals to those of natural phenomena, machines, and musical instruments. Two domains, medicine and automotive engineering,
witnessed the gradual rise of a dual approach to sound. One aspect was
direct sound mapping and the creation of fine-grained classifications and
tables of sound that positively referred to particular problems. The other
started from a differential diagnosis in which sonic signs merely indicated
broad categories of potential problems, the cause of which then needed
to be specified through exclusion—that is, negatively. The first strategy
was linked to settings that allowed a local and embodied sharing of tacit
knowledge; the second thrived in situations where that was not possible.
In most of the sciences and science-related professions discussed in
this chapter, musical staff notation played an only marginal role. The
exception was ornithology, in which bird sound was initially defined as
bird song and music, and could thus follow fields such as music, musicology, ethnomusicology, and folk dance in using musical staff notation in combination with syllabic notation. But in both ornithology and
music-related fields, musical staff notation started to receive a more critical press in the first decades of the twentieth century. In music, most
of the critics—among whom were many composers, ethnomusicologists,
and folklorists—demanded either an expansion of musical staff notation
or the introduction of graphic notation in order to account for sounds
that could not be captured by conventional musical notation, such as
noises, microtones, complex rhythms, and non-stable metrics. In ornithology, arguments that musical staff notation was unnecessarily elitist
and that only new forms of notation could capture the rich vocabulary
of bird communication—as opposed to bird song—favored graphic notation until sound spectrograms became the standard for visualizing sound.
Despite the seemingly overwhelming victory of mechanical recording
in combination with the sound spectrograph, non-automatic and manual recording of sound survived for particular purposes. Some researchers celebrated the analytical strength of embodied musical staff notation,
others the efficiency of its simplicity in the field or on the ward, whether
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for urgent recording when no mechanical recording equipment is available or as a way of evoking sound on-the-spot. Moreover, as musical staff
and graphic notation are also instructions for performing sound, its manual forms are highly functional in situations where future expert listeners
are being trained in the sonic cultures of their profession, as well as in
professional cultures where people have to communicate sound immediately in order to “save the patient.”
As well as talking about sound and transcribing sound, this chapter has addressed the contexts in which scientists, doctors, and engineers turned to sound as a source of knowledge in the first place. One
final example highlights the contingency of these situations. Discussing
the emergence of forerunners to the Geiger-Müller counter in the late
1910s, Axel Volmar (2015) has argued that auditory detection instruments resulted from the desire to measure radiation at a more granular
level than was permitted by existing visual techniques. This was done by
making the ionization of gases through radiation not only visible, but
also audible, with the help of telephones, amplifiers, and later loudspeakers. Telephones responded faster than electrometers with photographic
equipment and did not require darkened rooms. The ear also processed
such information more quickly than the eye, and discovering the causes
of the sounds promised a better understanding of the differences in
intensity between α and β radiation.
Volmar shows that without the audio technologies available at the
time, it would not have been possible to construct the sounding radiation detectors. But the growing interest in detection by auditory means
was also buttressed by widely shared auditory experiences of the World
War I front, in which some of the physicists working on the new detection technologies had participated. Forced to analyze the thunder of
artillery for their own survival, millions of people had learned to use
their ears in acquiring relevant knowledge, and physicists’ frequent use
of warlike acoustic rhetoric to describe discharge (“atomic drumfire”)
tapped into these experiences (p. 44). In 1928, Walter Müller, a Ph.D.
student of physicist Hans Geiger, constructed the auditory radiation
tube that would be given his and Geiger’s name. In its mobile commercial version, the Geiger-Müller counter became an iconic tool for localizing sources of radiation, for better or worse. As early as 1929, Müller
proudly reported in a letter to his parents that Albert Einstein considered the counter “the most sensitive organ of humanity” (Müller cited
in Volmar 2015: 39).
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Certainly, the mere availability of audio technologies does not sufficiently explain the turn to sonic skills in this case, nor in the sciences at
large. The phonograph was only taken up in the study of birds once the
options for amplification of sound matched the ornithologists’ growing
focus on studying birds in natural settings. In medicine, the stethoscope
was not only embraced so enthusiastically by doctors because it enabled
them to examine patients without having to rely on their narratives, but
also because it permitted male doctors a greater physical distance from
female patients. Such historical contexts, however, do not preclude a systematic understanding of why and how scientists, engineers, and physicians listened and listen. That will form the topic of the next chapter.

Notes
1. A Google Scholar search on August 27, 2013, yielded 12,000 hits for
publications about or using the semantic differential method since 2009.
The automotive industry is one of the fields employing the method, for
example for consumer evaluations of car sound (Cleophas and Bijsterveld
2012). The idea of using pairs of polar terms to study meaning was not
Solomon’s invention. His system came from research on synesthesia—a
phenomenon in which sensations in a particular sensory mode recurrently trigger sensations in another mode—by the American psychologists
Theodore F. Karwoski and Henry S. Odbert (1938).
2. For some images, see Booth 2 of our virtual exhibition on sonic skills, at
http://exhibition.sonicskills.org/exhibition/booth2/doctors-distance-inlistening/ (last accessed April 21, 2017). There, we also explain the rise of
specialized designs for the stethoscope head tailored to either cardiovascular or respiratory sounds.
3. 
On the International Lung Sounds Association and its Committee on
Lung Sound Nomenclature, see http://www.ilsaus.com/pdf/1st_
ILSA_1976.pdf, at p. 34 (last accessed August 9, 2016).
4. For the Bobolink transcription, see the second image at http://exhibition.
sonicskills.org/exhibition/booth4/notating-bird-song-and-sound/ (last
accessed August 14, 2017).
5. See the first image at http://exhibition.sonicskills.org/exhibition/booth4/
graphical-notation-the-spectrograph/ (last accessed August 14, 2017).
6. Since the late nineteenth century, this had also be a concern in the world
of music itself. Ana Maria Ochoa Gautier has recently explained how the
Colombian poet, composer, and musician Diego Fallón aimed to replace
musical notation with orthographic notation—notation for the pronunciation of language—to facilitate the making and distribution of music
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(Gautier 2014). In Europe and North America, early twentieth-century
educators promoted solmization, a system that names notes in terms of
their relative rather than absolute position in a key (Whittaker 1924), the
use of colored notes (for a discussion, see Wellek 1932), or klavarskribo, a
form of graphical notation based on picturing the piano (Pot 1933).
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CHAPTER 3

Modes of Listening:
Why, How and to What?

Abstract This chapter presents a typology of the modes of listening
employed across science, medicine, and engineering. It distinguishes
between three purposes of listening and three ways of listening in the
sciences. The three purposes discussed are diagnostic, monitory, and
exploratory listening; the three ways are analytic, synthetic, and interactive listening. Using ample examples, this chapter illustrates the six
modes of listening and the virtuoso mode-switching of scientists and
other experts. It reflects on the incidence of specific combinations of
purposes and ways of listening, and asks how these listening modes interact with the third dimension of listening: listening to what.
Keywords Diagnostic listening · Monitory listening · Exploratory
listening · Analytic listening · Synthetic listening · Interactive listening
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Introduction
In 1917, the American composer and educator Sophie Gibling p
 ublished
an essay on “Types of Musical Listening.” The kind of typology it presented held much sway with cultural commentators and musical critics
in the early twentieth century: it distinguished between imperfect and
ideal listeners. Among several types of imperfect listeners was the listener “who is no listener at all, who passively sits through a concert,
intellectually contributing nothing; waiting, like a cabbage or a stone,
for something to happen to him. He hears without listening” (Gibling
1917: 386). The ideal listener, in contrast, prepared himself for concerts
emotionally and intellectually, listened past imperfections in specific performances to appreciate the beauty of the composition, and was ready
to merge completely with the music, becoming a “purely abstract spirit”
(p. 389). To Gibling, listening well was a matter of the “quality of a
man’s personality” (p. 388).
In the century following the publication of Gibling’s essay in the
Musical Quarterly, many more typologies of modes of listening have
appeared, spanning fields as diverse as cultural studies, musicology, media
studies, communication studies, and psychoacoustics. Like Gibling, some
authors display strong preferences for particular modes, while others
question the value of normative judgments (Stockfelt 1997; Subotnik
1991). Alongside those concerned with musical listening, authors have
offered taxonomies of listening for domains such as radio broadcasting
(Douglas 1999; Goodman 2010), film sound (Chion 2005/1990), and
everyday environments (Truax 2001/1984).
Based on work published by Alexandra Supper and myself in 2015,
this largely co-written chapter extends the discussion of taxonomies of
listening to yet another set of empirical domains: science, medicine, and
engineering. We developed a two-dimensional taxonomy of the listening
practices in the sciences, one that takes into account both purposes of listening (the why) and ways of listening (the how). A particular strength of
this taxonomy is that it allows us to show how practitioners shift between
different modes of listening—an ability that is at least as important for
knowledge making as is competence in using any one given mode of listening. Our aim is not to isolate listening from other skills, but to argue
that our understanding of knowledge dynamics can be substantially
deepened by attending to the ways in which listening modes inform the
use of sonic skills in knowledge-making processes.
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As explained in Chapter 1, our use of the term mode does not imply
an exclusive focus on the cognitivist dimension. We regard the modes of
listening as being linked to particular bodily practices and embedded in
a broader set of sonic skills. Sonic skills, in our approach, include both
listening skills and the techniques that doctors, engineers, and scientists
employ for making, recording, storing, and retrieving sound.
The goal of this chapter is thus to show how listening modes, and the
ways in which they feed into sonic skills, cast light on processes of knowledge production in science, engineering, and medicine. We first explain
the origins of our typology of listening modes, which has drawn inspiration both from existing scholarly work in sound studies and from actors’
categories. We then outline our typology in more detail. In the final two
sections, we outline how an analysis of listening modes can usefully be
integrated into a study of broader sonic skills, and substantiate the relevance of both notions—listening modes and sonic skills—for understanding processes of knowledge production.

Existing Taxonomies of Listening: Analytic
and Actors’ Categories
Thinking about listening modes has a long tradition both in the academic field of sound studies and among practitioners who work with
sound. Perhaps the best-known typology of modes of listening—
although it may be more accurately characterized as a typology of listeners—is the one developed by Theodor Adorno (1977/1962), which
distinguishes between figures such as experts, good listeners, culture
consumers, emotional listeners, and entertainment listeners. Adorno
makes no secret of his preference for structural listening, a mode commonly displayed by experts, nor of his contempt for practices such as
entertainment listening. In this preference, Adorno’s typology echoes
the concerns of many music theorists and critics since the middle of the
nineteenth century, beginning with the Viennese music critic Eduard
Hanslick, who offered an opinionated taxonomy to distinguish “poor
listening practices from the true method of listening, aesthetic listening”
(Hui 2013: 34). Similar taxonomies accumulated in the course of the
nineteenth and early twentieth century, usually taking attentive, absorbed
listening as their gold standard.1 Anxieties about proper listening modes
were not limited to the world of classical music; they also took hold in
the domain of radio broadcasting. Historians of broadcasting have traced
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public debates about proper modes of radio listening back to the 1930s,
when many commentators warned of the social, political, and psychological dangers of distracted listening (Goodman 2010) and tried to persuade “the listener to ‘incline their ear’ not only in the right direction
(towards beautiful, honest and reputable things), but also in the right
way (selectively, attentively and with appropriate discrimination)” (Lacey
2013: 183).
In the course of the twentieth century these typologies, with their
outspoken normative preferences, increasingly came under fire or were
put into historical perspective. Fervent critiques of Adorno’s categorization scheme and his advocacy for structural listening were expressed
within musicology (Subotnik 1991, 1996; Stockfelt 1997), and inspired
an abundance of work proposing relativist and postmodern alternatives
(Dell’Antonio 2004). Music theorist Ola Stockfelt (1997), for instance,
argued that different modes of listening are appropriate for and indeed
demanded by different genres—Adorno’s preferred mode, structural listening, being adequate only for a very specific type of Western art music.
Modes of listening should therefore be judged in terms of adequacy to
a genre: adopting an adequate mode means being able “to listen for
what is relevant to the genre” (Stockfelt 1997: 137). With this assertion,
Stockfelt moves away from treating modes of listening as personal characteristics (linked to particular character traits or socioeconomic factors),
and instead treats them as part of a repertoire from which individuals
can choose. Moving between different modes is not only possible, but
common.
This possibility of shifting between modes of listening (often akin
to shifting between levels of attention) has been an important element of many recent typologies. For instance, in his book Acoustic
Communication, Barry Truax (2001/1984) distinguishes three modes
of listening, each characterized by a different level of attention. The
first kind, background listening, is entirely passive, listening that is not
directed at achieving any practical purpose. By comparison, listening-in-readiness (such as the practice of recognizing a vehicle by its
sound) is more active, while listening-in-search (as exemplified by a ship
captain whistling and using the echo for orientation) is more active still.
Truax’s research is embedded in a normative concern about noise pollution in modern society, as he worries that the skills of listening-in-readiness and listening-in-search are rapidly dwindling due to the noise of
modern technology.
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In her book Listening In, historian of technology Susan J. Douglas
(1999) offers an “archaeology of radio listening” that goes well beyond
a distinction between concentrated and distracted listening practices.
Among the many listening modes she mentions are linguistic, musical,
informational, exploratory, story, advertisement, and fidelity listening
(1999: 33–35). Some of Douglas’s categories describe listening in terms
of what someone is listening to (stories or ads, for example), some in
terms of what they listen for (such as information or sound quality), and
some in terms of how they listen cognitively. Examples of these cognitive
ways of listening are dimensional listening, in which the listener imagines
spaces, and associational listening, in which networks of memories are
triggered through sound.
In this chapter, we follow in Douglas’s footsteps to develop a typology that operates on more than one dimension, but we do so in a way
that explicitly asks how these dimensions relate to each other. Like
Douglas and other scholars, we start from the idea that listeners have
a repertoire of listening modes available between which they can shift.
We go one step further, arguing not only that shifting between different modes of listening is possible and common, but that the capability
of shifting is itself an essential skill in the knowledge-making practices of
many scientists, engineers, and doctors.
Before delving into our own typology of listening modes in the
sciences, we should briefly acknowledge that it was inspired not only by
scholarly work in sound studies, but also by the discourses of the actors
that we studied. That is to say, some of our categories are based on
actors’ categories. For instance, the distinction between “monitory listening” (listening to monitor whether everything is working well) and
“diagnostic listening” (listening to diagnose the specific source or cause
of a problem), which we will explore in more detail in the next section,
is present in the discourse of car mechanics themselves. It played an
important role in the formalization and professionalization of the trade
of German car mechanics during the 1930s, as discussed by Stefan Krebs
(2012a, b, c) and in this essay’s previous chapter. To convince car drivers
to entrust their faulty cars to the new profession of certified car mechanics, the mechanics needed to ensure that car drivers would trust their
own ears enough to know when to bring their car to the garage, but
not enough to try to fix it themselves. Once it was established that there
was a problem, the task of diagnosing and fixing that problem would be
left to the mechanics. In their effort to gain exclusive jurisdiction over
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the ability to repair cars, the mechanics demarcated their skill of professional diagnostic listening from the monitory listening skills of drivers.
The distinction between two listening modes, in other words, helped the
mechanics in their quest for cultural authority.
Explicit references to taxonomies of listening modes are even more
widespread in the scientific community dedicated to sonification
research, which aims to systematically explore the use of sound to represent data and convey information. Indeed, the distinction between
different modes of listening has been a stable feature of the sonification
literature, from some of the founding texts of the community (Gaver
1989; Williams 1994) to much more recent contributions (Vickers 2012;
Grond and Hermann 2014). An example is William Gaver’s (1989) work
on the SonicFinder, an early attempt to use auditory displays as part of a
computer interface, which was a forerunner of now-ubiquitous sounds
such as those announcing new emails or accompanying the moving of a
file into a digital trashcan. The SonicFinder builds upon a fundamental
distinction between two modes of listening: everyday listening and musical listening. The former is directed at identifying the sources of a sound,
the latter at its formal characteristics, such as pitch or timbre. Gaver’s displays are designed to exploit everyday listening in particular: “If sounds
are to be used in the interface, they should be used much as they are in
our everyday lives …. We do not hear the pitch of closing doors; instead
we are more likely to hear their size, the materials from which they are
made, and the force used to shut them” (Gaver 1989: 72ff). This distinction still resonates in sonification research today, and—although
many sonifications do demand a certain degree of musical listening skill,
as pitch is a widely used parameter in sonification designs—so does the
emphasis on everyday listening skills (Hermann 2011). The sonification
community struggles with the fact that many potential end users of sonification (specialists in the scientific domains from which data are translated into sound) are reluctant to use sonification because they distrust
their own ears.2 In that situation, references to everyday listening can
reduce the fear of listening, and thus potentially help to convince people
of the benefits of sonification.
Similarly, scholars in the sonification community frequently make a
distinction between synthetic listening (listening to sounds holistically)
and analytic listening (focusing on specific elements of the sound), which
has been appropriated from literature in auditory perception research
(Hermann 2002; Worrall 2009; Walker and Nees 2011; Williams 1994).
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This distinction also turned out to be useful for our own typology, which
adopts the categories of analytic and synthetic listening—along with an
additional category of interactive listening—as two fundamentally different ways of listening.
Our typology thus makes use of existing categories employed by the
actors that we study, but only as a partial inspiration, in tandem with
secondary literature.3 The most important contribution of our typology above and beyond the existing actors’ categories is that it addresses
different modes of listening in two dimensions, and places them in
a broader context of the sonic skills that are involved in knowledge
production.

Purposes of Listening: Why Scientists, Engineers,
and Physicians Listen
Our proposed typology takes into account both the purposes for which
scientists, engineers, and physicians listen and the ways in which they
do so. In this section, we set out three purposes of listening—monitory,
diagnostic, and exploratory—before adding three different ways of listening—synthetic, analytic, and interactive—to arrive at nine possible combinations of modes.
Monitory listening refers to checking for possible malfunctions—for
instance, when car drivers pay attention to “the rhythmic and silent run
of the engine” and “the regular humming of the gearbox or chain drive”
(Küster 1919, cited in Bijsterveld and Krebs 2013: 20). Monitory listening is also employed in the scientific laboratory and field by researchers checking the proper running of their equipment (Bruyninckx 2013;
Mody 2005), and in the hospital by doctors and nurses monitoring the
vital signs of patients. Monitory listening usually accompanies other tasks
and activities, often unrelated to sound—whether driving a car, operating a microscope, or performing surgery on a patient. The fact that
the sound can be perceived in the background while focusing on other
tasks, but that sudden and unexpected changes in the sound nonetheless immediately draw the listener’s attention, is of great benefit here.
Similarly, the ability to “monitor multiple processes simultaneously”
(Dayé and de Campo 2006: 350) has been considered an advantage of
sonification over graphic displays. Consequently, sonifications developed
specifically for monitoring have been an important area of sonification
research in recent years, ranging from applications developed for the
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medical field to those monitoring web server activity. It has even been
claimed that the monitoring of information in the background while
users attend to another task is where sonification and auditory display
really “come into their own” (Vickers 2011: 456).
Whereas monitory listening is concerned with establishing whether
something is wrong, diagnostic listening is about pinpointing what precisely is wrong. The quintessential example of diagnostic listening is that
of physicians using their stethoscope during physical examinations to distinguish the “normal” sounds of a healthy body from the “abnormal”
sounds of a sick one and to diagnose specific diseases based on those
sounds. This skill is not limited to the medical field. In fact, practitioners
from other domains frequently reference the listening practices of doctors to explain their own: “If the physician cannot make his diagnosis by
the appearance of the patient, he will take his stethoscope and listen to
the patient’s body. This is how you ought to proceed with the car engine
as well,” proposed one car mechanics handbook (Hessler 1926, cited in
Krebs 2012c: 83). When physicist Cornelis Zwikker (1934) discussed
sixteen car sounds and their causes, he described “knocking” as a symptom of an “advanced-stage disease” (p. 75). As Stefan Krebs and Melissa
Van Drie (2014) have shown in their comparative work on doctors and
mechanics, such use of medical metaphors and pictures staging mechanics as “car doctors” became widespread from the 1920s onward. As we
have seen, medical techniques such as differential diagnosis became models for automotive engineering, just as the trust invested in the medical
profession became a model for the role of the car mechanic (pp. 95–97).
In ornithology, the skill of diagnostic listening was, and still is, considered essential for the correct identification of species, but also for ensuring adequate recording quality—examples will follow in Chapter 4. And
in sonification, diagnostic listening plays an important role in quality
control, as errors in sonification design are often picked up by listening.
Exploratory listening, thirdly, refers to listening out for new phenomena. The notion was developed by Douglas (1999) for the practice of
radio hams trying to discover distant stations, but it also plays a part in
the listening practices of scientists. Narratives of field observation in ornithology, for instance, often feature ornithologists letting themselves be
guided through the woods by ear, always listening out for rare, exotic, or
appealing bird songs, such as in this account by the naturalist J. Schafer:
While going through a thicket of hazel brush, briars and vines, a bird was
heard singing so softly that it was some time before I could locate the
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exact place where the song came from. After listening a short time I recognized the song to be that of a Catbird, but to make sure of the identity
of the singer, it was driven from its hiding place. (Schafer 1916, cited in
Bruyninckx 2013: 36)

Although sonification is usually a more mundane activity, taking place
with headphones in front of a computer screen, the exploratory listening of sonification researchers, too, can become entangled with romantic
narratives of adventurous scientists making chance discoveries thanks to
their dedicated attention to their sonic environment—as in this description of Robert Alexander’s solar wind sonifications:
Alexander typically compresses 44,100 data points into a second of sound,
the sampling rate of a compact disc.
Then, he puts on his headphones.
On that particular day he found a hum everywhere in the data.
“I thought I was hearing noise,” he recalls.
But it was more than that. The hum had a frequency of 137.5 hertz which
would correspond to about 26 days in the original data. That would be
the time taken for a particular feature on the sun to swing back around. In
other words, he could lock on a feature and listen in.
Alexander realized what he was hearing and messaged a colleague. “The
frequency I’m listening to is the rotation speed of the sun. I don’t think
anyone’s ever done this.”4

In a recent video documentary for Vice Magazine, Alexander explains the
exploratory nature of his listening: “I was digging through, you know, 20
or 30 different data parameters and listening to them all, and I realized
that if I listened to carbon, that I could hear a very strong harmonic presence.”5 In the astrophysical research group he was working with, carbon
had not previously been mentioned as relevant to the study of solar wind;
instead, different types of solar wind had been distinguished by measuring
oxygen charge states. It was through listening to different sonic realizations of the same dataset that Alexander’s research group became aware of
the potential of carbon as a more reliable indicator for solar wind activity.
The results were written up and published in the Astrophysical Journal—
with a brief mention of the sonification process that had led to the discovery, but none of the romantic flourishes of a lone researcher making a
chance discovery when donning his headphones (Landi et al. 2012).
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Ways of Listening: How Scientists, Engineers,
and Physicians Listen
The three modes of listening discussed so far were concerned with the
purposes for which scientists, engineers and physicians listen; in the following, we introduce three modes that describe the ways in which they
do so: synthetically, analytically, or interactively. These three modes do
not exclude the purpose-related modes; rather, any given listening practice of a scientist, engineer, or physician can always be characterized both
in terms of its purpose and in terms of its manner. A car driver listening to the roar of the engine while driving, for instance, engages in both
monitory and synthetic listening.
The term synthetic listening comes from literature in auditory perception research, and has become a mainstay of sonification literature.
Its meaning is usually defined in opposition to another category in our
typology, analytic listening. For instance, in the first book publication on
sonification, the terms were defined as follows:
Synthetic perception takes place when the information presented is interpreted as generally as possible; for example, hearing a room full of voices
or listening to the overall effect of a piece of music. Analytic perception
takes place when the information is used to identify the components of the
scene to finer levels; for instance, listening to a particular utterance in the
crowded room or tracking one instrument in an orchestral piece or identifying the components of a particular musical chord. (Williams 1994: 98)

This definition of synthetic listening and analytic listening is also applied
in Albert Bregman’s (1994) influential work on auditory perception, and
still resonates in sonification discourse today (Hermann 2002; Worrall
2009; Walker and Nees 2011). For sonification, both synthetic and analytic listening play a role—both the ability to perceive complex auditory events as a whole, and the ability to break the whole down into its
component pieces and single out particular streams of sound for attention. In addition, the capacity to switch between these different modes
is considered an important asset for the use of sonifications. The experience of attending a concert is often used as an example both of how
people can perceive a piece of music as a whole and of how they analytically attend to specific instruments: “in a concert hall we can hear a symphony orchestra as a whole. We can also tune in our focus and attend to
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individual musical instruments or even the couple who is whispering in
the next row” (Hermann et al. 2011: 3).
When medical students learn to use their stethoscopes, they are first
learning the skills of analytic listening: navigating an initially confusing
world of sound by differentiating the sounds of the patients’ bodies from
the sound produced by the tool itself and the sound of their own body.
However, the skill of synthetic listening is equally important for the practices of scientists, engineers, and mechanics. Recall the 1965 article for
apprentices in mechanics cited in the previous chapter, which claimed
that diagnosis only starts when one complex sound is disaggregated into
many single sounds. Frequently, successful use of sonic skills involves the
combination of analytic and synthetic listening at different stages of the
process of knowledge production. The quick identification of a bird in
the field, for example, often involves synthetic listening, as ornithologists
listen for general features and recognize the bird “more by the quality
or style, or both, of its utterance than by the number and succession of
its notes” (Summers 1916: 79). Once that quick identification has been
made, the ornithologist may listen analytically to rule out confusion with
similar-sounding species, or to notate specific elements of the sound.
Although synthetic and analytic listening are usually defined as opposites, they have one important aspect in common: both modes assume
that the sound source itself is stable or unfolds according to its own
dynamic rules. In many instances where scientists, engineers, and physicians listen, however, they actually intervene into the sounds while
listening. We therefore distinguish an additional way of listening, that
of interactive listening. If synthetic listening means hearing the whole
orchestra and analytic listening means focusing on a particular stream of
sound (perhaps the second oboe), interactive listening means that the
listener decides to replace the second oboe with a didgeridoo halfway
through in order to better grasp the dynamics of the piece. Scientists,
physicians, and engineers often engage in such interactive listening in
order to find out more about their subjects. Ornithologists may interact with the birds that they study by deliberately exposing them to specific sounds—such as recordings of birdsongs or traffic noise—in order
to elicit a response (Bruyninckx 2013: 94ff). Car mechanics, too, often
engage in interactive listening, for instance when listening for changes
in the sound of the engine while changing gears; and so do car drivers,
when they pay attention to the sounds of the car in deciding when to
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shift gears. Interactive listening to car engines can thus serve both monitory purposes (for drivers) and diagnostic purposes (for mechanics).
Interactive listening is also common in sonification research, where
it is used mainly for diagnostic or exploratory purposes.6 As our ethnographic research has shown, diagnostic interactive listening is especially
common during the design process: errors in the sonification design (or
even in the underlying dataset) often express themselves as discrepancies between expected and actual sounds, and can be corrected by alternately adjusting settings and listening to the results until the expectations
and the outcome are aligned. Exploratory interactive listening has also
become increasingly popular in sonification research, a trend attested by
the growth of a whole subfield dedicated to “interactive sonification”
(Hermann and Hunt 2005, 2011). In interactive sonifications, users
can “change selections quickly and easily to gain multiple auditory viewpoints” (Flowers 2005: 4), which are intended to give a better understanding of the data, especially for exploratory tasks.
At first glance, the categories of synthetic, analytic, and interactive listening may seem similar to Barry Truax’s (2001/1984)
distinction between background listening, listening-in-readiness, and listening-in-search. Truax’s example of listening-in-search, in which a ship
captain whistles and uses the resulting echo for navigation, could be considered an instance of interactive listening. However, in Truax’s classification, the three modes are distinguished by the different degrees of active
attention paid by the listener, whereas in our scheme it is a matter not of
different degrees, but of different kinds of attention. And although the
categories of synthetic and analytic listening emerged from psychoacoustic research, our approach does not assume that these listening skills are
limited to the mind only. Rather, they are enmeshed with particular bodily strategies—examples might be a doctor percussing a patient’s chest,
an ornithologist cupping his hands around his ears and “rotating slowly
like an aural CCTV camera” (Lorimer 2008: 391) while listening out
for a particular bird, or a sonification researcher convulsing in pain when
enduring unpredictable and piercing sounds in the attempt to identify
errors in the sound-generating computer code.
Distinguishing modes of listening on two dimensions can give us a
multilayered and nuanced appreciation of the listening practices involved
in scientific research, medical work, and engineering. Looking at only
one dimension in isolation would give us a very partial understanding
of these practices. For instance, if we ask only why scientists, engineers,
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Table 3.1 Overview of listening modes
Why

Synthetic listening

Analytic listening

How
Monitory listening

Diagnostic listening

Exploratory listening

Attending to
overall features of
sound for the purpose of monitoring

Attending to
specific characteristics of sound for
the purposes of
monitoring
Using a (quick)
Attending to
overall impression specific characterof a sound for
istics of a sound
the purposes of
for the purposes of
diagnosis
diagnosis
Listening out for
Attending to
general impressions specific features
for the purposes of of sound for
exploration
the purposes of
exploration

Interactive
listening
Interacting with a
sound source for
the purposes of
monitoring
Interacting with a
sound source for
the purposes of
diagnosis
Interacting with
the sources of
a sound for the
purposes of
exploration

and physicians listen, we may miss the particular bodily and cognitive
skills that their listening entails. Likewise, there is not one single technique for monitory listening—listening for the purposes of monitoring
may involve either focusing on general patterns of sound (as car drivers
do when listening out for the auditory feedback of their car engines and
surroundings) or focusing on particular elements of that sound (as physicians do on their daily ward round when checking whether a symptom
discovered during yesterday’s diagnosis has cleared up), or even interacting with the source of that sound (as ornithologists do when playing a sound recording to a bird to elicit a reaction). On the other hand,
addressing the dimension of how we listen in isolation, without taking
into account the purposes, risks losing sight of why those sonic skills
matter in the first place. The listening modes could then be taken as ends
in themselves, rather than as analytical tools telling us something about
how scientists, engineers, and physicians use their bodies and senses for
particular ends that in and of themselves may not have anything to do
with sound.
Our graphic representation of all possible combinations of purposes
and ways of listening (Table 3.1) is not, however, intended to suggest
that all the listening modes mentioned are equally predominant in the
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sciences. We noted above that listening practices in the sciences can
always be described in terms of both purposes and ways of listening. We
have also given empirical examples of all the potential combinations of
purposes and ways of listening as listed in the cells of Table 3.1. Our
cases studies have thus demonstrated the existence of all these options—
but that does not mean all modes or all possible combinations have the
same incidence in the knowledge practices of scientists, engineers, and
physicians.
We have come across numerous examples of analytic listening for the
purpose of diagnosis, and synthetic listening for the purpose of monitoring, but our case studies offered only a few illustrations of interactive listening for the purpose of monitoring. Apart from ornithologists playing
recorded bird sound to make birds respond and betray their presence at
a particular field site, we have only one other example. In intensive care
units, all kinds of machines help the medical staff to monitor the physical condition of patients. These instruments’ alarms, Anna Harris has
explained, can be tweaked manually, meaning that the staff can define
the parameters that will set off the alarms. Nursing students are told “to
set their alarms ‘wide,’ so that they are alerted to even the slightest deviance in heart rate or blood pressure.” Experienced nurses, in contrast,
may tighten the alarms to reduce the number of alerts, “as they have the
expertise which enables them to monitor a patient without the continual
sounding of alarms” (2015: n.p.).

Sonic Skills: Virtuosity in Shifting Modes
and Handling Tools
Although Table 3.1 might initially give an impression of stagnancy and
rigidity, its strength lies in providing a stable reference point for the
dynamic listening practices that we found. The professional status of
some practitioners—such as doctors or car mechanics—is intimately connected with their recognition as expert diagnostic listeners. Yet, we argue
in this section, it is often the ability to shift between different modes
of listening, rather than specialization in one particular mode, that
expresses the virtuosity of their sonic skills and helps them to underpin
their knowledge claims. Furthermore, this ability to shift is closely linked
to the handling of tools and to broader sonic skills that go beyond the
modes of listening themselves.
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In the everyday knowledge practices of the experts we studied, the
different listening modes often build upon each other. For instance, it
is important for the successful work of car mechanics—for which diagnostic listening is essential—that car drivers recognize the need to bring
their car to the garage, for which monitory listening is crucial. In some
instances, a shift in the purpose of listening goes hand in hand with a
shift in the way of listening. The solar wind sonifications described above
were, at least at first, an example of synthetic exploratory listening, as
Robert Alexander somewhat randomly listened for general patterns
in the data in the hope that something of interest would jump out at
him. Once he noticed harmonic presences in the charge states of carbon,
however, a shift seems to have occurred towards listening to a particular
element in order to diagnose the dynamics of solar wind activity. That
involved focusing his attention on one specific aspect of the sound. In
other words, there was a shift not only in the purpose of listening (from
exploratory to diagnostic), but also in the way of listening (from synthetic to analytic).
In the last two examples, diagnostic listening followed monitory or
exploratory listening, while analytic listening followed synthetic listening.
It might be tempting to conclude that the modes of listening occur in a
fixed order, with diagnostic and analytic listening as the natural culmination and end-point. This is not the case, however. An instance from
ethnographic research in the hospital is one illustration that monitory
listening does not always precede diagnostic listening. During the initial examination after a patient is admitted to hospital, doctors usually
engage in diagnostic listening. But when performing subsequent checkups during their daily rounds, they are more likely to perform monitory
listening, checking whether specific symptoms detected during earlier
diagnoses persist or have improved.
In fact, the different modes often occur in constant back-and-forth
shifts, with the listener repeatedly zooming in and out. Many sonification
designs—especially those made for the purposes of data exploration—
are deliberately built to facilitate rapid shifts between different modes of
attention. In Thomas Hermann’s (2002) dissertation on sonifications for
exploratory data analysis, for instance, the listener is described as being
engaged in different modes of listening, and many of the proposed sonification designs feature multiple streams of data that can be listened to
simultaneously or separately. They seem to be designed for a listener who
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may at times synthetically listen to several streams of sound simultaneously, and at other times analytically hone in on particularly promising
specific sound streams. That listening is interpolated, of course, with the
occasional intervention into the sound source itself. Constantly switching between analytic, synthetic, and interactive modes of listening is thus
facilitated and intended by the sonification design.
This example flags up the connection between the ability to shift
between modes of listening and the availability of particular tools. The
introduction of a novel type of stethoscope in German automotive engineering during the interwar period would be another, earlier example of
how tools can effectively enable the process of mode-shifting. Whereas
listening rods and traditional stethoscopes had been used to listen to
one component of the car engine, the new stethoscope had two sensors.
These sensors, the Tektoskop and the Tektophon, enabled mechanics
to listen to two differently located components of the engine simultaneously and make a detailed comparison of the sounds they heard
(Anonymous 1929b, cited in Bijsterveld et al. 2014: 80). Such a construction afforded shifts between synthetic and analytic listening, as it
brought together distinct sounds in one listening “frame” while keeping
alive the option of alternation in auditory focus.
Similarly important for the skill of mode-shifting was the rise of sound
recording technologies in ornithology. The phonograph, sound camera, gramophone, and tape recorder enabled ornithologists to record
the sounds of birds in ways that many considered more accurate, less
dependent on individual listening capacities, and therefore more “objective” than the notation of sound in traditional onomatopoeic terms,
musical staff, or graphic systems (Bruyninckx 2013: 63). In addition,
these tools made it possible for ornithologists to repeat their listening
exercises as often as they wanted, or even to slow down the recording,
thus improving precision in notation after the field trip (Bruyninckx
2013: 49). This enabled cycles of analytic listening, with repeated listening allowing ornithologists to focus on different components of bird
sound across different listening sessions.
Slowing down gramophone playback was useful not just for those
ornithologists who notated bird sound manually, but also for those
who favored automated visualizations. For instance, the British ethologist and ornithologist William Homan Thorpe, a strong advocate of the
spectrograph (to recall: an instrument that visualizes the frequency and
intensity of sound over time), acknowledged that the analysis of sound
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spectrograms was best accompanied by listening to the sound recordings
and, in particular, by doing so at reduced speed. According to Thorpe,
slowing down gramophones from 78 to 28 cycles made the complexities and varieties of bird sound—such as high frequencies and rapid
sequences—more easily accessible to the human listener and enabled a
focus on different components of the sound than those that prevailed
at 78 cycles. Thorpe cautioned, however, that recordings played back at
reduced speed would “at first hearing have no apparent resemblance to
the original” (Thorpe 1958: 542). Despite the analytic value of listening
at reduced speed, synthetic listening was often best accomplished at the
original speed. An important function of the “infinitely variable speed
turntable” favored by Thorpe (1958: 542) was precisely that it enabled
scientists to quickly and easily switch not just between different speeds
of playback, but also between different modes of listening. The availability and use of particular recording and playback tools thus affected the
options for modes of listening, and therefore the character of mode-shifting, which in turn fed into the knowledge claims that were formulated.
Tools can open up particular modes of listening and particular means
of shifting between modes, but they may also enhance the epistemological status of listening practices in science, medicine, and engineering.
As Tom Rice (2008, 2010) and Melissa Van Drie (2013) have shown,
the stethoscope is an important signifier, a visual icon, of the doctor’s
expertise and jurisdiction. Even though the practical importance of auscultation for medical diagnosis has declined over the years, the stethoscope has retained its symbolic function. Indeed, its symbolic sway
reaches beyond the confines of the medical field, as other professional
groups have also appealed to the stethoscope’s symbolic authority. In the
automotive industry, for instance, engineers and mechanics have often
been portrayed in white coats and using a stethoscope on a car engine—
explicitly alluding to the image of a doctor using a stethoscope to examine a patient (Krebs and Van Drie 2014). Tools may thus function as
symbolic capital underlining the epistemological authority of their users.
It is important to note, once again, that the sonic skills involved
in knowledge-making practices are not a matter of listening alone.
The examples of ornithology and sonification offered in this chapter have already hinted that the recording and design of sounds are
equally important elements of sonic skills. So are the ability to reproduce sounds through physical mimicry (Harris and Van Drie 2015) and
to store, retrieve, and circulate sound recordings (Bruyninckx 2013).
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These elements, too, can enhance or reduce epistemological authority.
To take the case of sonification, many sonification researchers regard the
fact that “the traditional carrier of the symbolic knowledge generated by
science, paper, hardly begins to meet the requirements of communicating sound” (Dayé and Campo 2006: 360) as a major stumbling block for
the scientific acceptance of their techniques. Sound has traditionally been
difficult to circulate and integrate with written text, but the development of digital media permitting an easier integration of text and sounds
may help sound recordings to catch up, at least partially, with graphical
images when it comes to exerting scientific authority (see Supper 2012,
2015). Here, too, tools and sonic skills are closely intertwined.

The Missing Third Dimension: Listening to What?
So far, we have proposed a two-dimensional typology of listening
modes, and offered some reflections on how these listening modes—in
particular, the ability to shift between different modes of listening—link
up with other sonic skills in knowledge-making practices. However, a
third dimension of listening has mostly been taken for granted in our
analysis: the dimension of what it is that scientists, engineers and physicians are listening to. Sidestepping this dimension in our typology was
a deliberate decision. Whereas the other two dimensions allowed us to
configure a finite number of categories that can nonetheless exhaustively
describe the listening practices of scientists, engineers, and physicians,
the question of what they are actually listening to opens up an infinite
number of possible answers. It defies categorization. That does not, of
course, mean that the subject matter to which listeners lend their ear is
irrelevant.
On the contrary, it matters a great deal what scientists and other practitioners listen to, and it would be a grave mistake to disregard subject
matter when discussing listening modes and sonic skills. STS scholar
Sophia Roosth has noted that “[s]ound has been used in science to
explore and gain direct experience of inaccessible places: to sound the
depth of an ocean, the inside of a body, and the furthest reaches of
space” (Roosth 2009: 349). We would add that this “direct experience”
is often highly mediated by scientific instruments and sonic skills, both of
which affect the scientists’ very conceptualization of what they are studying. An example from ornithology will help us to show that subject matter and sonic skills are inextricable. The sonic skills involved in listening
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to, recording, storing, and retrieving sound, we claim, co-define the conception of the objects under study.
In the 1930s, British and American ornithologists struggled
immensely with the technical and logistical complexities of making sound
recordings of birds in the field. While Cornell University student Albert
Brand and his colleagues used a large, sensitive sound camera and testing
equipment to capture bird sound, amateur birdwatcher Ludwig Koch
and his British companions—ornithologists and recording engineers
working for the BBC—used a phonograph recorder and wax disks. What
they had in common was the need to move heavily loaded vans around
in order to do their recording work. Not only did this affect where
they could make recordings (the site had to be accessible by road, for
instance); it also influenced what they recorded. Although the sounds of
nature were their primary interest, their microphones also picked up the
sounds of modern civilization—as they often discovered, to their dismay,
after the fact (Bruyninckx 2013: 64ff).
The two groups came up with their own technical solutions to these
challenges, and each solution had its consequences. Choices regarding the type and positioning of microphones, for instance, had not only
implications for how they made their recordings, but also for their conceptions of birdsong and for their research findings. The British group
carefully installed sets of microphones around the space in which a particular bird was expected to produce its song, and would adjust the sound
level of each microphone retrospectively, in the editing process. With a
little luck, this resulted in recordings that captured both the bird’s song
and its environmental sounds, giving the recording an atmospheric touch
even though the song was foregrounded. If the bird flew away, however,
the whole set-up had to be recreated (Bruyninckx 2013: 71ff).
Whereas the British group worked on BBC nature films that were
meant to educate and entertain a wide audience, the ornithologists at
Cornell were interested first and foremost in establishing a firm scientific reputation. This may partially explain why they adopted a different
approach to recording, making use of a parabolic reflector surrounding
a microphone. The surface of the parabola reflected sound waves to a
dynamic microphone at its focal point. Focusing the sound waves in this
way dramatically increased the input to the recording equipment and
concentrated it to at least twenty decibels louder than the sounds not
caught by its narrow shape, which amounted to an amplification of about
fifteen times (Sellar 1976, cited in Bruyninckx 2013: 73).
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The reflector enabled the Cornell ornithologists to pick up bird sound
from a considerable distance, making the exact position of the microphones less important and bringing less accessible parts of nature within
easier reach. At the same time, microphones with parabolic reflectors
staged a “sterile sound,” creating a “close-up” of acoustic events. This,
argues Bruyninckx, produced not only a form of sound that was halfway between the laboratory and the field, but also “a still-life motif in a
clearly demarcated acoustic landscape” (Bruyninckx 2013: 55, 76, 79).
It was only at the beginning of the twenty-first century that ornithologists began to realize their focus on bird sound proper had come at a
price. Recent research has indicated that at least one bird species sings at
a higher frequency when living in urban areas than the same species living in rural surroundings (Bruyninckx 2013: 151; Slabbekoorn and Peet
2003). For a long time, ornithologists had simply missed this possibility
as a consequence of their preference for clean sound. They had treated
environmental noise as a disturbance rather than as an informant. Their
approach had been both enabled and constrained by their tools, and
their carefully crafted sonic skills had affected their knowledge claims.

Conclusions
This chapter has argued that we need both the notion of listening modes
and the notion of sonic skills to understand how sound has been used
as a path to knowledge making in science, medicine, and engineering.
Its analysis began with a typology of listening practices. Certainly, our
project is not the first to present such a typology; typologies of listening abound in scholarly work on sound. Building on such literature and
on our own case studies of Western scientists, doctors, mechanics, and
engineers, we have distinguished between six modes of listening, operating on two dimensions. Monitory, diagnostic, and exploratory listening
refer to different purposes of listening in the sciences; analytic, synthetic,
and interactive listening express particular ways of listening. We have also
stressed, however, that scientists, engineers, and doctors are not required
only to engage in any given one of these modes, but additionally—or
especially—to shift between modes. Tools and instruments, whether
multichannel stethoscopes, tape recorders, all sonification software, enable particular forms of listening and mode-shifting.
We also pointed out that sonic skills are not limited to listening skills.
Although our notion of sonic skills encompasses the skills that experts
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need in order to employ the various listening modes, it also encompasses
the ability to design, record, store, mimic, and retrieve sound. All these
sonic skills are associated with the handling of specific instruments—virtuosity in sonic skills means not just the ability to use one’s ears, but also
the ability to handle various tools and instruments. These practical tools
often also play a symbolic role in the knowledge practices of scientists,
engineers, and doctors: they can symbolically enhance the epistemological status of listening.
Sonic skills have repercussions on the knowledge claims that can be
made in science, engineering, and medicine. The decision to employ a
particular technique in the recording of sound, for instance, is not an
innocent one: it can affect the substance of knowledge claims that are
made and the conceptions of the objects under study. In order to understand the knowledge practices of scientists, engineers, and physicians,
then, it pays to consider the listening modes and sonic skills involved in
their production. Doing so deepens our insights in the role of sound and
listening in the sciences, and might also inspire research into the contribution of other non-visual senses in knowledge making.
As for sound and listening, there is more to discover than we have
done so far. We are interested, for instance, in the reopening of debates
on the status of sensory information every time new, and epistemologically still unstable, tools are introduced that make the inaudible audible
or translate data from one sensory mode into another, as was the case
for the spectrograph. We still have much to learn about the conditions
under which sonic skills are accepted or contested in knowledge-making
practices. These are the topics of the following chapters. But without an
understanding of modes of listening, and of their relationship with tools
and the skills to handle them, we cannot begin to tackle those issues.

Notes
1. 
The sudden increase of interest in listening practices in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century has been linked to anxieties related to
the rapidly changing world of music, which had been shaken up by new
tuning systems, new tones, and new music theories (Hui 2013), as well
as the introduction of new sound technologies such as the gramophone
(Maisonneuve 2001).
2. 
Personal interviews by Alexandra Supper with Christian Dayé (March
17th, 2008) and Alberto de Campo (October 16, 2009).
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3. In some cases, it can be difficult to ascertain where the primary literature
ends and the secondary literature begins. This is especially true for sonification, as sonification researchers frequently refer to literature by film
scholars such as Michel Chion or composers such as Pierre Schaeffer when
publishing in sound studies or musicology journals (Vickers 2012; Grond
and Hermann 2014).
4. Markendaya, Virat. (2012). Listening to the Sun on a Loop: a Composer
Pricks his Ears up for NASA and Helps to Make a Discovery, Scienceline,
available at http://scienceline.org/2012/03/listening-to-the-sun-on-aloop (last accessed August 18, 2017).
5. http://www.vice.com/motherboard/the-space-composer (last accessed
on February 20, 2015).
6. 
Many sonifications are made for monitory purposes, but these usually
assume a listener who is too busy with other tasks to actively interact with
the sound. If monitory interactive listening is appropriate for car drivers
but not usually for sonification users, this is because the sound of a car
engine is a by-product, whereas the sound of the sonification is designed as
a goal on its own account; a change in the sound of the sonification would
usually be explicitly and deliberately caused by the user, whereas a change
in the sound of an engine might be a side effect.
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CHAPTER 4

Resounding Contestation:
The Ambiguous Status of Sonic Skills

Abstract This chapter asks how listening in the sciences became contested over time. Why did sonic skills, and notably diagnostic analytic listening, acquire such an ambiguous epistemological status? The chapter
traces the rise of mechanical and visual technologies such as the spectrograph, and the shifting relationships of trust between makers and users
of knowledge. It shows how each novel knowledge-making technology,
either auditory or visual, requires processes of sensory calibration with
existing technologies. And it discusses how sonification scientists have
strategically presented visualization as both ally and enemy for trained
ears, without yet finding a “killer application”.
Keywords Epistemological contestation · Sensory calibration · Trust
between knowledge makers and knowledge users · Trained ears

Twittering Timbrados
On January 23, 2015, a Maastricht University lecture hall featured four
Timbrado canaries, two Edison phonographs, a vintage gramophone, a
serinette, a piccolo player, an artist-researcher, and an audience in eager
anticipation. The artist-researcher, Aleks Kolkowski, intended to reenact
and demonstrate how bird sound was recorded by bird researchers and the
phonograph industry in the early years of the twentieth century. It was one
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of the events we organized in the context of our Sonic Science Festival, an
outreach activity accompanying the Sonic Skills research project.
Much went “wrong” during the demonstration. It was not that
the canaries did not make themselves heard. We had expected them
to remain silent, as canaries normally do not sing in January. With this
in mind, we had brought along a serinette, a mini-organ originally
employed by eighteenth- and nineteenth-century bourgeois bird lovers to seduce or instruct birds to sing.1 But our Timbrados were trained
birds and were used to twittering under the most stressful conditions,
such as the contests their owners sent them to. They responded to the
slightest high-pitched sounds, and burst out in loud concert when one of
us played the serinette.
Recording their sounds with a mechanical, early twentieth-century
phonograph—without the use of microphones—turned out to be a
much harder nut to crack. In addition to the phonographs we had available, Kolkowski had brought a portable oven to soften the wax on a cylinder, two different needles (one for recording and one for replaying),
and a horn to capture the sound produced by the birds. That sound’s
acoustic energy had to make a membrane vibrate and move the needle,
which would leave its traces in the wax. Kolkowski shouted the date and
place of the event into the horn, as early twentieth recordists would have
done. Unfortunately, when the cylinder was replayed, his voice sounded
too high and his words too fast—he had cranked up the phonograph too
hard, making the cylinder run too fast. By explicating this, Kolkowski
demonstrated the had listened diagnostically in order to understand the
disappointing quality of the recording.
Even worse, the cylinder replayed the bird sounds only faintly, if not
at the very threshold of hearing. Apparently, the sound waves had not
reached the membrane with sufficient energy. Nor did Kolkowski know
for certain whether the wax had been heated to the right temperature.
So whereas the audience heard the birds sing quite loudly, the phonograph had “heard” hardly anything. As Kolkowski explained, this happened often in the past as well, which is why early recordists placed caged
birds inside the horn in order to capture their sounds. Because the horn
plunged the birds into darkness, however, they often refused to sing.
This inspired the recordists to bring bird impersonators or flautists to the
recording studios, just in case. We had a piccolo player, Anne Davids,
as fallback option, and she beautifully played transcriptions of bird
sounds as well as the flute score from Olivier Messiaen’s “Le Merle noir”
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(The Blackbird), originally composed for flute and piano. This time, the
phonograph succeeded in recording and audibly replaying the music we
had listened to. We recognized the tunes.
Although the demonstration had partially failed, the event was a success in terms of reenacting early twentieth-century bird recording. It
conveyed to the audience what had been at stake at the time and articulated the sonic skills that were involved: heating the wax to the right
temperature, turning the cylinder in such a way that it would run at the
right speed (leading to the right recording pitch), adjusting the distance
between sound source and phonograph, using the correct needles, and
having the recorded subjects behave in preferred ways. Listening to birds
through phonographic recording clearly entailed an intriguingly wide
range of embodied forms of knowledge.
Showing this complexity of sonic skills in a performance for recordist and sounding subjects, the demonstration also underpinned
Jonathan Sterne’s claim that recording “is a form of exteriority: it does
not preserve a preexisting sonic event as it happens so much as it creates and organizes events for the possibility of preservation and repetition” (Sterne 2003: 332; see also Bronfman 2016: 228; Brady 1999:
6–7). Sonic examinations, like other ways of staging phenomena to
be recorded, redefined the researching experts in terms of the skills
required, but they also redefined the objects studied. Things, animals,
and humans were made to sound loud enough to be captured by the
vibrating needles, membranes, and amplifying tools of their time. In
some cases, subjects and researchers closely co-operated in creating the
recordings. As Erika Brady has illustrated for ethnology, the humans
under study at times only collaborated with researchers in ways that
allowed them to remain true to their own cultural and epistemic conventions, thus impacting on what was recorded (Brady 1999: 111–117).
The weight of the recording instruments and means of transportation
affected which sounding objects could be reached. Different microphones resulted in different permeations between sounding objects and
their environment, with huge effects on the questions posed, as we saw
in the previous chapter. The sonic traces of those objects, and the resulting issues of interest were, as I will demonstrate below, even co-defined
by the maximum length of the sound recordings or their visualizations.
In ornithology, mechanical sound recording did not remain the preferred medium for capturing and analyzing bird vocalization for long.
Soon, ornithologists would rank the epistemological value of mechanically
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visualizing sound more highly than that of audio recording plus manual
notation, at least for “diagnostic” purposes as set out in the taxonomy of
listening presented in Chapter 3. In automotive engineering, mechanical
visualization replaced embodied listening as the portal to systematic diagnosis, earlier in the United States than in Germany. And in medicine, the
situation differed for different specializations. How should this shifting
balance between the senses be interpreted? Switching between sensory
modalities, according to STS scholars Regula Burri et al. (2011), may be
considered “an epistemic tactic with which the different senses are put
into productive relations” (p. 4), but this does not yet account for the
differences in when and how experts in particular fields switch from one
sense to another.
Varying relations of trust between knowledge makers and knowledge
takers will be one of the factors; the ecology of diagnostic instruments
in which new technologies intervene is another. By following cases over
time, I am able to show how, and under which conditions, practices of
listening were critiqued or replaced by other techniques of knowing in
science, medicine, and engineering. In terms of the modes of listening
discussed in the previous chapter, the most explicit and heated discussions focused on diagnostic listening as opposed to monitory or exploratory listening. As I will explain in Chapter 5, this does not imply that the
aims of monitory and exploratory listening diminished in significance in
the sciences over time—quite the contrary. But attempts to mechanize
the analysis of data through visualization centered on diagnosis.
Replacing embodied listening to sound by automatically recording
sound, and subsequently by the mechanical visualization of sound, I will
additionally claim, required processes of sensory calibration.2 That is,
new sensory practices had to be “anchored” in existing ones in order to
acquire authority. Just as some music and dance researchers had tried to
enhance the reliability of the manual notation of sound by calibrating it
with the embodied, kinetic experience of music making and dancing, so
the promoters of automatic registration and visualization of sound aimed
to augment the authority of these practices by materially and metaphorically calibrating it with known sensory knowledge practices.
Such attempts at calibration were not always successful. The sonification community, for instance, hovered between presenting data visualization as a practice with which sonification had much in common and as
one from which it should depart. But this rhetorical flexibility did, as yet,
nothing to help the community find a convincing “killer application”.
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Beyond the Infallible Ear:
Repeated Listening and Sensory Calibration
In Chapter 2, I discussed several scholarly fields that (with more or
less initial hesitation) embraced the phonograph, most notably for its
mimetic and mnemonic functions. In 1931, the Romanian folklorist
Constantin Brăiloiu recapitulated these advantages when he expressed
his trust in the phonograph’s recording diaphragm as “infallible ear”
(p. 394) in the essay “Outline of a Method of Musical Folklore”:
The concern for objectivity impels us, first of all, to undertake the mechanical recording of melodies. Only the machine is objective beyond question and only its reproduction is unquestionable and complete. No matter
how well we notate a performer’s melody by dictation, we will always miss
something in our notation, whether it be the timbre of the voice of that
particular coloration of the melody due to the vocal production of the
peasant, [or] … the timbre of the instruments. Furthermore, the mechanical recording avoids fatiguing the informants, and facilitates an extensive
collection. Finally, it provides us with a means of control which no exact
science can do without. (Brăiloiu 1970/1931: 393)

By asserting the accuracy and reliability of mechanical sound recording,
Brăiloiu voiced the same ideals as the ornithologists had done. Similarly,
creating extensive collections and boosting productivity through phonographic recording was no less important in ornithology as it was in folklore research and ethnology (Brady 1999: 67). The only difference was
that the naturalists did not have to worry about fatiguing their informants. Birds in the field could not care less.
Mechanical sound recording was not free of problems, however.
I touched on some of these when discussing ornithology: the need for
heavy equipment, motorized transportation, and electricity affected the
recordability of the field, and the distance between bird and microphone
in natural settings generated a dichotomy between atmospheric and
close-up recordings. The folklorist Brăiloiu also mentioned that wax cylinders crumbled easily and deteriorated quickly; they did not “withstand
more than twenty to twenty-five playings” and thus had to be transferred
to discs if possible. He also thought it wise to have the infallible ear collaborate with “the infallible eye of the lens.” The engravings in wax or
ebonite might “keep a flicker of life” and be “easier to comprehend” if
auxiliary documentation such as photographs, films, and index cards with
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detailed descriptions of the singers and their ritual events were stored
as well (Brăiloiu 1970/1931: 393–394, 397). For Brăiloiu, rural music
was especially interesting as a living tradition, “the dual effort of integration and adaptation which tends, on the one hand, to pour the attributes
of modern civilization into the mold of the tradition, and on the other
hand, to impose upon this tradition the appearance of the contemporary
world” (p. 392).
At least in Brăiloiu’s view, producing knowledge from sound recordings meant aligning and anchoring them in visual documentation beyond
musical notation. Such forms of material sensory calibration were also
crucial in ornithology. Joeri Bruyninckx has shown how the Cornell
Library of Natural Sounds attempted to make volunteers’ recordings as
valuable to research as professionals’ recordings. This aim acquired particular significance in the 1950s, when the magnetic tape recorder—less
heavy, expensive, and cumbersome to use than the gramophone disc-
cutter—became available to amateur sound hunters, while ornithologists’
growing interest in population ecology and ethology made them keen to
collect the greatest possible variety of bird recordings. The Library tried
to ensure the accuracy and reliability of recordings by asking amateurs,
for instance in its Bioacoustics Bulletin, to fill out standardized forms
with information on the recorded bird species as well as the date, place,
and other conditions of recording, and to use pitch pipes with a standardized tone of 440 Hz. Taping this tone before the bird’s vocalization
“enabled future users to calibrate their playback equipment and to detect
deviations in recording speed” (Bruyninckx 2015: 358). Ornithologists
thus tried to materially calibrate sound recordings both through existing sounding instruments, such as pitch pipes, and through the existing
visual format of the standardized form. Analytic and synthetic listening for comparative diagnostic purposes was only considered possible
through calibration and standardization of recording practices.
Encouraging amateurs to contribute to sensory calibration was only
one aspect of the exchange relation that the Library developed with
its volunteers. The institution shored up that relationship with various
forms of capital. Social capital was exchanged when advice on making field records and expertise on the recorded birds was offered in
return for the moral obligation to share information with the Library.
Sponsoring field trips with travel funds and equipment in return for the
recordings and the associated copyrights was an exchange of economic
capital. And granting the amateurs authorship of the recordings and the
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distinguished status of research associates brought symbolic capital into
play. Bruyninckx (2015) has explained in these Bourdieusian terms how
the Library secured volunteers’ prolonged investment in its undertaking.
The sheer number of sound recordings collected, and the time it took
to listen to them repeatedly, also prompted scientists to ask what exactly
the recordings added to analysis beyond mere documentation. In this,
they showed similarities with another group of professionals. As media
scholar Tom Willaert has shown, several literary writers and intellectuals in late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Flanders and the
Netherlands felt the need to explicitly define their creative contribution
now that the phonograph had proved capable of capturing verbatim
language—what was left for writers to do? One such writer, the Dutch
novelist Multatuli (that is, Eduard Douwes Dekker), welcomed the phonograph as the perfect embodiment of his own poetics: his aspiration
to natural-sounding language and an associatively unfolding argument.
Others saw phonographic writing as a form of mechanical registration
that might be allowable for entertainment literature, but must be kept
out of high literature at all costs. Instead, writers should interpret and
critically reflect upon what they observed; use exemplary language; and
elaborate, contrast, and synthesize at proper places in their texts (Willaert
2016: 1–22, 33–41).
Scientists and scholars, too, were eager to underline what their expertise could add to mere registration. Rather than highlighting their subjectivity, as some literary writers had done, most cited their capacity
to compare sounds systematically through repeated listening. Playing
recordings at reduced speed was considered helpful in this process. In
the 1960s and 1970s, several bird sound recordists tried to support the
epistemic authority of this technique, in their case executed with gramophones, by comparing recorded sounds with microscopic images—
just as the ethnomusicologist Benjamin Ives Gilman had done decades
earlier when writing about “magnifying” the sound of his phonograph
recordings. The technique allowed ornithological recordists to extend
sonic fragments, so they claimed, just as microscopy enabled scientists
to enlarge visual details (Bruyninckx 2018). Such a rhetoric intervention entailed a metaphorical rather than a material calibration with a
known visual instrument and its sensory enhancement. Whether material or metaphorical, however, the processes of sensory calibration had
to improve the reliability and authority of sound recording in the fields
that used it.
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At a Glance: Mechanical
Visualization and Professional Audition
The world first learned about the sound spectrograph in 1947. That
was the year when Ralf Potter, Director of Transmission Research at
Bell Telephone Laboratories, and his former colleagues George Kopp
and Harriet Green published their report Visible Speech. Although
the title expressed their primary interest in visualizing speech, the
spectrograph permitted the visualization of sound more generally. Technologies for the transduction of sounds into images as such
were by no means new. The nineteenth-century “oscillograph,” for
instance, was already able to visualize the frequency and intensity of
pure tones across time, with intensity represented as the amplitude of
the sound’s horizontally developing waveform.3 But the spectrograph
enabled its users to make images of complex tones or a spectrum of
frequencies—the default situation in speech. These images, or “sound
spectrograms,” plotted time horizontally and frequency vertically, and
displayed the intensity of sound as shades of darkness.4 The assumption was that the sound spectrograph mimicked human sound perception more accurately than earlier instruments had done because the
ear also processes sound in terms of different frequency components
(Potter et al. 1947: 8–13; Mills 2010: 38). Potter and his colleagues
seemed to reserve the word “sonogram” for the speech spectrogram,
but other early users distinguished less clearly between the two terms.
Today, “sonogram” predominantly refers to ultrasound images in medical practices.
The Visible Speech authors believed the sound spectrograph would
be useful in teaching the deaf and hearing-impaired to speak by giving
them feedback on the quality of their speech, and would enable them to
understand telephone calls by reading sonograms of telephone conversations in real time, though they admitted to having no conclusive proof
of whether this was really possible (p. 6). They also referred to military
usages of the technology. Behind the scenes, the military was working on
uses of the spectrograph for unscrambling telephone messages and identifying speakers through “voice printing” (Fehr 2000; Broeders 2002;
Mills 2010: 52). At the end of Visible Speech, the authors speculated
about an impressive series of possible future uses, including options for
research in bioacoustics:
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A little experience with the patterns of animal, bird, and insect sounds suggests that there may be fascinating possibilities of analysis, illustration and
discussion that have not been available in the past. For example, permanent patterns of bird songs can be examined in great detail, and there is
reason to believe that song differences within one group could be readily
identified by visual comparisons. In fact, it would not be surprising if the
song habits of individual birds could be recognized by close examination
of the patterns. … The song becomes a signature!
If detailed analysis of song patterns is possible, there would seem to be
a wide new field of study open to the ornithologist. Perhaps bird books
and periodicals of the future will be filled with song pictures, and serious
readers may become well enough acquainted with this sound language to
read visible patterns of bird music in the way a musician reads a musical
score. (Potter et al. 1947: 410–411)

From the late 1950s, ornithological journals would indeed be full of
sound spectrograms. In the early years of that decade, the ethologists
William Thorpe and Peter Marler had started experimenting with the
technique, which was quickly taken up by the world of ornithology. In
contrast to mechanical sound recording, the spectrograph could only
represent a few—two to four—seconds of sound. Nevertheless, it was
welcomed for its capacity to visualize pitches far beyond human hearing and to cope with the high speed and frequent modulations of bird
vocalizations (Bruyninckx 2013: 119ff). In fact, it was these characteristics that fostered ornithologists’ interest in studying bird calls—short
in length, high in pitch, potentially rapid in repetition—instead of more
extended bird vocalizations, another example of the knowledge effects of
new instruments. The spectrograph also contributed to a focus on variation among other short elements in the repertoires of birds: did such
variation signify new species, learned behavior, functional characteristics,
adaptations to environmental change, or crucial forms of communication
(Bruyninckx 2013: 160–161)? Looking back in 2004, Peter Marler—
probably unintentionally—copied the rhetorical strategies of some of his
predecessors in ornithology by comparing the sound spectrograph to the
microscope (Marler 2004, cited by Bruyninckx 2013: 119). His comparison was yet another instance of metaphorical sensory calibration, as well
as an expression of a further version of mechanical objectivity—leaving
the ear out of a job not only in the field, but also in the office where the
transcription phase took place.
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Meanwhile, ethnomusicologists preferred the melograph to the
spectrograph, because it produced two line graphs, one representing
pitch across time and the other volume across time, creating an easily
readable visualization of melodic, and especially vocal melodic lines.
The melograph’s inventor, the American musicologist Charles Seeger,
had imagined it in the 1930s, but realized its potential only in the
1940s thanks to Potter’s technical drawings of the sound spectrograph, and had its first model built in the 1950s (Mundy 2018: 133;
Prescatello 1992: 212). Despite the differences between the melograph
and the spectrograph, both instruments produced visualizations of
sound that facilitated the distribution of research data through publications on paper, as well as fruitful combinations of spectrograms with
other forms of visual representation. Seeger advised his peers to add
musical notation to the graphs, for instance, so that the notation would
prescribe to readers how to sing a particular song while the graphs
would describe how it had actually been performed (Prescatello 1992:
212–217; Mundy 2018: 215). And as Bruyninckx explains with the
help of Bruno Latour’s (1986) work on inscriptions, such images were
mobile, immutable (or at least less vulnerable to erasure and alteration
than sound recordings), flat, and thus easily “overseen, cut up, scaled,
recombined or superimposed” (Bruyninckx 2013: 144). Whereas listening to sound recordings required a substantial time investment for each
playing, sound spectrograms could be transformed into optically consistent images that could then be synoptically presented so as to compare the images at a glance and cascade them into other abstractions,
such as numbers.
Bruyninckx adds, however, that the sound spectrograph did not
achieve “instantaneous intelligibility” (2013: 121). Some ornithologists began to abstract the sound spectrograms into calligraphic signs
that they thought were more easily readable and printable and better
represented the essence of the patterns observed. Masking the spectrograph’s visualizations of background noises with white paint was part of
that procedure. Others expressed their dislike of such interventions—or
indeed any interventions. Still others added verbal descriptions and syllabic notations to the sound spectrograms, hoping to give each other “an
impression of how the sounds might appear ‘to the human ear.’” Such
subjective accounts, Bruyninckx claims, did not only supply “information that could not be conveyed otherwise”; they also marked “a perceptive minimum to orient the observations of other ornithologists” (2013:
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135). Offering such manually notated aural information thus assisted the
analysis of bird sound by peers, and again anchored a new visual technology in earlier techniques.
Issues of legibility and analysis were also raised by ornithologist
Donald J. Borror in 1956. He noted that it was very hard to define the
beginning and the end of Carolina wren song phrases just by looking at
sound spectrogram. Because delimiting phrases was crucial for his work,
he had to combine the imagery with listening to sound recordings at
reduced speed. In the early 1970s, Robert Lemon, a biologist working
at McGill, relied on the auditory sense in the same way. In his study of
how cardinals responded to the prerecorded songs of other cardinals, he
mentioned that although all new recordings of their vocal behavior had
been analyzed with help of a sound spectrograph, “much information …,
especially relating to the sequences of different song types, was gathered
by listening to the birds sing and then recording the data in a notebook”
(Lemon and Chatfield 1971: 1, cited by Bruyninckx 2013: 135). In this
way, both Borror and Lemon underpinned the understanding of sound
spectrograms with analytic listening.
Some ornithologists even started combining sound spectrograms
with musical notation. A few did so because they refused to abandon
the search for musical patterns in bird vocalizations, a search that was by
then highly contested. Others argued that the linear frequency scale of
sound spectrograms did not express the logarithmic sensation of pitch
to which both humans and birds responded, or else considered musical
scores more accessible and comprehensible than spectrographic images.
For these ornithologists, musical skills remained an integral part
of the ornithologist’s expertise, or, following Bruyninckx’s (2013:
41–42) reference to Thomas Porcello, of the ornithologist’s “professional audition.” Thomas Porcello coined this term in 2004, based on
Charles Goodwin’s 1994 notion of “professional vision,” to capture
the discursive and embodied competences of experienced sound studio
engineers—expressed in their shared technical, musical, and linguistic repertoire for bringing together audio technologies, techniques, and
sonic ideals—and to emphasize novices’ lack of such authoritative and
efficient expertise.
At another level, Bruyninckx argues (2013: 134), abstracting spectrograms, adding manual notations to automatically generated spectrographic images, and carrying out listening exercises meant the
introduction to ornithology of what Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison
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(1992, 2007: 309–361) have called “trained judgment.” Trained judgment represents the gradual enrichment of the ideal of mechanical
objectivity in the sciences by confidence in the sophistication of experts’
interpretive skills, drawing on an intuitive and holistic understanding of
data patterns developed through years of experience. But it also entails
judgment of when exactly such interpretive skills should inform analysis
and when they should not.
Reintroducing musical notation, for instance, was considered unacceptable by the large majority of ornithologists. True, some of them conceded, the composer Messiaen had successfully simulated bird song with
such notations—but using them in biology would mean wrongly assuming that birds were musical creatures (Bruyninckx 2013: 141).

Meter Reading as a Technology of Trust
in Expert–Customer Relations
Although sound spectrograms made their presence felt in bird books
and periodicals in the 1950s and after, by then ornithology had already
experienced a golden age of sound recording—including in commercial
terms, with large sales for the records issued by the Cornell Library of
Natural Sounds.5 Other branches of bioacoustics, as well as ethnomusicology, ethnology, and linguistic fields such as dialectology and phonology, also embraced sound recording as a token of advanced scholarship
for a substantial period of time.
In the “stethoscopic” fields of medicine and automotive engineering,
mechanical sound recording acquired different roles. In medicine, gramophone records enabled physicians to document and circulate rare cases,
and were also used in teaching contexts. As early as 1930, a renowned
American textbook on physical diagnosis referred to a series of Columbia
records that students could listen to repeatedly. But the medical field did
not unanimously embrace listening to the body through loudspeakers.
In the 1940s, several authors asserted that the technology had a detrimental effect on the isolating and filtering experience of listening with the
stethoscope, as background noise and loudspeaker buzzing interfered,
destroying—in Van Drie’s rendering of these comments—“the impression
of the closed acoustic pathway” (2013: 178) that had been the stethoscope’s great advantage. One solution was to have a professor in a lecture
hall carry out a auscultation live with an electronic stethoscope, then
broadcast it to students who had individual stethoscopes plugged into
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the transmission system, thus reinstating the closed pathway experience.
Another was to publish “teaching tapes” (or audiocassette recordings in
the 1970s) specially designed to be listened to by holding the stethoscope’s bell a few inches from the speaker of the tape recorder. Employed
in this way, the recorder acted as an “electronic chest” (p. 180).
Even so, mechanical sound recording was less widely used for diagnostic listening in medicine than in fields such as ornithology, ethnomusicology, and phonology. It is no surprise that medicine differs from
areas in which sound, as music or language, is the key object of study.
But for ornithology, the dissimilarity with medicine is less self-explanatory. To understand it, we need to take the field-specific ecology of
diagnostic instruments into account. Most medical specializations could
draw on both the stethoscope and visual diagnostic techniques such as
radiology before mechanical sound recording entered the scene. This
made mechanical sound recording less essential for diagnostic listening,
although it was not entirely absent. In the mid-1960s, for instance, slowspeed magnetic tape recording was used for the objective assessment of
“cough suppressants under clinical conditions” (Woolf and Rosenberg
1964); three decades later, visualizing high-speed magnetic tape recordings of cough sounds was ascribed “considerable value in identifying
mechanisms of airway pathology present in respiratory diseases” (Korpáš
et al. 1996: 261). Indeed, biomedical acoustics has become a highly
developed field. For the most part, however, it focuses on visualizing
ultrasound rather than sound in the human auditory range. So while
the stethoscope lived on in the ward, and mechanical sound recordings
played a modest role in medical educational settings, it was imaging that
dominated diagnostic work in behind-the-scenes hospital laboratories.
Stefan Krebs has shown how the transition from auditory to visual
diagnostics unfolded in car mechanics in Germany and the United
States. As discussed in previous chapters, German mechanics modeled
their diagnostic listening skills on the medical world, using automotive
stethoscopes as supplements to screwdrivers and listening rods to focus
their listening. When confronted with a repair crisis in the 1930s, they
did not follow their US colleagues in introducing meters and gauges to
restore a relation of trust with customers, but embedded car mechanics
in a system of certified guilds. Whereas in the United States, the damage to customers’ belief in the capacities of mechanics had been mitigated with legible, and thus visual, instruments as technologies of trust,
in Germany the long-standing tradition of crafts guilds underpinned
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mechanics’ automotive authority. Diagnostic listening could become
an insignia of the German mechanics’ profession, and came to stand
“metonymically for all embodied sensory skills car mechanics developed
through training and expertise” (Krebs 2014: 355; see also Krebs and
Van Drie 2014: 100). After World War II, the American military seized
the opportunity to replace the restrictive German guilds by freedom of
trade in the zone they controlled. Indicating the deep roots of the guilds
in German society, however, the West German government reestablished
the system in 1953.
Because of this history, new diagnostic instruments entered the German
garage some twenty years later than the American one. Germany´s leading manufacturer of car systems, Robert Bosch, had introduced a test
instrument for spark plugs as early as World War I, but only used this and
similar devices for its own services. When it did start selling diagnostic
tools to German repair shops in the 1950s, the dominant argument was
not that the devices would increase demand for repairs, as had been the
US selling strategy, but that they would save time by helping mechanics
to find the cause of troubles without having to disassemble the car. This
efficiency argument was important because the German repair world was
struggling with a shortage of car mechanics, who could earn much more
in the rapidly expanding automotive industry than in repair shops. Other
arguments focused on the automotive technology itself—electrical systems
being increasingly sophisticated and more highly powered machines permitting smaller tolerances—and on a new form of after-sales service that
was geared towards preventing car problems rather than solving them.
One article in an automotive journal additionally played the objectivity
card. It deployed the medical metaphor again, but this time to advocate
visual instead of audible tools: American diagnostic devices were superior
to the mechanic’s senses, and the tools were “like medical instruments in
an operating room, covered in white enamel and chrome, to be wheeled
silently towards the patient: the ‘sick’ automobile” (“Sie fragen,” 1957:
43–44, cited by Krebs 2014: 367).
From the late 1960s onwards, car manufacturers offered their garages
diagnostic test stands and increasingly required them to be used. In parallel, the trade press criticized traditional methods: “You can no longer
master modern automobiles with your expert senses; only with modern diagnostic instruments is it possible to do the necessary tests and
adjustments” (“Prüfen,” 1966: 20, cited in Krebs 2014: 370). Bosch
also pitted conservative experts against progressive ones, who preferred
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“measuring instead of guessing, checking instead of trying, and testing
instead of sensing.”6 Such rhetorical moves towards objectivity, Krebs
argues, were entangled with a wider visual culture. Bosch presented the
oscilloscope (an oscillograph with a screen), for example, as the mechanic’s television (Krebs 2014: 372).
German mechanics did not give in easily, however. They resisted by
claiming that American-style diagnostics would produce mechanics who
were able merely to change parts, not to truly repair a car. To them,
sensory skills were more than filing, drilling, lathing, forging, and listening: they also encompassed tidiness, punctuality, meticulousness,
and care. Such skills were considered crucial in mechanics’ relationship with customers. An expert mechanic would, for instance, be able
to step beyond the standards imposed by manufacturers and “increase
the specified valve clearance by another 0.10 mm to avoid valve ticking
that often annoyed drivers” (Krebs 2014: 376). Moreover, they had
complaints, at times justified, about the accuracy of the equipment, or
simply wanted to prevent customers from noticing their inexperience
in handling the devices. Only in the late 1970s did the situation begin
to change, due to the rise of the electronically rather than mechanically
functioning car, which strengthened the position of the manufacturers
and repair shop employers at the expense of the mechanics’ jurisdiction
over embodied skills.
Understanding such context-specific appropriation of visual diagnostic techniques can contribute to the present-day STS debate on
tacit knowledge. Sociologist of science Harry Collins distinguishes
between three forms of tacit knowledge: relational, somatic, and collective. Relational tacit knowledge refers to knowledge that is not
explicit, formalized, or captured in rules, though only for the time
being—once social relations change, such tacit knowledge may become
explicit after all. Secrets are a case in point. Somatic tacit knowledge is
embodied knowledge, hard to explain because of its incarnated character, but possibly explicable in the future; an example is riding a bike.
Collective tacit knowledge, the most robust form of tacit knowledge,
is knowledge that entirely resists explication because it can only be
acquired by spending time with those who already have it; cycling in
local traffic, for instance (Collins 2013). Rather than classifying tacit
knowledge substantively as Collins does, Michael Lynch finds it more
interesting to “examine what is done with the notion of ‘tacit knowledge’” as a polemical and professional resource (Lynch 2013: 58).
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Indeed, this and the previous chapters have shown how German car
mechanics succeeded for quite some time in defining their auditory
and other sensory expertise as knowledge that could only be learned
by spending time with a senior member of their field, so as collective
tacit knowledge. The auto-stethoscope was a token of their professional autonomy until labor shortages, diminishing tolerances, ideals of
preventive care, and electronically steered cars arrived and there was
less and less to be heard.7

There Is More Than Meets the Eye:
Struggling with Trained Ears in Sonification
The community of researchers who have been promoting data sonification since the early 1990s have a deeply ambiguous relationship with
the phenomenon of data visualization. As Alexandra Supper has shown,
sonification researchers have passionately lobbied for the ear by positioning sonification as a much-needed alternative to visualization. Auditory
displays of data, so they commonly claim, allow for an easier recognition of patterns than visual data presentations. But they have also stressed
sonification’s similarity to visualization: just as graphs and diagrams are
conventional representations of data that have gained authority over
time, sonification deserves, as a convention-in-the-making, to gradually
acquire acclaim in the academic world. For sonification enthusiasts, visualization is thus both a phenomenon to depart from and to set as example (Supper 2012a: 264; 2016).
An often used argument for sonification is that the huge amount and
widespread availability of digitalized data in science and society today call
for new ways of processing. So far, “data exploration tools” have been
predominantly “visual in nature, including graphing and plotting software, modeling programs, and 2[D] and 3D visualization software,”
notes psychologist and computer scientist Bruce Walker, but these
tools “fail to exploit the excellent pattern recognition capabilities of the
human auditory system, and they also continue to exclude students and
researchers with visual disabilities” (Walker 2000: 16f, cited in Supper
2012b: 17). In the words of system biologist Peter Larsen, who has
translated data from microbial ecology into a jazz composition, “there is
only so much” that a person or even a computer “can do to see patterns
in these outrageously huge data sets” (Larsen cited by Brannen 2013: 1,
in turn cited by Supper 2015a: 441).
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Makers of sonifications consider auditory data display to be especially
relevant for those sciences that already work with data based on vibration
or oscillation, such as seismology, volcanology, or astronomy because
these data are reasonably easy to transfer to the human auditory range.
Sonification is also presented as very interesting for sciences that produce
data with a temporal dimension, for example electroencephalograms
(EEGs) of epileptic seizures. Sonifications of EEGs, their proponents
argue, have rhythmic and spatial dimensions that may make the dynamics
of seizures more intelligible (Supper 2012b: 14–15).
Given the presumed analytical advantages of listening to data, members of the sonification community find it unfair that the ear has been
taken less seriously than the eye in the production of knowledge. This
makes them keen to refer to auditory activities they see as precursors to
their work. In doing so, they make no explicit distinction between listening to sounds that occur “naturally or as an unintended byproduct
of another activity” and to sounds that have been “deliberately made for
the purposes of revealing information” (Supper 2015a: 445). Evidently,
listening to the second type of sound is closer to sonification proper, but
it is a rhetorically effective move to bracket both types of sound together.
The use of stethoscopes in medicine and automotive engineering is a
long-standing example of the first kind of listening; an instance of the
second kind is the Geiger counter. Both cases are often referred to in
sonification literature. Another example enthusiastically embraced by the
sonification community is psychoacoustician Sheridan Speeth’s 1960s
digital transposition of seismic signals into sound “in an effort to find
a reliable method to distinguish earthquakes from underground nuclear
explosions” (Supper 2015a: 446, see also Volmar 2013). In all these
cases, historical examples of listening are cited to undermine the presumed dominance of visual modes of analyzing and presenting data.
Proponents of sonification do not always write antagonistically about
visualization, however. In their arguments, visualization is sometimes
also an authoritative practice prefiguring and acting as a model for sonification. Thus, the claim that “subjective decisions are widely accepted in
data visualization” may be used to argue that such interventions are also
acceptable in sonification (Supper 2012c: 32). Whereas some members
of the sonification community, notably psychologists, ask for quantitative
user tests to substantiate “what the average listener actually hears in a sonification,” more theoretically inclined sonification researchers deplore such
demands (Supper 2012c: 31). Visualization, they point out, is commonly
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used without scientists requesting user tests showing that it actually works
in conveying information, so why should user tests be necessary for sonification? If visualization has organically developed into an accepted set
of conventions, why not grant the same evolution to sonification? As one
of these promoters has it, the “first visualizations of molecules were not
evaluated, they were just made. And they were extremely functional”
(Interview Florian Grond, cited in Supper 2012a: 263).
Their ideal is to rely on what Supper calls the “trained ears” of sonification designers and the experts, or domain scientists, whose data are
sonified. Supper’s formulation plays with Daston and Galison’s notion of
“trained judgment.” In the sonification community, it stands for the position that mapping data onto particular sound parameters always implies
choice and subjectivity, but that this is no problem as long as sonification
designers and domain scientists are willing to listen to different mappings
of the same data sets, which represent different “(sonic) views,” to quote
Thomas Hermann, a prominent member of the community, and his
co-authors (Hermann et al. 2007: 467 cited in Supper 2012c: 32).
Views on visualization among sonification researchers experts have
also changed over time. Whereas several of the sonification movement’s
pioneers expressed the hope that sonification would replace visualization
in the long term, most sonification researchers today find it more realistic to present sonification as an important add-on to the range of data
representation tools already available. Better still, they would like to collaborate not only with experts who are already used to listening, such
as physicians, but also with domain scientists who commonly work with
digital visualization techniques. By creating sonification plug-ins for a
widely used data visualization software package, for instance, they enable
domain experts to rely on their existing expertise and skills rather than
being forced to familiarize themselves with the software used by sonification designers (Supper 2012a: 256; 2015a: 453).
In fact, when presenting their own work at conferences, members of
the sonification community do not eschew diagrams, photos, or screen
shots. And although the organizers of each International Conference on
Auditory Display ask for sound examples, a recurrent complaint is that
these are little used even in this heartland of sonification, and then mainly
by the most experienced sonification proponents. This is partially due to
the high likelihood of errors when using sound, fear of criticism regarding sound quality, or bad listening conditions in the venues. Instead,
“data karaoke”—a phenomenon mentioned in Chapter 2—is often used
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to embody, highlight, illustrate, and authorize data and/or sonifications
or to integrate them with the sonic form of the spoken presentation itself
(Supper 2015b).
When claiming a place in the academic sun for sonification, Supper
(2012a) has argued, the sonification community engages in “boundary
work” as members shift rhetorically between connecting their work with
and distancing it from visualization, depending on the contexts in which
sonification is being propounded. Supper draws on STS findings on the
ways that academic fields construct their cultural authority by demarcating themselves from non-science such as politics and religion (Gieryn
1995), crossing the borders of other disciplines (Klein 1996; Burri
2008), defining the conditions under which existing boundaries can be
crossed (Halffman 2003), or showing how an emerging field differs from
and resembles established disciplines (Amsterdamska 2005). As we will
see in the next chapter, sonification promoters have used similar strategies when positioning sonification in relation to art and music.
Supper also stresses, however, that the “current situation in sonification echoes, rather than solves” the problem of finding information in
large datasets (Supper 2015a: 458). As she has amply documented, most
work in sonification focuses on tools and designs for sonification rather
than the analysis of data. Critics within the community complain that
most of their colleagues seem to think these information patterns simply
“jump out” from the data once the sonification has been made. Again,
the sonification community’s preferred choice of historical examples is
canny. The Geiger counter displays levels of a well-known scientific phenomenon, while “the audification of earthquakes and nuclear detonations rests upon the principle of pattern recognitions in instances where
the patterns themselves are well understood” (Supper 2015a: 456). For
sonifications of the big data sets that sonification researchers have in
mind, in contrast, the patterns remain to be found and understood, and
do not make themselves apparent automatically.
Moreover, sustained collaboration and shared listening would be necessary for the datasets to be properly understood by sonification specialists and the sounds to be properly understood by the domain scientists.
This is still rare (Supper 2015a: 457). Partially as a result, the sonification
community has not yet found its “killer application” for diagnostic listening. In informatics, the term killer application “refers to an application
program so useful that users are willing to buy the hardware it runs on,
just to have that program” (Juolo 2008: 76, cited in Supper 2012a: 255).
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So far, and despite the success of the EEG sonifications, no sonification
application has attracted enough interest for domain scientists to buy into
sonification on that scale—a situation deeply deplored by sonification
researchers.

Conclusions
This chapter has explained the conditions under which embodied listening, notably for purposes of “diagnostic listening,” to mechanically registered auditory phenomena was replaced by the mechanical analysis and
visual display of data as the preferred sensory mode for producing knowledge. In the 1920s and 1930s, enthusiasm for mechanical sound recording as the epitome of mechanical objectivity reached a peak in many
scientific fields. But as a solution to problems of sensory subjectivity, this
enthusiasm for—or epistemological value projected onto—sound recording proved rather short-lived. The spectrograph promised to sidestep the
cumbersome and controversial manual notation of sound, and enabled
easier integration with texts and other visualizations on paper. In many
medical fields, the tape recorder never really took off, as other auditory and visual instruments of diagnostics had already nested in medical
practice.
In both the heydays of mechanical sound recording and the spectrograph, new instruments acquired scientific authority by being calibrated
according to ways of listening or visual modalities that had been used
in earlier periods. The sensory calibration of sound in vision, or vice
versa, could be material in character, requiring an alignment with tangible sources captured in the same or other sensory modes, or metaphorical, suggesting similarities with modalities employed in the past: sound
spectrograms conceptualized as a microscopy of sound, for instance.
For some ornithologists, spectrography could not convey scientifically
relevant findings without manual inventions and without anchoring the
visualizations in comparative analytic listening. It was feared that particular phenomena, such as phrases in bird song, would be lost if the
visualization of data through sound spectrograms was not enriched by
professional audition. After all, a scientist was more than just a registrant. Trained judgment was those ornithologists’ ideal, complementing
the notion of mechanical objectivity. At stake here was professional audition’s authority to have a say in the establishment of knowledge. That
was also the goal some researchers in the sonification community had
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in mind. They underlined the similarities between trained judgment in
sonification and visualization. As yet, however, they have failed to gain
significant ground for collaborative work on sonification in the world of
science at large, perhaps because they also flag the differences between
sonification and visualization.
In medicine and car mechanics, the move was not so much from
mechanical sound recording to mechanical visual recording as from
stethoscopic listening to meter reading. In US automotive mechanics,
this happened much earlier than in Germany, a discrepancy that can only
be understood by considering the changing relations of trust between
car mechanics and motorists. While the state-backed crafts system kept
German car mechanics the authorized and reliable owners of diagnostic
listening, the social setting in the United States in the long run made
meter reading the only way to assure customer trust in car mechanics.
In Germany, the same shift was completed only in the late 1970s, with
rationalization and the electrification of the car as arguments. Even then,
the use of sound and listening for knowledge acquisition continued to
crop up, or “to pop up” in the sciences. What should we make of this
seemingly stubborn reappearances?

Notes
1. See “Bird organ” under “Bird instruments” on Oxford Music Online. The
first serinettes were built in seventeenth-century France (serin is a French
word for canary), but the instruments were most popular in the eighteenth
and nineteenth century, also outside France. The Oxford Music Online
entry claims that serinettes were used to “encourage” canaries to sing. In
1852, however, the French bird breeder Jules Jannin explained that serinettes could also be employed to teach caged canaries to sing particular
songs (Jannin 1852: 27).
2. I would like to thank Cyrus Mody for suggesting this line of thought.
3. An oscillograph is “a device that generate[s] visual displays of electrical signals” (Thompson 2002: 96). It can be used to indicate, in waveform, any
quantity that can be converted into electric energy. One such quantity is
acoustic energy.
4. At that time, a sound spectrograph deciphered the sound signals of a magnetic sound recording by measuring the sound energy of particular frequency ranges in that signal with a frequency band filter. A stylus recorded
the sound energy in each of the frequency bands on a “revolving roll of
electrically sensitive paper” (Bruyninckx 2013: 123). For spectrographic
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images, see http://exhibition.sonicskills.org/exhibition/booth4/graphical-notation-the-spectrograph/ and http://exhibition.sonicskills.org/
exhibition/booth4/notating-bird-song-and-sound/ (both last accessed
August 14, 2017). On the second link, scroll down to “Transcriptions of
chaffinch song,” last page.
5. In 1958, the Laboratory of Ornithology at Cornell University, the institute
behind the Cornell Library of Natural Sounds, earned 10,000 dollars from
royalties. The institute published its own record series and sound books:
natural history books with aural illustrations on gramophone. It also sold
its recordings as sound effects to the entertainment industry, including
Disney and Warner Bros, and to businesses, which played the sounds of
natural predators in pest control, for example (Bruyninckx 2015: 353).
6. 
Robert Bosch Company Archives, “Die ganze Werkstatt-Ausrüstung
Bosch,” 1969, File Number EF 001/009.
7. Michael Lynch (2013: 68) refers to a 1985 work by historian of medicine Christopher Lawrence showing that some late nineteenth-century
Victorian gentlemen-doctors even considered the stethoscope to threaten
the standing of their “incommunicable knowledge,” because it might open
the medical profession to specialists beyond their own elite ranks.
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CHAPTER 5

Popping Up: The Continual Return
of Sound and Listening

Abstract This chapter aims to explain why practices of listening continue to “pop up” as routes into knowledge-making despite the dominance of visualization in the sciences. It identifies three recent trends
behind this phenomenon: the rise and versatility of digital technologies,
the significance of somatic vigilance and synchronization in today’s large
instrument-based laboratories, and the role of the auditory sublime in
the public fascination with sonification.
Keywords Versatility of digital technologies
Synchronization · Auditory sublime

· Somatic vigilance ·

Hearing Gravitational Waves
On February 11, 2016, the New York Times published an online
video with the attention-grabbing title “Ligo Hears Gravitational
Waves Einstein Predicted.”1 The video was embedded in a news article announcing that a group of scientists behind LIGO, the Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory,
had heard and recorded the sound of two black holes colliding a billion light-years away, a fleeting chirp that fulfilled the last prediction of
Einstein’s general theory of relativity. That faint rising tone, physicists say,
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is the first direct evidence of gravitational waves, the ripples in the fabric of
space-time that Einstein predicted a century ago.2

The original press release about the gravitational waves, by the National
Science Foundation, explained that during the collision, “a portion
of the combined black holes’ mass” had been converted to energy
“according to Einstein’s formula E = mc2 “and had been emitted as a
“strong burst of gravitational waves.” LIGO had observed this by sonifying the measurements of the arrival time of laser light split into two
beams, each reflected by one of two mirrors at the end of the arms of
LIGO’s L-shaped interferometer. A small time lag between the arrival
time of the light beams, sonified in terms of frequency, expressed “the
tiny disturbances the waves make to space and time as they pass through
the earth.”3 Or, in the sonically rich words of David Reitze, LIGO Lab
Executive Director at Caltech, during the press conference:
Now, what LIGO does is that it actually takes these vibrations in spacetime, these ripples in space-time, and it records them on a photo-detector,
and you can actually hear them. … It is the first time the universe has spoken to us through gravitational waves. And this is remarkable. Up to now
we have been deaf to gravitational waves, but today we are able to hear
them. That is just amazing to me.4

It was thus the sonification of visualized measurements that gave the
New York Times as well as LIGO itself reason to talk about hearing evidence of a phenomenon journalists and scientists alike considered fundamental to our understanding of nature. A rising tone signaled that
Einstein had been right.5
As this chapter will show, the references to sound in the publicity on
gravitational waves is a fairly typical, if spectacular, example of how listening continues to “pop up” as a strategy for acquiring knowledge despite
the shaky epistemological authority of sonic skills in the sciences. Given
its contestation, what makes listening, and notably for the purposes of
monitory and exploratory listening in our taxonomy, a felt necessity or
appealing feature of the sciences? In this chapter, I answer that question
by relating the recurrent return of sound and listening in the sciences to
three issues: the rise of digital sound technologies and the portability and
versatility of these tools; the need for somatic vigilance in industrial settings, operating theaters, and laboratories; and the construction by both
scientists and artists of a public fascination with the auditory sublime.
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The Digital: Portable and Versatile
Sound Technologies
I have explained in the previous chapters how the portability of sound
recording instruments affected what could be recorded—birds in fields
accessible to trucks, for instance. It also affected who could be involved;
thus, the rise of magnetic tape recorders for consumer use in the 1950s
enabled ornithologists to create a moral economy of exchange with amateurs. With the rise of digital technologies, sound recording’s portability
and versatility acquired profoundly new meanings. Unprecedented levels
of virtuosity could be attained in such matters as switching between analytical, synthetic, and interactive listening.
In ornithology, field research is a new experience now that portable digital databases of bird sounds on iPods and iPads enable on-the-spot comparison between what has just been heard and what can be found on the
database. At times, this new option leads to false reports of bird observations, when ornithologists or amateur bird spotters assume they have heard
a bird singing whereas in fact it was just a digital sound device playing
the recording of bird vocalization. The technology does, though, allow
recorded bird calls to be used to attract individuals of the same species to
a particular spot during fieldwork, or prompt competing male birds to call
in response to the taped ones. As a form of explorative interactive listening,
playing recorded bird sound to elicit vocalizations had already taken off in
the age of the magnetic tape recorder, but the larger numbers of recordings available to ornithologists today have changed the game. Moreover,
portable computer devices and free audio imaging software also help birdwatchers to, as one ornithologist put it, see what they hear and hear what
they see synesthetically, indoors and outdoors (Bruyninckx 2013: 167).
Alexandra Supper (2012, 2015: 451ff) has sketched three ways
in which the rapid expansion of sonification initiatives since the early
twenty-first century has been assisted by digital technologies. First, the
digital age tremendously increased the options for sharing and circulating sound files, and thus for carrying out sonification. Earlier sonification enthusiasts had used flexi discs in the 1970s, or compact discs in the
1990s, as appendices to paper publications. The introduction of digital
audio storage, and notably the MP3 format in 1996, made the distribution of recorded sound faster, less costly, and almost effortless, although
MP3 files may, in principle, be protected against free distribution by
means of digital rights management. The “preservation paradox” of digital technology—which enables the easy transfer and storage of digital
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audio, yet undermines prospects of long-term retrieval due to the rapid
introduction of new formats (Sterne 2009: 64–65)—is a potential threat
to the robustness of sound-for-knowledge, just as it is for visual digital
information. But the fact that MP3 files can be inserted into electronic
publications and integrated with texts and images, rather than having
to be attached as addenda, has enhanced the epistemological credibility of sound. The advantages of inscription as set out by Latour, such as
superimposition, are no longer restricted to the visual representation of
data: “synaural” presentation is now possible as well—it has already been
flagged in previous chapters. And as Florian Dombois, one of Supper’s
interviewees, put it: “A sound has to be published in order to count as
an academic argument” (cited in Supper 2015: 452).
Second, the rise of digital tools for processing and creating sound,
notably sound synthesis tools such as SuperCollider, MaxMSP, and Pure
Data, have extended the possibilities for flexibly tweaking the parameters of sonification. Rather than simply transposing time-series data to
waveforms in the human auditory range (that is, “audification”), sound
synthesis allows for “much more complex mappings between data and
sound and for many more audio parameters (such as pitch, timbre,
duration, brightness and panning)” (Supper 2015: 452). Because many
of these tools have their origins in the world of computer music, they
also make the sonifications more aesthetically accessible. The downside of their roots in music, however, is that the tools were not originally designed to handle large data sets, the facilities for which have to be
added and kept compatible with changing software packages.
This is all the more important given that, third, growing academic
interest in and availability of big data have added urgency to the quest
for sonification. A long-standing promise of sonification has been to
create order in the chaos and abundance of data. To be sure, this does
not mean sonification offers straightforward solutions. As discussed
in the previous chapter, the sonification community is currently better equipped to give audibility to data that are already well understood
than to extract new patterns and information from unfamiliar data
(Supper 2015: 458). Nonetheless, the versatility of digital technologies
has opened up many novel ideas and practices for the “transduction”
(Helmreich 2012: 160) and “synesthetic conversion” (Mody 2012:
225) of signals from one sensory mode into another, thus bridging older
divides between distinct disciplines and social domains. I will return to
these forms of bridging in this essay’s last chapter.
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Somatic Vigilance: Attuning to Instruments and Time
Our case studies offer ample examples of listening for monitory purposes
to the sound of machines in factories or to research instruments in laboratories. In twentieth-century industrial settings, workers considered
the auditory surveillance of machines so crucial to their performance
that they even hesitated to accept hearing protection (Bijsterveld 2008,
2012). Nowadays, such protection is compulsory in many countries,
and most industrial machines are monitored using computer screens. In
certain situations, though, operators may still listen to machines as auditory monitoring. An example comes from the observations and interviews carried out by Stefan Krebs in 2013 at Frogmore Mill in Hemel
Hempstead, UK. Frogmore is now a heritage institution, but until 2000
it was the world’s oldest mechanized paper mill still in operation. One of
the operators referred to his experience on occasions when
the noise was so great, that, you could, if you were tired, as you often
were late at night, the noise, you would begin to hear things, so you begin
to hear choirs or orchestral music, that kind of thing, just, just a kind of
dream or an auditory daydream would come about, and it’s something I
actually found that I can control, so I could actually hear pieces of music
that I knew well … and clearly what was going on was my brain … filtering
out what it didn’t need, and it wasn’t the same as in a quiet room imagining the music, in that noise I was actually hearing it. (Operator cited in
Krebs 2017: 43)

Interestingly, the operator additionally said that when he wandered off
into auditory daydreams, he did not stop deploying his listening skills to
monitor the machine’s functioning. In fact, whenever his musical experiences were interrupted, he would know that something significant had
changed. Apparently, he first transformed machinery noise into music;
then, the musical patterns or breaches in those patterns informed him
of the proper or problematic functioning of the machine. As Joy Parr
showed in Sensing Changes, such rhythms may be deeply ingrained in
people’s corporeal experiences of the locations they inhabit (Parr 2010,
2015: 18).
Whereas Stefan Krebs interviewed paper-mill operators about their
memories of sensory skills in the recent past, sociologist Sarah Maslen
(2015) interviewed fifteen doctors from different disciplines about their
listening experiences in the present day. In one of these interviews, an
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orthopedic surgeon explained that arthritis involves the loss of “the layer
of cartilage that allow[s] for frictionless movement” in the joints. This is
not visible on X-ray, but announces itself through “creaks” and “grates,”
sounding “like wheels that need oil.” These and other bodily sounds
are also relevant during orthopedic surgery. When surgeons are drilling
bones to insert implants, for instance, changes in pitch tell them they
have reached hollow or outer areas of the bones, helping them to navigate through bodies during operations (Maslen 2015: 61–62). This form
of monitory listening enables surgeons to distinguish spatially between
right and wrong: Yes, I need to be here, or No, it’s the wrong spot.
In principle, this monitory quality also holds for navigation sounds
“that are artificially produced and played back through magnetic speakers or piezoelectric units in medical equipment to indicate surgical operative tasks” (Schneider 2008: 2). The value of alarm signals generated by
medical instruments in operation theaters and intensive care is felt to be
less evident, however. Although auditory signals such as buzzers, beeps,
sirens, pulses, or chimes in theory call the staff’s attention to problems
in the patient’s condition or procedural faults, it is by no means clear
whether alarm sounds actually enhance performance in hospitals and
similar settings. The answer appears to depend not only on the character
of the sounds, but also on the type of work and the workload of the people who must respond to the alerts. If staff have a high visual workload,
for instance, auditory alarms seem to be useful (Edworthy and Hards
1999: 604), but when the overall workload is too high, operators may
start to rely too strongly on alarms—whether visual or auditory (Endsley
and Jones 2012: 155–157).
The proliferation of auditory medical alarms since the 1980s, partly
due to a perceived need to protect the liability of the medical instrument
manufacturers, has complicated the alarms’ use. Anesthesia machines,
artificial ventilators, blood warmers, electrosurgical units, hyperthermia
systems, infusion pumps, monitoring systems, and pulse oximeters all
have built-in alerts. Some of these may be masked by the cacophony of
sounds, and even when the alarms are noticed, it may not be easy for
medical staff to identify their sources or interpret their urgency correctly.
Confusingly, different manufacturers offer different alarm sounds for
the same variables, while different types of devices may generate similar
sound alarms depending on their make.
A 2006 article discussing the interpretation of thirteen medical alarm
signals by clinical engineers with different levels of experience concluded
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that the overall recognition rate was a mere 48 percent (Takeuchi et al.
2006). The International Organization for Standardization issued several recommendations on standardizing alarm sounds in the 1990s,
but real standardization has failed to materialize, inspiring scientists to
design aids such as an alarm sound database and a simulation set-up for
training operating room attendants. The simulation enables users to listen to alarms in the context of an artificial hospital soundscape featuring speech, doctors’ beepers, automatic doors, and music (Takeuchi et al.
2006; Schneider 2008). Auditory navigation and auditory surveillance
are thus still significant monitory listening skills in hospital, though ones
endangered by an over-abundance of alarms.
In fact, the large number of alerts may also elicit new sonic skills.
Chapter 3 discussed experienced nurses tightening intensive care unit
alarms to reduce the overload of alerts: an example of interactive monitory listening. Patients have less control, however, and Tom Rice reports
that his “patient interlocutors often experienced the wards as being disturbingly noisy,” alarms being one of the sources of such noise (2013:
29). Several of the nurses Anna Harris talked to during her fieldwork at
an Australian hospital nostalgically evoked the relative tranquility of the
intensive care unit (ICU) of the past. She cites one of them:
Now there is an alarm for everything and they are forever tightening the
alarms. The noise is horrific now. … It’s changed so much. There is no respite any more. [phone rings nearby] There is a sound for everything—to
get in a door and another click when you leave. The [hand cleanser] dispenser makes a noise too! I remember the sound of billows in the ICU—it
was quite peaceful, like white noise … I could go to sleep to that noise.
Gone are the days of peaceful ICU. (Field notes Anna Harris, Melbourne,
October 21, 2013, cited in Harris 2015: 25)

It is worthwhile reflecting further on one of the reasons for this
plethora of alarms, medical instrument manufacturers’ fear of liability
for non-functioning instruments. This implies an important new context for the epistemic relevance of sound: the alarms indicate both the
experts’ dependence on black-boxed machines—as manufacturers set the
alarms—and, in some contexts, the need they feel to constantly monitor and discuss the machines’ performance. Joeri Bruyninckx has shown
the significance of these phenomena for sound and listening in modern science labs. In recent years, lab experiments have increasingly been
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organized around automated tools and expensive instruments that function as platforms for large numbers of researchers from different fields.
Bruyninckx studied the handling of automated experimental protocols,
carrying out extended ethnographic observations of and interviews with
researchers and technicians in a Dutch lab for surface science, plasma science, and materials science (anonymized as PlasmaLab)6; he also examined user practices concerning the same type of platforms in three US
labs for five months. The American labs worked with mass spectroscopic
and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques, for crystallographic
characterization and the definition of molecular structures.
At first glance, it might be expected that using instruments with
commodified software reduces reliance on researchers’ sensory skills for
monitoring the instruments. Indeed, programmed commands have been
introduced to boost productivity and efficiency, and to standardize the
experimental set-ups and enhance replicability. Bruyninckx (2018: n.p.)
has shown, however, that these intentions do not mean the instruments
are always or entirely trusted—such trust needs to be actively constructed
and constantly reaffirmed. In hospital operating theaters, responsibility
for the proper functioning of equipment seems to be delegated to the
instrument manufacturers and the alarms, but the situation in experimental research labs is different.
Several of the researchers at PlasmaLab, for instance, had extensive
experience with custom-built instruments, making them very aware of
the effects of in-built parameters on the experimental results and keen
to “open the hood” of ready-made tools, for instance by contacting
manufacturers. Even without such experience, many of the researchers
observed and interviewed considered the “knowability” of instruments
key to assessing the set-up’s stability and the reliability of experimental
outcomes. “Sometimes,” one doctoral researcher noted, “you actually
think that the reactor has a personality” (Bruyninckx 2018: 11). For
him and many of his colleagues, this means being aware of the instruments’ whims in order to grasp unexpected outputs or breakdowns and
to decide whether an experiment has succeeded or not. Understanding
the internal working of instruments additionally contributes to researchers’ independence from technicians, which in turn helps to build up their
trust in their own and their peers’ qualities as experimentalists—trust
that also arises from the ability to answer critical queries about data in
departmental meetings, for instance.
In pursuit of knowability, researchers often want to stand next to the
instruments that provide their samples, hoping to materially witness the
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instruments’ functioning on the spot. These practices embody “somatic
vigilance,” a “guarded attentiveness towards the technical conditions
under which data are produced and interpreted.” Somatic vigilance is
more than the organized skepticism considered typical of science: it is a
“tactic used by researchers to calibrate trust judgments” within the material, social, and knowledge regimes of their research settings (Bruyninckx
2018: 3, 7). Bruyninckx illustrates it with sensory examples of monitoring. These include reading graphs and numbers indicating the instruments’ output, but also touching the instruments to check for heat or
vibrations and listening to their sounds:
The setup is automated so that it can be operated fully via the desktop
monitor, but I always listen. You know that when you enter this [value],
you should hear this sound … . I don’t trust the button {pause} you know,
it is just a machine, something can go wrong. When I hear it, I know it for
certain. (Field notes, 11 July, 2013, cited in Bruyninckx 2018: 18)

Similarly, the operational rhythm of the lab’s entire soundscape tells
researchers whether experiments done by others are running smoothly
or signal unsafe situations. These examples show once again that the
purpose of monitory listening can call for both synthetic listening (to all
audible sounds at the same time) and analytic listening (focusing on one
or a few sounds amidst everything that is audible).
Somatic vigilance is not limited to science researchers. During his
fieldwork at the American chemistry and biology labs, Bruyninckx closely
followed technicians in their day-to-day work, and happened upon the
following instruction note near one of the instruments:
Attention all Bruker 600 Users!!!
If you do not hear the cryoprobe’s helium pump
“chirping”, DO NOT use the instrument!
STOP
This means the probe is not working properly
And you will NOT get a spectrum.
Thanks.7

In this as in the other labs, technicians are responsible for the smooth
operation of the machines and systems that form the heart of the workflow. Bruyninckx noticed that as they fulfilled this responsibility, technicians commonly rely on their experience of what research instruments
“should look, feel, smell, and sound like” under normal circumstances,
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recalling the somatic vigilance of the plasma researchers just discussed.
Some technicians not only acquire their own situated and embodied
skills, but also train the user-researchers by calling their attention to
these sensory specifics, among other things warning them that relevant
sounds may be masked by the noise of other laboratory instruments.
User instructions to “‘listen for a click,’ ‘wait for the pzzzz,’ or ensure
that no ‘hiss’ or ‘chirping’ can be heard” aim to persuade users to monitor the instruments’ functioning, but they also, or especially, encourage
responsiveness to the rhythms of the machines more generally. They help
the technicians to synchronize “users’ temporal expectations with their
instruments’ rhythms by redirecting their attention, inviting them to
open their bodies and allow themselves to be temporarily affected by an
instrument in use” (Bruyninckx 2017: 834).
Such synchronizations, Bruyninckx argues, are vital to today’s lab
culture. As large, shared, and expensive instruments such as NMR proliferate, their efficient and cost-effective use has become increasingly
important. This means that the platform’s “organizational time”—its
temporal management—needs to be attuned to its “instrumental time.”
Bruyninckx distinguishes three forms of organizational time. “Scheduled
time” refers to the time slots (for example: ten minutes during prime
time) assigned to individual users or groups of researchers working
with the platform technologies. In “billing time,” these slots are translated into costs for particular departments by computer systems that
track log-in and log-out shifts, while “strategic time” reflects management decisions on “long-term research activities, research lines, and
instrumental acquisitions.” Instrumental time, in contrast, alludes to the
“sequences, rhythms, and durations in activities of repair, maintenance
and operations” that are specific to particular research instruments and
protocols (Bruyninckx 2017: 828–830).
The work done by technicians is crucial for aligning the three forms of
organizational time with instrumental time. When the replacement of a
machine is postponed in strategic time, for instance, wear and tear is likely
to affect its performance, and therefore instrumental time. Technicians
often play a vital part in tackling and resolving such slippages, and their
instructions on attentive monitory listening, such as “wait for 3.3 minutes until the noises stop,” are particularly important (Bruyninckx 2017:
832–833). These synchronizations and monitory alerts, together with
technicians’ prioritization of particular tasks and their repair work to prevent system breakdowns, are by no means phenomena at the margins of
contemporary science—they are at its very heart.
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Auditory Sublime: Promising Wonder
and Awe Through Sound
“Popping up” is exactly what has been happening with the sonification
of scientific data since the turn of the twenty-first century. Alexandra
Supper had no problems at all gathering many recent cases in fields as
diverse as the geosciences, neurology, high energy physics, genetics,
astrophysics, and microbial ecology (Supper 2012, 2014, 2015).8
Some of these sonification projects have been initiated by artists.
An example is the sound installation The Place Where You Go To Listen,
created by composer John Luther Adams in 2006 and located at the
Museum of the North, University of Alaska. Among its sounds are “sustained chords” that sonify data on the position of the sun, and “deep
rumbles” sonifying registrations from several of Alaska’s seismological stations (Supper 2012: 39–40). Other events have been organized
by researchers, such as Gerold Baier and Thomas Hermann’s sonification of the electroencephalogram of an epileptic seizure at the Wien
Modern festival in 2008 (Supper 2014: 34–35). In a third group of
sonifications, scientists and artists collaborate. For LHCSound, online
since 2010, physicist Lily Asquith worked with software specialists, the
musician Richard Dobson, the composer Archer Endrich, and others
to sonify particle detection data, including data about the Higgs boson
so famously reported in 2012 (Supper 2014: 40). The project’s legacy
can still be found on the website of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC),
the world’s largest and most powerful particle accelerator, at CERN, the
European Organization for Nuclear Research. It features CERN scientists playing musical instruments such as the harp, clarinet, and violin as
“LHChamber Music,” while reading scores that are sonifications of their
LHC data.9 These and other examples often sound like contemporary
classical compositions, ranging from mildly to wildly avantgarde.
When Supper talked to the scientists involved in sonification projects,
however, many of them said that in their day-to-day work, understanding
data through sound was actually less important than the media coverage
of talks, concerts, festivals, and web events suggested. A case in point is
sonification in asteroseismology, a subfield of astrophysics that aims to
understand the internal structure of stars by observing their pulsations.
These observations are relevant because the stars’ variations in brightness
are thought to result from oscillations in the ionization equilibrium in
their outer layers. In turn, the oscillations and their frequency spectra are
dependent on the stars’ mass and radius. Oscillation modes can therefore
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give scientists information about the properties of the stars’ cores, which
are hard to study any other way. In lectures for students and talks for
general audiences, astrophysics professor Conny Aerts frequently explains
these phenomena using stellar sonifications: “synthesized, sped-up
sounds based on the visual observations of stellar oscillations” (Supper
2012: 43). She has also collaborated with composer Willem Boogman,
whose piece Sternenrest sonifies the data on one specific star and uses
surround sound to position the audience right in the middle of those
data. Yet Aerts emphasizes that she and her colleagues tend to study
oscillations visually rather than sonically. The sonifications are almost
exclusively employed to introduce students to astrophysics or reach out
to the general public.
Why is it, though, that scientists find sonification so helpful in those
communicative situations? And what motivates artists to use it? In the world
of modern music, Supper explains by reference to musicologist Richard
Taruskin, sonification responds to a twentieth-century trend to regard music
as a canvas for the objective and the material rather than as the expression
of individual, Romantic subjectivity. Adams, for instance, defines The Place
Where You Go To Listen as art produced by natural phenomena. Against
that background, it is understandable that artists often take the exact relationships between data and sound more seriously than scientists do when
presenting sonifications to the public (Supper 2014: 39–40). Additionally,
sonification promises to compensate for the loss of “deep structure” that
audiences began to experience when electronic music departed from classical music (artist John Dunn cited in Supper 2014: 41)—or, perhaps, the
painful void faced by many listeners to electronic music when it rendered
conventional harmonic and rhythmic patterns obsolete.
For scientists, popular sonifications embody another promise: that
of evoking an “auditory sublime” in those who listen (Supper 2012:
71, 2014: 34). Traditionally, the Kantian sublime stands for experiences of “infinity and unimaginable greatness” elicited by natural phenomena such as storms or mountains—observed at a safe distance, yet
with an emotional ambivalence in which awe and pleasurable wonder
are mixed (Supper 2014: 44–45). The notion of the sublime has since
been applied to the experience of art, architecture, and grand technologies as well. Supper identifies it in the rhetorical, musical, technical, and
spatial means by which scientists foster sonification in collaboration with
artists. Auditory and musical metaphors abound in the texts accompanying those sonifications, recalling Yolande Harris’s (2012) findings when
she examined bioacoustics research on the underwater sounds of whales.
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Natural phenomena, Supper shows, are said to “speak” to their audiences; they have something to “tell.” The synthesis of proteins adheres
to “a genetic score,” stars have a “voice” and “sing,” and humans can
“eavesdrop on the brain” (Supper 2012: 54–57). References to the sublime are ubiquitous, in “the wonders of the cosmos, the dangers of the
earth, the inconceivability of particles, the powers of genes and the complexity of the brain” (Supper 2014: 47).
Many sonification makers present sound as the perfect means to elicit
sublime experiences and enable listeners to emotionally connect to the
mysteries of nature. The three-dimensionality of sound is regarded as
vital to these experiences—sound offers a particular sense of presence,
immersion, and intimacy with natural phenomena, without actually getting dangerously close. Such immersion can be enhanced technologically,
as with surround sound speakers. At the same time, the sonifications
are intended to enthrall: the sounds can be loud and uncomfortable,
but they may equally be “eerie” and “otherworldly,” “chilling,” and
“disquieting” (Supper 2014: 47). Together, these dimensions offer virtual access to and deeper understanding of natural phenomena such as
stars, volcanoes, and particles “that are too far away, too close-by, too
big, too small, too high, or too low to be experienced in an unmediated
way” (Supper 2012: 72). It is the exciting expectation of the sublime,
of experiencing nature in its most overwhelming forms through sound,
that scientists believe will attract the general public to large-scale research
projects. Rather than inviting those audiences to listen diagnostically and
analytically, I would add, the scientists seem to aim for experiences of
exploratory listening in its synthetic mode.

Conclusions
When participants at LIGO Lab’s press conference on gravitational waves
said that the universe had “spoken” to us and that we could not remain
“deaf” to the waves, this was clearly an instance of invoking the auditory
sublime to attract the attention of the public. The LIGO scientists were
trying to bring a complicated natural phenomenon closer to the wider
audience while simultaneously inspiring a sense of respectful distance. In
many natural science projects, an additional step has been collaboration
with sound artists in order to help the public develop a fascination with
the otherwise often intangible products of contemporary science.
The increasing versatility and portability of digital technologies is
a very productive aspect of these processes. Not only does it assist the
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continual transduction of data from one sensory domain into another,
from the visual into the auditory and vice versa; digital sound technologies also enable sound variables to be presented in ways that stage patterns in the data in more accessible forms than in the past. The rise of
music software with easy-to-work-with interfaces has been instrumental
in extending the options now available to sonification experts.
Increased digital versatility and promises of sublime experiences offer
clues as to why displaying data in terms of sound continues to pop up
and has even grown in importance despite the sonification community’s
failure to find a “killer application.” And although sonification specialists still appeal for exploratory and diagnostic listening to data, monitory
listening has gained increasing relevance in science labs—paying close
attention to the rhythm of ever more expensive instruments can prevent
them from running out of control and requiring costly repairs.
This chapter has also shown that attending to the role of sound allows
us to articulate new developments in the sciences, such as the synchronization of work required in labs with large, grant-greedy set-ups or
scientists’ use of sonification in outreach activities. But the wider mechanisms behind the recent rise of the sonic versions of somatic vigilance
and the exploitation of the auditory sublime have not yet been set out
in detail. They form the topics of this essay’s final chapter, on the relationship between listening for knowledge and issues of timing, trust, and
accountability in the dynamics of science, technology, and society.

Notes
1. 
Dennis Overbye, Jonathan Corum, & Jason Drakeford, “Ligo Hears
Gravitational Waves Einstein Predicted,” Video The New York Times
Online, February 11, 2016, at http://nyti.ms/1V6puGS (last accessed
July 25, 2016).
2. 
Dennis Overbye (2016), “Gravitational Waves Detected, Confirming
Einstein’s Theory,” The New York Times Online, February 11, 2016, at
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/12/science/ligo-gravitationalwaves-black-holes-einstein.html?_r=0 (last accessed July 25, 2016).
3. 
“Gravitational Waves Detected 100 Years After Einstein’s Prediction,”
February 11, 2016, at https://www.ligo.caltech.edu/news/ligo20160211
(last accessed July 25, 2016).
4. 
National Science Foundation, “LIGO Detects Gravitational Waves—
Announcement at Press Conference (Part 1),” at http://mediaassets.
caltech.edu/gwave#conf, at 10’38 ff. (last accessed July 25, 2016).
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5. 
Listen to the LIGO-edited sound files at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=KzVDlFpaRRk&sns=em (last accessed July 25, 2016).
6. This particular case study had two phases, an explorative one (two months)
by Aline Reichow in 2011, and a systematic phase executed by Joeri
Bruyninckx (nearly three months) in 2013. Bruyninckx interviewed fifteen
researchers and technicians.
7. Field notes Joeri Bruyninckx, facility A, January 30, 2014.
8. 
For a few examples, see http://exhibition.sonicskills.org/exhibition/
booth1/how-are-sonifications-made/ and http://sss.sagepub.com/site/
Podcasts/podcast_dir.xhtml (both last accessed at August 14, 2017).
9. http://home.cern/about/updates/2014/10/cern-scientists-performtheir-data (last accessed January 20, 2017).
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CHAPTER 6

Ensembles of Sonic Skills:
Conclusions

Abstract This chapter combines a diachronic with a synchronic
approach. It explains how different ensembles of sonic skills, or sets of
sonic skills in specific settings, come to prevail with shifting relations
between science and technology, science and the professions, and science
and society. These ensembles reflect the significance of timing, trust, and
accountability in the dynamics of science.
Keywords Ensembles of sonic skills · Science dynamics · Timing in the
sciences · Trust in the sciences · Accountability in the sciences

Introduction
This final chapter builds on the previous ones by showing that listening
modes and sonic skills in the sciences come in ensembles. By this, I mean
that it is in particular configurations—in recurrent modes and with specific tools—that listening for knowledge has been considered useful or
even vital to science, medicine, and engineering. “Ensembles of sonic
skills,” then, are not simply sets of sonic skills, but also the settings within
which sonic skills are appropriated. These ensembles will be discussed
here in terms of family resemblances: although the sets and settings may
differ in detail, they have certain characteristics in common. The association with musical ensembles is no coincidence. In music, the terms string
quartet or wind quintet do not only denote particular combinations of
© The Author(s) 2019
K. Bijsterveld, Sonic Skills,
https://doi.org/10.1057/978-1-137-59829-5_6
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musical instruments, but also the repertoires they play. And ensembles
are not likely to perform on any conceivable occasion—some occasions
are more suitable than others. It is set and setting together that make the
difference.
Thinking about ensembles will help us to understand, at a more
structural level than in the previous chapters, where and why sonic skills
survived or returned, as well as where and why sonic skills lost their
relevance. Whereas the preceding chapters were either synchronic or
diachronic in their approach, this one is synchronic in identifying ensembles of sonic skills, but diachronic in analyzing the scientific dynamics
in which they operate. I aim to show how the changing relationships
between science and technology, science and the professions, and science and society both enable and constrain the usefulness and legitimacy of listening for knowledge in science, medicine, and engineering.
Such shifts are best captured by focusing on issues of timing, trust, and
accountability. Scientists and professionals, the topics they examine, the
skills and tools they use for engaging their ears, and the wider public all
need to be taken into account if we are to understand what sound and
listening “do” in the sciences.
In this undertaking, I also hope to slightly revise the historiography
of the position of music in the sciences, and to complicate two existing
accounts about the senses in the sciences: the claim that scientists sought
out to listen whenever the subject under study was not directly accessible, and the emphasis on the significance of immutable mobile, visual
inscriptions for the sciences. But let me first address the relevance of
ensembles of sonic skills, and how these ensembles cut across the diversity of instances of listening described in the previous chapters.

Timing—And the Relations Between Science
and Technology
A widely accepted, Latourian argument for the dominance of visualized
presentations of data in science has been their immutability and their convenient combinability with texts on paper and screens, which contributes
to the easy circulation of scientific claims. I have referred to this several
times: scientific inscriptions can be synoptically organized and mapped
onto each other. That option has also been opened to sound, in synaural
form, by the rise of digital sound technologies. MP3 files are now easily
combinable and distributable, helping to stimulate the rise of sonification.
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This line of reasoning puts most of its faith in processes of publishing
in the sciences, as it extends the networks of “acting at a distance.” Yet
oral presentations are still crucial elements of doing science, medicine,
and engineering, whether at international conferences, in departmental
seminars, or for teaching, with or without gestures in the air or the use
of black- and whiteboards. Moreover, as we have discussed in Chapter 2,
sound is highly compatible with oral presentations. Alexandra Supper
(2015, 2016) made this point when she discussed the phenomenon of
“data karaoke” in the sonification community. When presenting their
data at conferences or meeting up with domain scientists, sonification
specialists frequently sing their data as they speak about their findings.
In doing so, they are embodying their data, often combining them with
gesticulation and using the voice to highlight particular aspects of their
results, and thus of their analysis. This is especially helpful when working
with domain experts, who are usually less well versed in diagnostic listening to sonifications. As an additional advantage, users can trust their
own voice rather than run the risk of sound files or speakers failing at the
critical moment, for instance because they are not connected properly
or otherwise out of order. Voices and gestures are easily available, any
moment, anywhere. Similarly, other forms of embodied representation
survived because it enabled practitioners to The choice of a particular
sensory modality thus depends both on compatibility with the modalities already dominating the setting and on the importance of timing a
particular action in that setting.
Equally, opinions as to whether or not particular tools, such as the
phonograph or the magnetic tape recorder, are appropriate in a particular domain of science may be guided by issues of timing. In the world
of naturalists sound-hunting for easily disturbed birds, for instance,
the cumbersome combination of phonograph and wax heaters was not
immediately taken up. Magnetic tape recorders, in contrast, embodied the kind of portability welcomed in the field. Even in the analysis
of a visual inscription, the sound spectrogram (assumed to be efficient
for swiftly surveying results), some believed an auditory approach could
contribute to the analysis, for instance by creating crude classifications by
ear before zooming in on the details. Again, in these situations, the need
for careful timing of a particular action in the process of doing science
informed the choice of one particular sonic instrument over another, or
the decision to start with listening before focusing on visual inspection.
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In this essay’s second chapter, I also pointed out the significance of
urgency—the imperative need to take action at a particular moment
in time—for the survival of verbal expressions or manual notations of
sound. When teaching medical students or tracking birds in the field,
such ways of capturing sound may be the most efficient strategy for
recording data or communicating knowledge on the spot. Similarly, the
stethoscope survived in situations where high-tech instruments were not
available or where urgency reigned, such as in wartime hospitals or countries unable to access the full range of expensive diagnostic instruments.
Indeed, even in high-tech contexts stethoscopes may be of use in urgent
situations, as a story recounted by European Space Agency cosmonaut
André Kuipers illustrates. Kuipers, a Dutch physician by training, worked
with a Russian aerospace engineer, the commander, and an American
chemical engineer on board the International Space Station (ISS) for
over six months in 2011–2012. One day, a space capsule arrived with
new and essential supplies. Once the capsule had docked to the station, the commander made rotating movements to open the door. But
whatever he tried, the door remained closed. He and his colleagues had
no clue what might be causing the problem. It was in this setting that
Kuipers’ identity as a doctor came in useful, and led him to his stethoscope—in order to listen to the door. This enabled him to work out
whether or not there was a mechanical issue. The clicks and sounds
of rotating parts told him that the door itself was not the problem. It
simply required the strength of three cosmonauts to open the door.1
Kuipers’s diagnostic listening skills saved the day in this expedition episode; in a context of urgency, the stethoscope turned out to be a highly
efficient instrument.
These observations help me to qualify Sophia Roosth’s (2009) suggestion that scientists tend to rely on their ears or on listening tools
once they cannot directly access (in her examples: see) the phenomena of their interest. This is not the full story of why scientists come up
with the idea of listening or are ready to explore it. First, prior listening experiences may help scientists to reconceptualize a problem or phenomenon as being open to listening, as the ISS story shows. In another
example, the realization of sound’s role in survival during World War I
paved the way for academics to acknowledge the Geiger counter’s usefulness in measuring radiation. Second, the societal relevance of a problem
plus the availability of new instruments may also frame it as amenable
to a listening approach. It has long been known that icebergs—one of
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the examples with which this essay began—can only be partially seen.
What has opened up the underwater portions of icebergs more systematically to the epistemology of listening is the current sense of an urgent
climate problem, in combination with the availability of high-quality
hydrophones and ways of digitally transmitting sound files. Likewise,
early nineteenth-century physicians already had access to percussion
as a way of making the body legible; the readiness of many of them to
embrace the stethoscope was spurred by a new desire to create physical distance between patient and doctor. Third, for a sound technology to be accepted as an instrument of investigation, it often requires
material or conceptual sensory calibration with the sensory modalities of
equipment used in the past. And fourth, as so many STS scholars have
argued before us, making objects aurally (or visually) researchable redefines the character of those objects themselves—think of what the clean,
visually informed sound captured by microphones with parabolic reflectors meant for definitions of and approaches to bird vocalization. All this
complicates the idea that as soon as an existing phenomenon cannot be
seen, the time has come to start listening.
Returning to the significance of timing one’s actions for listening in
the sciences, as an ensemble of sonic skills, we should also recall the work
of synchronization as a structuring aspect of modern-day laboratories.
For facility staff as well as scientists, showing an ability to adjust to the
temporalities of planning schedules and instruments’ workings expresses
their efficiency to their superiors. In Joeri Bruyninckx’s study, monitory listening to the instruments, and talking about sound when training newcomers to the lab, was an important dimension of an “embodied
awareness of time”(Bruyninckx 2017: 840).

Trust—And the Relations Between the Sciences
and the Professions
The extent to which audiences have invested trust, a solid belief in the
reliability and responsibility of a person’s or institution’s actions, in those
who listen for knowledge has deeply affected the levels of justification
required for experts to rely on their ears. Such audiences ranged from
patients and customer-drivers to scientific peers.
When, in the late 1920s, motorists started to question the expertise
of the car mechanics who repaired their cars, the existing ensembles of
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sonic skills came under pressure. German mechanics responded both
by casting doubt on the listening capacities of their clients and by creating a societally acknowledged jurisdiction for their own trade. They
reclaimed the ability to listen diagnostically to engines as their exclusive skill—at the expense of drivers, who were to limit the use of their
ears in automotive contexts to monitory listening. At the same time,
they successfully established a guild-like system designed to strengthen
clients’ trust in the mechanic’s expertise in diagnostic listening. In the
United States, the same repair crisis played out rather differently. As US
mechanics did not have Germany’s tradition of protected trades, client trust in their sensory skills was easily undermined; that trust was
transferred to measuring instruments featuring visual displays. Clients
might be just as unable to read these instruments as to understand
the mechanic’s sonic skills, but the promise of transparency had the
required effect.
The German mechanics modeled themselves on doctors, claiming the
same type of tacit, clinical expertise and a similarly well-founded authority to describe sounds in their own words. They maintained this auditory
autonomy until, with the rise of electronics, automotive technology itself
had less to say through sound. In the world of medicine, the distance
created by the stethoscope initially enhanced patients’ trust in doctors.
When medicine had to comply to the same standards of objectivity as
science, it moved towards standardization, but at the bedside and in
teaching contexts, doctors may still refer to sounds and their diagnostic
meanings, in whatever ways they find effective.
Anna Harris has noted that despite the decreasing relevance of auscultation in hospitals and skepticism about its future, students worldwide are still being trained in both auscultation and percussion. This is
because senior physicians and medical educators believe that teaching
medical students “how to use a stethoscope to find heart murmurs or
how to percuss the borders of the liver” is vital for honing their “sensory awareness” (Harris 2015). What is important here, Harris and
doctor-educator Eleanora Flynn claim, is the education of students’
attention—a notion introduced by James J. Gibson and taken up by Tim
Ingold and Bruno Latour. In this “education of attention,” learning to
listen feeds into learning to pay attention, “a quality that is important for
all sensory skills, not only those of auscultation and percussion” (Harris
and Flynn 2017: 4). Students learn to notice differences in sensation, a
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skill many medical professionals consider crucial to their own and students’ observatory and diagnostic abilities. Even if the skills of percussion
and auscultation are on the decline as diagnostic techniques in hospital
settings, therefore, training in these skills fulfills a “pedagogical purpose,” thereby contributing to students’ medical identities—not least
through how they practice on, experiment with, and discover their own
bodies (Harris 2016: 52).
In labs, sensory awareness is no less important, as an embodied vigilance concerning the material conditions of experiments helps to synchronize organizational and instrumental time. Whereas many doctors
and mechanical engineers pride themselves on their sonic skills as much
as other problem solving skills, lab technicians tend to make their skills
invisible. The technicians observed by Bruyninckx mobilized “valuable
social capital” to arrange replacements and free advice in order to keep
the systems running. They did so largely out of sight of the lab’s management, however, apparently fearing that technicians’ visibility would
actually highlight “ruptures in the operation they are charged (and paid)
to maintain” (Bruyninckx 2017: 840–841). Keeping their skills out of
view of those higher in the hierarchy contributes to an impression that
everything is running smoothly, paradoxically reinforcing trust in technicians’ work, which is not sanctioned by professional jurisdiction in
the way achieved by mechanics and doctors. But it also makes the vital
importance of monitory listening for contemporary lab life less obvious
to STS researchers—unless one specifically focuses, as we have done, on
the role of sound in science.
The inverse relationship between trust invested in experts and the
justification required to employ sonic skills is perhaps best illustrated by
those who are entrusted and hired by governments to display generalized
distrust, such as the secret service, police, or military. In those settings,
listening to the “enemy” and analyzing sound has never lost its importance, despite these activities having been backed up by visual techniques
as well. In turn, those monitored—from soldiers, spies, and criminals to
prisoners (Rice 2016)—have availed themselves of nonverbal self-expression and counter-eavesdropping on their sonic environments in order to
stay under the radar of surveillance. Clearly, we should not forget that
sonic skills are not limited to those working in science, medicine, and
engineering (Bruyninckx and Supper 2016: 2), even if these groups have
taken center stage in this essay.
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Accountability—And the Relations Between Science
and Society
Technicians may have various reasons for carrying out some of their
repair work discreetly, “outside the organization’s ‘visible’ range of
auditing and accounting tools” such as the billed time of instrument
time. They do so “to maintain their professional status, to protect their
social capital, or in order not to provoke a further tightening of organizational temporalities” (Bruyninckx 2017: 841). This may, however, render inadequacies in organizational plans or replacement schemes invisible
as well and sustain a high tempo of research, potentially to the point of
compromising researchers’ ability to properly understand, work with,
and interpret the instrumental set-up. Synchronization work supported
by the senses thus keeps in place the system of accountable time.
The experienced nurses who adjusted the alarms of intensive care
instruments to prevent false alerts and unnecessary disruptions to their
workflow similarly sidestepped the constraints of accountability. But they
did so only temporarily; they also readjusted the alarms to more sensitive
settings to ensure that less experienced staff would notice the slightest
potential patient problem, and to protect the liability of the hospital and
medical instrument manufacturers. In other words, tweaking alarms once
again leaves the system of accountability intact. In the lab example, monitory listening in analytic and synthetic modes had to prevent listeners
from noticing too little, whereas in the hospital, the senior nurses’ interactive monitory listening had to prevent them from noticing too much.
In both cases, the accountability structure triggered their use of sonic
skills.
Accountability is also relevant for understanding the recent rise of
sonification, and especially musical sonification, in the sciences. As
explained in the previous chapter, sonification is considered a highly
effective tool for attracting the attention of the general public with the
promise of an auditory sublime. This close link between science and
music seems to contradict the historiography of the evolution of music’s
position in the sciences. Alexandra Hui studied German-Austrian scholars and scientists examining the sensation of sound between 1840 and
1910. Their laboratory work, she argues, was initially “bound up with
musical training and therefore musical aesthetics. Musical skill was a
scientific skill” (Hui 2013: 145). Hermann Helmholtz’s study of overtones, for instance, compared the workings of the inner ear to those of
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the piano: when striking a particular piano string, strings with corresponding harmonics would resound, and so too would the cortical fibers
of the inner ear. Ernst Mach’s research on the relationship between sensation and attention also depended on musical examples. He showed that
listeners perceived the same sequence of chords quite differently when
they focused on either the lower or the upper tones.
By the end of the nineteenth century, however, “the value of musical skill had become contested” (Hui 2013: 145). This was due to a
rising interest in non-Western music and a changing musical aesthetics—
such as Arnold Schönberg’s twelve-tone music, which undermined the
dominance of the Western music system—as well as to changing opinions about the ideal experimental listener. In a debate between Wilhelm
Wundt and Carl Stumpf over just-noticeable pitch differences, for example, Wundt promoted the use of thousands of listeners, including musically untrained listeners, to substantiate statistically valid claims about
sensation. In contrast, Stumpf believed that only listeners with musical
expertise could hear the relevant distinctions; the outcomes of studies
using musically untrained listeners were invalid. Wundt’s approach won
the day.
A similar trend seems to have been at work in ornithology as well,
as it shifted from musical notation, to graphical notation, to the spectrographic rendering of sound, leaving conventional musical education largely obsolete and enabling contributions by musically untrained
scientists. As this essay has illustrated, music did not lose its relevance
entirely. Alluring gramophone records of bird sound attracted amateurs, who then contributed to data collection in ornithology. Musical
metaphors continued to be used in both the didactics and the analysis of
sound. Moreover, some bioacousticians added musical notation to sound
spectrograms; others even hired a drum-master to distinguish and identify the rhythmic structures in the inter-click intervals of sperm whales
(Harris 2012). And in Harris and Flynn’s study, medical students who
had received musical training earlier in life thought this helped them to
discriminate between bodily sounds and find words for them. As one student explained, talking about lung sounds: “If you play music you listen
to a lot of music and you become really particular about … you hear the
phrasing. You can hear the rests, you can hear the pauses. You become
more skilled in listening to the nuances of sound” (S7, cited in Harris
and Flynn 2017: 4). A musically inspired skills training—focusing on the
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discrimination of rhythm, cadence, pitch, and timbre—enhanced nursing
students’ ability to notice and interpret the sounds of heart, lungs, and
gut, such as the increase of bowel sounds “with diarrhea, gastroenteritis,
or early obstruction” (Pellico et al. 2012: 236). In all, however, musical
skills have tended to lose their analytic value in the sciences over the late
nineteenth, twentieth and early twenty-first century.
How, then, should we understand scientists’ currently growing
interest in musical sonification and the evocation of the sublime that it
promises to deliver? Alexandra Supper has cited the rise of interdisciplinarity in the sciences, noting the explanation of this recent prominence
by sociologist of science Andrew Barry et al. (2008). They claim that
interdisciplinarity—which in their definition includes the integration of
distinct fields of academic scholarship and the integration of science with
non-science, such as the arts—draws on three logics: the logic of innovation, the logic of accountability, and the logic of ontology. The idea that
the sciences should contribute to technological innovation and economic
growth, or the logic of innovation, is now acclaimed within and beyond
academia, and has propelled all kinds of research that combines insights
and methods from different disciplines to come up with novel medicines or other products for the market. In contrast, the logic of ontology is geared to “effecting ontological change in both the object(s) of
research, and the relations between research subjects and objects” (Born
and Barry 2010: 105). Reflection on the reality claims behind particular
methods, or on the shifting boundaries between humans and technology, pushes academics toward interdisciplinarity, which may then further
erode conventional ontologies. The logic of accountability is anchored
in the ever greater need to account for the large amounts of public
spending on science, and to respond to the declining authority of and a
growing public “unease” with scientific institutions. One way for scientists to cope with these pressures is by “enlisting artists” to reach out for
audiences who “might develop not only cognitive, but interactive and
affective involvements with science” (Born and Barry 2010: 108–109).
Interdisciplinary projects of this kind are intended to legitimize investment in and by scientists.
The increasing demand for science’s accountability expresses a major
shift in the relationships between science and society—a shift that is
also an important factor for the rise of sonification projects in which
scientists and artists collaborate. But scientists have not been the only
ones seeking to enhance the legitimacy of their work through strategic
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alliances. Artists have turned to the sciences with the aim of making their own work more acceptable or visible. This is reflected in the
hope expressed by artist John Dunn, mentioned in passing in the previous chapter, of adding “a sense of ‘deep structure’” to music when he
worked with biologist Mary Anne Clark on turning protein sequences
into a work of sound art (Supper 2014: 43). This two-way strategic referencing phenomenon is known as “legitimacy exchange,” a term coined
by STS scholar Geof Bowker (1993: 116). The notion indicates how
scientists at the margins of particular fields refer to colleagues in other
domains of science in order to garner support for their claims. Some
sonification projects have even wider ambitions, though. The composition Bonner Durchmusterung by Marcus Schmickler, commissioned for
the International Year of Astronomy in 2009, was intended to educate
the public about astronomical phenomena such as eruptions of the sun.
But the program notes, co-authored by the scientists and artists involved,
say that the work also proposes to foster reflection about “the relation
between data and the reality of the observed objects” (cited by Supper
2014: 44)—reminding us of the logic of ontology.
It remains to be seen whether this particular instance of sonification
will help to consolidate the trustworthiness of science in the public eye,
but many sonifications seem well suited to creating a new public engagement with science, beyond a more conventional public understanding
of science (Supper 2014: 50). The need for such engagement is particularly acute now that governmental budget cuts increasingly threaten
science, the steeply rising expenditure of which is no longer considered
self-evident. This situation calls for new and dynamic ways of emphasizing the value of science, and sensory immersion in technologically mediated and artistic inspired sonifications is one such way. It is another, and
revealing, ensemble of sonic skills in the sciences. As one would expect,
the need for accountability prompted various ways of monitory listening
in labs and hospitals—but it also gave a boost to sonifications for wider
audiences that tapped into exploratory-synthetic listening through technology-enhanced immersion.

Epilogue
We experienced an accountability driven and aesthetically informed
ensemble of sonic skills ourselves in the aftermath of the Sonic Skills
project. When most of the research had been completed, in 2015 we
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organized a Sonic Science Festival with lectures, demonstrations, concerts, a children’s workshop, and an exhibition. The festival aimed to
present our own research on sound and listening in science, medicine, and engineering, but also to spark the interest of children, young
adults, and others in science more generally, through sound and music.
For one of the concerts, we collaborated with the Maastricht sound art
venue Intro in Situ, and commissioned the young guitar player and composer Aart Strootman to create a piece for his “minimal chamber metal”
band Temko. He prepared for his composition by reading the entire
The Oxford Handbook of Sound Studies (Pinch and Bijsterveld 2012) and
Alexandra Supper’s 2014 article on sublime frequencies.
This inspired Strootman to start experimenting with sonification in composition. The first thing he did was to send an email to
the US National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). He
requested—successfully, to his own surprise—the last set of data that
NASA ever received from space probe Pioneer 10. This spacecraft was
launched in 1972 for a mission that would last for over thirty years, until
the last moment of contact between NASA and Pioneer 10 on January
22, 2003. At that moment, the distance between Pioneer 10 and the
earth was 8 bn kilometers. Strootman’s second step was to transform the
dataset into the composition Darkness Rises. As well as having the data
mold the structure of his musical materials, he expressed time’s passing
using visually displayed information and radio broadcasts on important events in the political, cultural, scientific, and technological history
of humankind. “Sonic Skills paved new paths in my personal composition practice,” Strootman concluded. “A scientific approach towards
music, in the shape of sonification, has become a ubiquitous component
in my writing. ‘Darkness Rises’ is the first but important step into this
territory.”2
The composition immediately attracted the interest of programmers
at venues for classical, avantgarde, jazz, and pop music, and was played
on eleven occasions. Among them were a concert at the Amsterdam
Concertgebouw, a Rotterdam event that showcased Darkness Rises for
the Classical: NEXT forum, and a performance in Eindhoven that also
featured public intellectual Bas Heijne speaking on the future of science.
This last event included the release of Temko’s recording of Darkness
Rises. But there was more to come: the piece lived on in a version for
symphony orchestra. The Philharmonie Zuidnederland programmed
Darkness Rises in its Spicy Classics series along with classical music
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concerts “in a modern jacket,” a “cross-over” to be enjoyed “with a
beer in one’s hand,” reaching out for new audiences. In its advertising
for the concert, the orchestra stressed that the musically rendered dataset
“marks the last thing we … heard from Pioneer 10 …. It is now travelling through space’s gigantic void for eternity.”3
This is a perfect example of rhetorically promising the auditory sublime. What started as our way of bringing science to a wider audience,
ended up bringing classical music to new publics with a musical sonification of scientific data. It was the result of a legitimacy exchange par excellence, as music legitimated science’s existence while science underscored
the vitality of classical music in new formats. The composition was the
fruit of an ensemble of sonic skills that we expect to stay around as long
as accountability remains important in both the sciences and the arts.
We would have been very unlikely to trace ensembles like this if we
had limited our research to historical research alone. Our ethnographies
of labs, factories, hospitals, and the sonification community, our reenactments of sound and listening in the sciences, and the long-term relationships we were able to forge with scientists, engineers, doctors, and artists
alike were also highly informative. By pairing a sounding history of science with a “sounded anthropology” (Samuels et al. 2010; Bijsterveld
2016), we learned as much about sound in science as about the dynamics
between science and technology, science and professions, and science and
society. If the history of sound can “disclose previously unknown historical connections,” as historian Daniel Morat recapped the ambitions of
his peer Mark M. Smith (Morat 2014: 2–3), then our case studies of the
sciences through the lens of sound foregrounded the continued significance of trust, and the renewed significance of timing and accountability,
in the sciences. They helped us to identify the vitality of the embodied,
sound-informed synchronization work required to deal with the tensions between organizational time and expensive instrumental time in
today’s large-scale laboratories. They enabled us to claim that some sonic
skills long ago escaped the trend toward standardization and visualization, or “popped up” again in situations where listening was embedded
in legally sanctioned or organizationally invested structures of trust. And
they showed us that attempts to invoke the sublime through sonification
respond to society’s increasing demands for both scientists and artists to
account for what they do—by engaging with, rather than conventionally
educating, a wide audience. It was a pleasure to listen to them.
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Notes
1. Personal communication André Kuipers to Karin Bijsterveld, November
29, 2017, courtesy André Kuipers.
2. Personal communication Aart Strootman to Alexandra Supper, January 22,
2017.
3. http://www.philharmoniezuidnederland.nl/concerts/spicy-classics-musicspace/ (last accessed January 31, 2017).
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